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INTRODUCTION 

 
This project “Gathering traditional knowledge of the native peoples of Chukotka on the polar 

bear and its habitat” was carried out in 1999-2002 by the Chukotka Association of Traditional 

Marine Mammal Hunters (CHAZTO), Alaska Nanuuq Commission, and Pacific Fisheries 

Research Center (TINRO), Chukotka branch. 

The project “Polar bear in material and spiritual culture of the native peoples of Chukotka” 

was started in 2004. The main goal of the project was to gather information about different ways 

to hunt polar bears, about use of harvested animals, about rituals and customs associated with polar 

bear, and about the image of polar bear in visual arts and folklore. Information was obtained using 

two methods: 1) interviewing native people of different generations in Chukotka villages; 2) 

analysis of the literary sources on history and ethnography of the region. 

In 2005, the project was joined by the V.G. Tan-Bogoraz Regional Universal Public Library 

of Chukotka that undertook the work on “Bibliographic information” section. The project is funded 

by the United States National Park Service. 
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FROM THE AUTHOR 

 

The history of man’s acquaintance with the polar bear is as long as the history of humans inhabiting 

the coasts and islands of northern seas. The first written sources containing information about this 

animal date back to distant times. Japanese manuscripts mentioned polar bears already in the year 

650. Moscow first learnt of stories about the life of polar bears in the XVII century, when Russians 

started to settle the coasts of the White and Barents Seas. 

 

Information about the material and spiritual importance of polar bears for the native population of 

the North can be found in general geographical and faunistic monographs of the XVIII-XIX 

centuries. Those that deserve to be mentioned here include works by F.P. Vrangel, A.V. 

Middendorf, V.L. Seroshevskiy, V.G. Bogoraz, N.L. Gondatti, A.E. Nordenscheldt, A.A. Bunge, 

D.N. Anuchin, V.I. Iohelson. 

 

In the XX century, literature on polar bears was supplemented by studies on the distribution and 

population size of this predator; its economic use and importance; and its evolution, biology and 

ecology. Data on the economic and cultural importance of the polar bear in the life of aboriginals 

of the far North can be found only in works by a few authors: S.A. Buturlin, B.M. Zhitkov, N.F. 

Kalinnikov, G.Ya. Sedov, A.I. Mineev, G.A. Ushakov, G.A. Menovshchikov, I.S. Vdovin, S.M. 

Uspenskiy. 

 

As published materials accumulated over the years, lists of references on polar bears and the 

history and ethnography of Chukotka peoples were compiled. We haven’t found any systematic 

bibliographic information on the material and cultural importance of the polar bear in the life of 

the Chukotka native peoples. Therefore, the present annotated list is the first one in which Russian 

sources of information are analyzed. 

 

Information on the cultural importance of the polar bear is mostly fragmentary; it usually presents 

only parts of rituals that were most interesting to the travelers and explorers at that time. We have 

practically no complete descriptions of the rituals honoring polar bear- rituals that would start with 

preparations for the hunt and finish with burial of the polar bear bones and  skull. 

 

Bibliographic information gathered within the framework of this theme is not limited to the 

territory of Chukotka only. Features of cultural development of the Northeast of Asia allow the 

combination of the territories of Yakutia, Taimyr peninsula, Magadan area, Kamchatka, and 

Chukotskiy Autonomous District (AD) into one cultural and historical zone, within which cultural 

impulses spread both in eastern and western directions over the course of millennia. 

 

In order to explain the traditional view of life, particular rituals, and mythological topics, we 

compare materials from the areas historically connected with the range of the polar bear cult in 

which we are interested. One of our objectives is to show similarities in rituals – including minor 

details – between peoples that are separated from each other by thousands of kilometers. 

 

Besides native peoples of the Northeast of Russia (Eskimos, Chukchis, Koryaks, Yakuts), other 

native peoples of the North were mentioned in this work along with the regions where they live: 

Aleuts – Kamchatka area; Dolgans – Taimyr Autonomous District (Dolgano-Nenetskiy); Itel’mens 

– Koryakskiy AD, Magadan Area, Chukotskiy AD; Kets – Evenkiyskiy AD; Mansi – Khanti-

Mansiyskiy AD, Yamalo-Nenetskiy AD; Nganasani - Taimyr Autonomous District (Dolgano-

Nenetskiy); Nenets – Nenetskiy AD, Yamalo-Nenetskiy AD, Khanti-Mansiyskiy AD, Taimyr 

(Dolgano-Nenetskiy)AD; Nivkhs – Khabarovskiy Krai, Sakhalin Area (Oblst); Ultas(Oroks) – 

Sakhalin Area; Orochis – Khabarovskiy Krai, Sakhalin Area; Sel’kups – Yamalo- 
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Nenetskiy AD, Krasnoyarskiy Krai; Udegeits –Primorskiy Krai, Khabarovskiy Krai; Ulchis – 

Khabarovskiy Krai, Khants - Khanti-Mansiyskiy AD, Yamalo-Nenetskiy AD; Chuvants – 

Chukotskiy AD, Magadan Area /Oblast; Evenks – Evenkiyskiy AD, Taimyr (Dolgano- Nenetskiy) 

AD, Irkiutsk Area, Sakha Republic (Yakutia), Amur Area; Evens - Sakha Republic (Yakutia), 

Magadan Area, Chukotskiy AD, Kamchatka Area; Ents - Taimyr (Dolgano- Nenetskiy) AD; 

Yukagirs - Sakha Republic (Yakutia), Magadan Area, Chukotskiy AD 

 

In the process of compiling of the annotated bibliographic list, 280 publications were identified. 

Unfortunately, we couldn’t locate some of them. A total of 221 literary sources – scientific and 

popular publications, essays, fiction, folklore and illustration materials – were included in this 

work. Chronologically, based on the year of publication, they cover the time period between 1742 

and 2006. 

 

Literature was gathered in the following libraries: 

 

• V.G. Tan-Bogoraz regional universal public library of Chukotka (Anadyr) 

• Library of the Russian Academy of Sciences (RAS) (St. Petersburg) 

• Library of the Zoological Institute of RAS (St. Petersburg) 

• Library of the Institute of Ethnography of RAS (St. Petersburg) 

• Library of the Institute of History of material Culture RAS (St. Petersburg) 

 

The annotated bibliographic list includes also publications from the personal library of Kochnevs. 

 

Literary sources were identified in the course of searching through catalogues of the above listed 

libraries, as well as lists of references in publications that are closely related to our theme. 

Searching through literature, analysis, and scanning took close to one year. In most of the cases 

we used the traditional way of search and selection of literary sources: direct, thorough 

examination of monographs or publication, as well as studying additional materials (references  to 

this source in other publications, critical comments/reviews, etc.). This allowed us to decide on 

inclusion of the source in the bibliography, and helped compile annotation for each source. 

 

Unfortunately, new technologies haven’t been introduced into Russian libraries for the most part. 

Search of the bibliographic databases allowed us to obtain information for only the last 10 years. 

Retrospective bibliographic databases or full text databases practically haven’t been created in the 

Russian libraries. 

 

Search of the Russian-language internet sites provided very limited information on our theme, 

despite the large number of existing internet references. 

 

Literature included in the Bibliographic list is grouped into nine sections. Each section starts  with 

an introductory article that provides an overview of the literature, and then presents bibliographic 

list in alphabetical order. 

 

Number of literary sources in sections: 

Section 1 – Polar Bear and Man: on the history of the issue – 16 sources 

Section 2 – Polar Bear in the traditional outlook of the peoples of the North – 80 sources 

Section 3 – Traditional polar bear hunt – 95 sources 

Section 4 – Butchering of polar bear carcass and use of polar bear meat for food – 29 sources 

Section 5 – Rituals and celebrations honoring polar bear – 101 sources 

Section 6 – Economic importance of polar bear skin – 43 sources 

Section 7 – Use of other body parts of polar bear – 17 sources 
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Section 8 – Polar bear in folklore – 40 sources 

Section 9 – Polar bear in art – 35 sources 

 

Identified sources are accompanied by annotations. In those cases where the same source is 

included in several sections, the bibliographic description is repeated, and the content of the 

annotation changes depending on the theme of the section. Complete list of identified sources is 

presented in Attachment 2. 

 

Leaders of the project: Chukotka Association of Traditional Marine Mammal Hunters (technical 

director Eduard Zdor) and Alaska Nanuuq Commission. The project is funded by the U.S. National 

Park Service. 

 

The author expresses her sincere appreciation for help in selecting literature to: her dear husband 

A. Kochnev, director of the Marine Mammal Research Laboratory with the Chukotka Branch of 

the Pacific Fisheries Research Center (TINRO); I. Riga, member of the senior research staff of the 

“Chukotka Heritage” Center; and A. Komarova, senior bibliographer of the Scientific  Library of 

the Zoological Institute RAS. Invaluable help in implementation of this project was provided by 

the staff of the V.G. Tan-Bogoraz Universal Regional Public Library, the Scientific Library of the 

RAS Zoological Institute, and the Library of the RAS Institute of Ethnography. 
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PART 1 

POLAR BEAR AND MAN: ON THE HISTORY OF THE ISSUE 

 

POLAR BEAR (Ursus maritimus Phipps, 1774) – mammal species of the bear family of the order 

of Carnivores (Carnivora). Polar bear is one of the largest of terrestrial carnivores living at the 

present time. Its Latin scientific name means “marine bear”. 

 

The names of polar bear in native languages of people living in different Arctic areas are 

umka and uumky – in Chukchi; nanuk, n’onnok, and nanok - in Eskimo (Northeast of 

Siberia, northern regions of North America, Greenland); sira, bogto, uloddade boggo, ser- 

uorka, yavvy – in Nenets (north of the European Russia and Western Siberia); yuryung – ese 

and khyuryung-ese – in Yakut; nyobaty mamachan – in Evenk; poinene-khakha – in Yukagir 

(Uspenskiy, 1989: 8-9). 

 

Polar bears have been hunted since the times when tribes of primitive hunters came to polar areas 

thousands of years ago. Polar bear was harvested by native people of the North for the sake of 

hides, meat and fat. Hunting this animal played a significant role in rituals and beliefs of the 

aboriginal people of the North. 

 

We obtain our information on contacts between the primitive man and polar bear through 

archeological research. Archeological exploration started in the Northeastern Asia already in the 

XVII century - in summer of 1787, G.V. Sarychev, Lieutenant of the Russian Imperial Fleet, 

started excavations of the ancient Eskimo settlement east of Kolyma River delta. However, despite 

more than two hundred years of northern exploration history, there is only scant information 

available on the discovery of polar bear bones and images from Mesolithic and Neolithic periods. 

Here are some of them: 

 

• In the mid 1970s “Chertov Ovrag” site was discovered on Wrangel Island (dated 3400 to 

2800 years ago); polar bear claws, teeth and jaws were found during excavation (Tayan, 

1983: 46-52). 

 

• In the late 1980s – early 1990s, ancient Eskimo settlements were studied in the vicinity of 

the presently uninhabited Dezhnev village (dated 2600 to 1300 years ago). Eskimo 

harvesting practices were studied. In the dig, 2200 bones of mammals were found, “out  of 

20 bear bones only one jaw bone was identified as belonging to a polar bear” (Knyazev, 

1995: 25-26). 

 

• During excavation of the ancient Eskimo Ekven burial discovered in 1961 (dated 1700 to 

1200 years ago), polar bear skulls, bone fragments, remnants of hides, claws, fangs were 

found, as well as sculptural and relief images of polar bear. Final summary reports for 

1970-1974 excavations contain interesting description: “polar bear tooth inserted into 

raven’s skull instead of the tongue” (Arutyunov, 1983:209). 

 

• Polar bear images were found among petroglyphs discovered by N.M. Samorukov in 1965 

in the lower reaches of Pegtymel’ river. Pegtymel’ petroglyphs – the northernmost 

petroglyphs in Asia – are dated back to 1000 B.C. to mid 1000s A.D. The complex of 

petroglyphs is assumed to be left by ancestors of the modern Eskimos. 
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Pict. 1 – On the steep and magnificent cliff/rock 

covered with multiple drawings, one can find a 

composition showing a polar bear hunt of an ancient 

man: the man takes bear on his spear and three dogs 

attack the animal from behind (Dikov, 1971: 78). 
 

 

 

• The Mesolithic site (8000 years old) on Zhokhov Island (DeLong Archipelago, East- 

Siberian Sea) is a unique site. Polar bear bones there constitute half of all the bone remains. 

Unusually high proportion of polar bear harvest, which is very labor-intensive and 

dangerous, is associated with poor state of the population of the main target species – 

reindeer. No other community throughout Northern Eurasia is known to have such a high 

importance of polar bear meat in their diet (Kosintsev, 2003; Pitul’ko, 2004). 

 

Results of archeological research enable a reconstruction of the ancient harvest of the nomadic 

terrestrial hunters. Weapons used to hunt large mammals – polar and brown bears, reindeer, moose, 

and snow sheep – include wooden spears with inserted heads made of bone, deer antlers, mammoth 

tusks, silica and obsidian; sharp projectile points, stone or bone knives (used also for butchering 

and cleaning hides). Hunters used ground transportation: special sleds, pulled by a man sometimes 

together with 1-2 hunting dogs tied to the sled. 

 

The finds of polar bear in cultural layer of the Stone Age are rare, due firstly to the small and 

dispersed human population in the Arctic and therefore rare contacts between Man and this 

gigantic carnivore; and secondly due to the changes in natural conditions around the time of the 

end of Pleistocene and beginning of Holocene. Natural environment and geography of the region 

itself changed quickly. Vast shelf areas of the polar basin that dried during the previous regression 

phase were destroyed by melting, erosion, and flooding. 

 

 
Pict. 2 – Beringia: ancient land, shown 

in green color (Northern 

Encyclopedia). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Annotated Bibliography (for the preceding section):: 

 

Arutyunov, S.A., D.A. Sergeev, Questions of the Ethnic History of the Bering Sea Area (Ekven Burial). - 

Moscow: “Nauka” Publishers, 1975. - 240 p. 

In this monograph, the authors discuss their findings from the excavation of Ekven Burial Ground, 

discovered in 1961. They mention skulls, bone shards, skin remains, claws, fangs, and sculptural and embossed 

depictions of polar bears. 

Pages 14, 20-21, 27, 39, 41-42, 46-48, 54, 58-59, 63, 73 – description of findings related to the polar bear; 

Pages 124, 155-157 – sculptural polar bear depictions. 

 

Arutyunov S.A, Sergeev D.A. Scientific Results of Work at the Ekven Burial Ground (1970-1974) // At the 

Intersection of Chukotka and Alaska. Moscow. 1983. p. 200-229. 

Page 209 – in the description of an ancient burial there is a reference to a polar bear’s fangs; a fang is lodged in a 
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raven skull, in place of a tongue. 
 

Vereshchagin, N.K. The Origin and Evolution of the Polar Bear// The Polar Bear and Its Protection in the Soviet 

Arctic. Leningrad. 1969. Pp. 25-53. 

This study considers the history of the formation of the polar bear species; its ancient origin and relations, 

paleontological findings, the history of its habitat, its likely ancestors, and its evolutionary path. 

Page 30 – polar bear bone found on the Yamal Peninsula (Pleistocene); p. 31- fig. 

 

Vodolazhskiy, A.Y., Orekhoc A.A. Naively Realistic Representations of the People of Northeastern Asia // Local 

History Notes. – Magadan, 1991. – Vol. 17.  

 Page 126 – anthropomorphic sculpture of a polar bear-man (Ust-Belsky burial ground); a polar bear tooth in the 

form of a tongue is inside of a raven skull (Ekven burial gorund) 

 

Girya, E.Y., Pitulko V.V. Preliminary Results and Prospects for New Research of Sites on Zhokhov Island: 

The Technological and Technical Dimension // Natural History of the Russian Eastern Arctic in the Pleistocene 

and Holocene: A Collection of Articles 

The Zhokhovsky camp is located on Zhokhov Island (De Long Archipelago in the East Siberian Sea; dated 

– 8000 years ago). At that time the island was part of the Novosibirsk peninsula. Judging by the nature of the faunal 

remains remains, one of the main hunting targets was the polar bear. 

Page 82 – tools for hunting polar bears; Pages 83-84 – description of a hunting camp 

 

Dikov, N.N. Engraved Rock Mysteries of Ancient Chukotka. Pegtymel’ petrogyphs. Moscow. 1971. 129 p. 

Ancient stone drawings give insight into different activities and aspects of everyday life in the tribes of 

ancient Chukotka. The drawings also bring to life many myths, legends, and historical events of the distant past. 

P. 78 – description of composition no. 24 – hunting a polar bear with dogs. 

 

Kester, B. Arctic Zapovednik “Wrangel Island.” – Magadan, 1980. 

This brochure from the zapovednik gives an overview of the physical and geographical features, the climate, 

and the flora and fauna of Wrangel Island, as well as the problems related to the study and protection of the unique 

nature in this corner of the Arctic. 

P. 27 – polar bear bones were found in an ancient paleo-eskimo site (2nd millennia BC) 

 
Kishchinskiy, A.A. The Polar Bear. Large Carnivores. Moscow. 1976. Pp.154-197. 

 The place of the polar bear in the animal kingdom, bear hunters, and the habitat and history of the 

relationship between polar bears and humans.  

Pages 175-176 – polar bears and people in the past. 

 

Knyazev, A.V. Commercial Production of the Ancient Bering Strait Eskimos // Bulletin of the Moscow Society of 

Nature Explorers. Biology Department. – 1995. – T. 100. Vol. 2. – p. 22-32. 

This article presents the results of a study on Eskimo commerce in the Bering Strait, in particular near the 

modern village of Dezhnevo (excavations of 1989-1990; dated from 1300 to 2600 years ago. 

Pages 25-26 – polar bear and brown bear bones. 

 

Kosintsev P.A. Humans and Bears in Northerne Asia during the Holocene // The People of Siberia: History and 

Culture. The Bear in Ancient and Modern Siberian Cultures. – Novosibirsk, 2003. 

Presentations of archaeozoological materials reflecting the relationship between humans and bears. 

 

Pitulko V.V. Holocene Stone Age of Northeastern Asia // Natural History of the Russian Eastern Arctic during the 

Pleistocene and Holocene: A Collection of Articles. -M., 2004, - p. 99-151.  

Overview of archaeological discoveries in northeast Asia.  

Pages 104-05, 134-135 – findings of bear bones at Zhokhov Island (De Long Archipelago) and Devil’s Ravine 

(Wrangel Island); Pages 136-139 – history of hunter settlements in northeastern Asia. 

 

Rudenko, S.I. Ancient Culture of the Bering Sea and the Eskimo Question. Moscow-Leningrad. “Glavsevmorput” 

Publishers. 1947. 207 p. 

This study is based on the archaeological research on the Chukotsky Peninsula in 1945. The second chapter 

includes a detailed analysis of harvesting tools, means for processing hides, sewing, religious artifacts, and bone carvings. 

Rich illustrations are featured.  

Pages 23,30,54,97-98,101 – descriptions of polar bear sculptures and amulets made from polar bear teeth. 

Northern Encyclopedia. Moscow 2004. 1200 p. Electronic version on CD. 

 

Uspenskiy, S.M. The Polar Bear. Moscow, 1977. 
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The polar bear is a rare species that has adapted to life in extremely in  extremely difficult conditions—on Arctic 

sea ice. Professor of Biology S.M. Uspenskiy dedicated his book to this animal.  The book describes polar bear numbers, 

behavior, and physiological features. Significant attention is paid to measures to protect the animal. 

Pages 4-7 – history of the study of polar bears; Pages 58-64 - история изучения белого медведя; С. 58-64 

– economic significance of the polar bear for indigenous peoples of the North. 

 

Uspenskiy, S.M.   The Polar Bear.  Moscow, 1989. 

This  book is dedicated to the polar bear, a rare  species, which is of 

interest as a “model” for solving socio-biological problems.  Uspenskiy discusses 

the bear’s biology, abundance, distribution, and behavior, as well as measures for 

population management and protection.   

Pages. 8-12 –history of the study of polar bears; Pages 112-125 – the polar bear and humankind  

 

Shentalinskiy, V. House to a man and a wild beast. Moscow. 1988. 

This book comprises a series of essays about Wrangel Island. Archaeological findings of polar bear bones 

and teeth are discussed. (“Devil’s Ravine” Camp, 1975)
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PART 2 

 

BEAR IN THE TRADITIONAL WORLD OUTLOOK OF THE PEOPLE OF THE 

NORTHEAST ASIA 

 

A long list of evidence – bear images, large aggregations of bear bones and skulls collected in 

certain order (similar to some contemporary bear rituals), petroglyphs in Eastern Siberia, Yural 

Mountains and Scandinavia – points at the archaic mythological and poetic view of bears. 

Numerous literary monuments, as well as the vast ethnographic material gathered by explorers and 

scientists of the XIX-XX centuries, prove the exceptional consistency of man’s view of the bear’s 

nature and its sacred meaning. 

 

A special attitude to bears, including their worship, was characteristic of almost all people of 

Northern Eurasia and Northern America. The bear cult is broad, and includes the understanding of 

bears, and rituals associated with bear hunting, consumption of its meat, and preservation of its 

bones. The bear cult originated in ancient times and survived until present day, expressed in certain 

taboos, amulets, beliefs, legends and rituals. 

 

The intimate presence of bears in everyday life was experienced by people through the use of their 

hides, fat, meat, bones and other parts. Their symbolic importance in various mythological and 

poetic systems results from bears’ unusual strength, fearlessness, endurance, acute sense of smell, 

and also their cruelty, ferociousness, and more than anything else, their similarity to Man. 

 

A vast literature has been published on bears and rituals associated with bear hunting. Among 

Siberian people, the bear cult and celebrations are best studied among Ob’ river Ugrs – Khants and 

Mansi. It was studied by scientists and explorers N.L. Gondatti, N.N. Zolotaryov, V.N. 

Chernetsov, B.A. Vasil’ev, Z.P. Sokolova and others. The bear cult in the Amur-Sakhalin area was 

described by E.A. Kreinovich, A.V. Smolyak, Ch.M. Taksami, E.A. Alekseenko and others. North-

eastern version of the cult was described by V.G. Bogoraz, D.K. Zelenin, G.M. Vasilevich, A.F. 

Anisimov, V.V. Gorbacheva, A.M. Zolotaryov, A.P. Okladnikov and others. 

 

The knowledge of the importance of the polar bear in the life of native people is fairly fragmentary 

compared to the rich materials accumulated on the cult of the brown bear. Our task is 1) to identify, 

summarize and analyze information on the sacred importance of the polar bear; 

2) to compare our results to the knowledge on the cult of brown bear and prove that the polar bear 

is as important in the spiritual life of the northern people. 

 

In mythological and poetic visions and rituals and ceremonies, the bear can be a god, cultural hero, 

founder of traditions, ancestor, totem, guardian spirit, healer spirit, master of the animal world, 

sacred or sacrificial animal (dying and then reborn), incarnation of soul, animal double of a man, 

judge, giver, helper and teacher, helper of shaman, his animal incarnation and soul, werewolf, etc. 

 

There is no doubt that the bear cult had an enormous importance in the life of primitive people 

in ancient times. This can be explained by the fact that bear was the most horrifying animal… 

It was the strongest animal in the North… It scared a primitive hunter with its force, it 

impressed and astonished him by standing up on its hind legs, something other animals could 

not do, and in this way reminded the hunter of a man. The impression, magnified by roaring 

and ferociousness, was profound and the hunter endowed bears with supernatural origin and 

strength. Learning about the bear through struggle, the hunter saw its intelligence and 

cunning, and attributed human spiritual qualities to it (Ydrintsev, 1890: 111) 
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The bear skull, fangs and claws, fur and gall bladder, heart and liver, and even tracks embody 

animal might. For example, Nenets people did not dare to step across the tracks of brown or polar 

bear. Using special wooden spades they lifted chunks of snow crust with bear prints and moved 

them to the side of their road, and then after moving their sleds past the “crossing”, they returned 

bear tracks to their original place. Similar tradition can be observed in the cultures of other people: 

 

According to Mansi tradition, a woman that by chance ran into bear tracks had to go around 

them and leave some kind of sacrifice behind. If she didn’t have any suitable thing at hand, 

she pulled out a couple of her own hairs and put them on the print of bear claws… Similar 

ritual is known in Yakut tradition, but it applies to both men and women (Zelenin, 1929:34). 

 

In the book “Island of Blizzards” by G. Ushakov, we come across an episode showing the attitude 

of Asian Eskimos to polar bear prints: 

 

Soon we noticed fresh tracks… Having talked it over we decided to follow the tracks. Tayan 

was careful to warn me: “Don’t step on the tracks otherwise the bear will know that we are 

following him…” (Ushakov, 1982:84). 

 

According to the understanding of the people that live in Siberia and in the North, the bear is a 

creature similar to a man, but it has its own physical shape; it thinks, talks and acts as a man, 

however it creates its own world in nature. Many nations pointed out surprising similarities 

between a man and a bear in appearance: bear can stand on hind legs and his front paws  resemble 

human hands (it can pick up and hold an object); without its hide, a bear body has an amazing 

likeness to a human body. 

 

As Yakut people think, a skinned female bear looks very much like a naked woman 

(Zelenin, 1929:100). 

 

Negidalts say: “ Bear looks like a man dressed in thick hide: when the skin is torn off a 

dead bear, the bear looks as a real man, only with a different head and a thumb is absent.” 

(Northern Encyclopedia, electronic version) 

 

Large size of bear body, shape of its head and position of eyes, its ability to stand on hind 

limbs, absence of noticeable tail, location of nipples, and the deftness and dexterity of its 

fingers outweigh other animal characteristics that make bear look different from us (Shepard, 

1993: 126). 

 

Khant people on the Yenissey River think that bear is a person and that bear hide is only a 

cover, under which a creature hides, who has human appearance and possesses godly power 

and wisdom (Yadrintsev, 1890: 109). 

 

People have a special attitude to this animal reflecting us in the “mirror” of similarities and 

differences. Since old times people thought that bears were much closer to humans in their mental 

capacity judging by the many similarities between the ways of bears and humans. 

 

Soyot people (Nenets) see a close resemblance between man and bear because bear digs out 

roots for himself, eats berries, nuts, mushrooms and honey; its tracks look like human tracks 

and it walks on two legs (Zelenin, 1929: 100). 
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Polar bear has a sacred knife, with which he cut seals using his paw (Bogoraz, 1908). 

 

There is a definite similarity between the lifestyles of an arctic hunter and polar bear: both hunt 

seals and walrus and both venture out on long expeditions for this purpose. In the end of the XIX 

century, hunters still believed that bears wore human clothes under their hide, and that a bear can 

throw off his hide and turn into a man. 

 

Animals can suddenly change their appearance and turn into human-like creatures… 

However, having acquired human shape, animals partly maintain their initial qualities… 

Polar bears (in their human shape – S. Kochneva) compete in diving (Bogoraz, 1908: 71). 

 

According to beliefs of the native people of Chukotka, polar bears not only manage their own 

“households”, they also have their own country out there far in the ocean on the snow covered 

islands. It is not by chance that “Umkilir” (Wrangel Island) is translated from Chukchi as ”island 

of polar bears” (Leont’ev, 1989: 107-108). There on those remote islands, polar bears live like 

humans: 

 

Black and white bears have their households. Black bears live in underground dwellings and 

white bears have their villages on the ice in the open sea; they live by hunting seals  and 

walrus and organize whole expeditions for that purpose; they build snow houses that are lit 

with oil lamps, and their whole way of living is similar to human life (Bogoraz, 1939: 6). 

 

This same author points out one more interesting detail: 

 

A tribe of polar bears with human faces and gentle customs are believed to live somewhere 

on the American shores (Bogoraz, 1939: 37). 

 

Professor V. Bogoraz thought that “tribe of polar bears living on the American side of the Bering 

Strait” was a way to describe the tribes of American Eskimos, who sewed clothes out of bear fur. 

Such a delusion by the native people of Chukotka is understandable-- not only Chukchi people 

mistook inhabitants of the opposite shore for a bear tribe. Father Alexander, a missionary that came 

to Chukotka in the 1880s pointed out with humor the similarities between the lifestyle of 

aboriginals of the North and polar bears: 

 

The farther to the north, the closer the human being approached the impeccable type of polar 

animal life, i.e. the human being in many ways becomes like a polar bear… The dwelling of 

an aboriginal resembles a bear den. Some live in snow dwellings, some in gloomy 

underground caves entering it through the only hole made in the ceiling… A bunch of people 

get together around weak unsteady light, and what is that they do? Gnaw on raw bones. This 

is a polar man. In his habits he is like a polar bear (Argentov, 1880:449-451). 

 

Aleksandr Fyodorovich Middendorf – naturalist and explorer who studied the arctic part of Siberia 

and the Far East in 1840-43—points out the difficulties of Samoed (Nenets) marine hunting, 

explained by the close proximity of polar bears: 

 

To my question why they don’t go all the way the sea, they with all seriousness answered 

that they had tried to do that, but that herds of polar bears roam there and force Samoeds out. 

They talked about them as about a separate nation capable of holding on to its own country. 

If you send eight people there, polar bears immediately send twelve of their people against 

them (Middendorf, 1869:666). 
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Picture 3 – Polar bear armed with spear and shield (artist 

D. Bryukhanov; Lyg’oravetl’en lymn’ylte = Chukchi folk 

tales, 1961: fly-leaf). 
 

 

 

 

Bear country existed also as part of the world view of the Nivkhs. According to their 

understanding, bears were mountain people that lived in family groups in large dwellings: 

 

An old man is the head of such a household, and he directs the life of its members. When 

Nivkhs go out hunting, this old man orders one of his people at home to go down and meet 

the people. Cowardly mountain people start to refuse, saying “I have a sore throat”, “I have 

a heartache.” But they say that at this moment, the most calm person states that he will go 

down. He goes out into entrance hall, puts his bear hide on, turns into a bear and voluntarily 

goes down towards his death to the Nivkh hunters looking for him (Yudin, 1972: 182). 

 

Understanding of the life and afterlife path of a bear, of his way of life and natural behavior, comes 

out of closeness or even unity of bear and human destinies. 

 

For Sel’kups, the bear world is the reverse side of human life, where all humans remain from 

the moment of their death till their next rebirth. Both lives – light and dark, human and animal 

– flow side by side. One is surrounded by the walls of a dwelling and lit by a hearth, and the 

other is “wrapped” in a bear hide. Those two parts of life mirror each other and move in the 

same direction: the light one, towards old age, and the dark one, towards infancy. The 

dialogue with a bear continues throughout the entire life. According to Sel’kups, it continues 

after death as well, when a person turns into a bear (www.evenkija.ru). 

 

The bear appears to be similar to a human. He understands human speech, and can transform into 

a man and back into a bear. The all-hearing ears of the bear are an embodiment of alertness; the 

terrible growl is a warning; the bear’s mind and cunning is unfathomable wisdom; the scary claws 

and fangs are weapons of death and vengeance. A bear can hear and understand everything. Here 

are some taboos and superstitions associated with bears: 

 

“Don’t say anything aloud about a bear – he understands us!” – Kamchatka; “Don’t call a 

bear by his name – it’s a sin” – Sea of Okhotsk coast; “it is not allowed to speak badly of a 

grandfather-bear – it’s a sin, if he hears he’ll pay back for that” – Yakutsk (Burykin, 2001). 

 

One should mention a bear casually, or pronounce his name aloud. And if one has to mention him, 

it is better to use allegoric names: father, grandfather, forest old man, old man in a fur coat, forest 

master, master, master of forest and mountains, master of the thicket, prince of beasts,  holy beast, 

etc. 

 

Yukagirs from the upper Kolyma River called a bear only indirectly: old man; frightful; old 

man – master of the earth; big man (Tugolukov, 1979: 109-110). 

 

During the hunt and when skinning or butchering a bear, it was addressed as an older person; 

Orochi and Ul’chi called it simply – beast; Mansi – wise forest beast, Khants – old 
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man dressed in a fur coat, sacred beast; Nivkhs – mountain man. Some epithets reflect fear 

of the mighty animal: frightful – Evenks; large-toothed with claws on his hands – Mansi; 

(Northern Encyclopedia – electronic version). 

 

Yakuts know polar bear only by rumors, they call him “yuryung ese” which means “white 

old man”. Yakuts are very afraid of him, respect him and call him “the prince of beasts.” 

They avoid calling it directly and use special nicknames: “black”, “master,” etc. 

(Seroshevskiy, 1896: 139-140). 

 

Chukchi explain bears’ knowledge by their clairvoyance- an ability, as Chukchi people think, 

possessed also by shamans and many other people. Chukchi bear learns about an attack 

planned by people through shaman clairvoyance (Zelenin, 1929: 19). 

 

There is no doubt that the importance of a bear is determined by its similarity to a man, which is 

explained in the mind of an ancient hunter as an indication of common origin or of the origination 

of one from the other. A complex of views and rituals associated with the faith of a kin (clan?) 

group in relation to an object of nature (a totem) is called totemism. Beliefs and rituals typical of 

totemism include eating the meat of a totem animal in order to strengthen supernatural relations 

connecting the tribe/family group and the totem animal; belief in reincarnation – the transformation 

of the souls of dead people into newborn babies of the same family group; taboo names of bear – 

“grandfather”, “old man”, “uncle”, etc. 

 

The origin of totemism is obviously connected to early stages of human development when 

humans did not separate themselves from the animal world and nature – to them, animals, 

birds and plants were the same creatures as themselves. Some visions and rituals that 

originated in primitive societies transcended into more recent religions. Further development 

of animal worshiping was influenced by development of the harvest cult and also by 

superstitious fear of dangerous animals. Killing of an animal irrespective of the purpose – 

sacrificial killing, or harvest of the animal for food – was accompanied by certain rituals. 

Remnants of a special attitude to animals are preserved to various degrees by all the peoples, 

particularly those that have well developed hunting traditions (www.ido.edu.ru). 

 

We give as an example the totemic views of Amur-Sakhalin people, best expressed in Nivkh 

culture: 

 

Bear-people live in families the same as Nivkhs. Each family of bear-people lives in one 

large dwelling… Bear-people families are in close relation to Nivkh families… A bear killed 

during the hunt is perceived by Nivkh hunters as a relative that voluntarily came down the 

mountains to visit them… In response, Nivkhs send back various gifts and systematically, 

twice a year, feed them with refined dishes and perform sacrifices (Kreinovich, 1973: 176). 

 

Professor V. Bogoraz, who studied the bear cult of the peoples of the North-Eastern Asia, had no 

doubt of its totemic foundation. However, he thought that bear was a totem of the entire tribe,  not 

of individual families. 

 

Faith in reincarnation (rebirth of dead people’s souls in new born babies) as one of the components 

of the totemism was still observed in Chukotka in the 1970s: 

http://www.ido.edu.ru/
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It used to be that animals (recently harvested – comment by S. Kochneva) returned with a 

new baby… Sometimes polar bear returns with a human – then usually the baby was named 

Umka. This is particularly common among Chukchi (Krupnik, 2000: 328). 

 

What are the origins of totemism and subsequent cult of bears? Answers to these questions should 

be searched for in the myths of the bear origin that have several typical lines: 1) divine origin; 2) 

origin of man; 3) bear – chthonic creature associated with the beginning of creation. 

 

Many peoples have a common belief that bear used to be a heavenly creature with divine 

qualities; later, god lowered it to the ground… Often god himself could assume the 

appearance of a bear when he wanted to show himself to the people of the earth (Ivanov, 

Toporov, 1988: 129). 

 

Polar and brown bears are part of the world outlook of Labrador Eskimos (male deity being 

Torngarsoak in the shape of polar bear), Nenets (polar bear – mean deity, causing harm to people 

and reindeer), Khants. 

 

According to one of the Khant legends, god’s son was thrown by god to the ground for being 

arrogant and disobedient. He fell naked in the fork between two trees and slept there for so 

long that he grew bear fur. According to another version, god’s son stuck in the forked tree 

was eaten by worms and large worms turned into large bears (that live in tall forests) and 

small worms – into small northern taiga bears (www.evenkija.ru). 

 

The largest number of myths tells about man and bear originating from each other. The story of a 

bear originating from a man must be more archaic. Chukchi, Yakuts, Evens, Ains, Khants – all 

agree on similar views of the human origin of bear. Let us list several reasons for such views: 

 

Bear, according to Koryak beliefs, was once a man, but having gotten angry with people 

went into the tundra, turned into a beast, and since then has been taking revenge (Beretti, 

1929: 41). 

 

Yakuts are very afraid of a bear… They think that bear originates from a werewolf 

(Seroshevskiy, 1896: 139-140). 

 

In order to “turn into a bear”, a wizard stuck a knife into a tree and “turned over it” with  his 

body. A similar technique was used to turn back into a person. Another wizard saw that, and 

pulled the knife out of the tree, preventing his rival from returning back into the family of 

people. The wife became worried about her vanished husband and then the vicious wizard 

offered her also to “turn herself over” the knife, promising that she would then see her 

husband. And she did see her husband, but… by becoming a female bear… They became 

the ancestors of the present bear breed (D’yachkov, 1982: 241). 

 

According to a Khant legend, bear once used to be a hero-man (bogatyr), who often liked to 

go to the woods. Once he got lost. “There was only one way to get out of the impassible 

place – to climb over a large trunk, one quarter of which was overgrown with moss. The hero 

tried as hard as he could but could not climb over this trunk in his clothes. Then he took his 

clothes off, put them next to the trunk and climbed over it naked. As soon as he climbed over 

it he felt heaviness in his body. He started looking himself over and saw that his body was 

covered with the fur that we now see on bears. Seeing his body covered with coarse fur, the 

hero got frightened and decided to return over that same trunk back to his clothes in order to 

cover his body. The hero climbed over the trunk and started looking for his clothes that he 

put there before, but unfortunately could not find them anywhere. The 
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hero did not go back to people and started hiding in the woods, feeding on anything he could 

find there” (www.evenkija.ru). 

 

Magic change of the appearance is called “were-wolfing”. This myth is based on hunters practicing 

special camouflage, and on animistic views (about incarnation of human soul in a beast and vice 

versa). In order to transition from one state into another, sometimes  it  is necessary to go through 

some special procedure. On the other hand, “were-wolfing” can be a quality of a man that he was 

born with or acquired one way or another (by dressing himself in animal hide). 

 

It was widely believed that souls of the mightiest shamans have an ability to turn into bears. The 

ability to transform into a bear was attributed to wizards. 

 

In a number of Siberian and North American traditions, a certain class of bear shamans 

became institutionalized. Those shamans not only identified themselves with bears, but also 

in many cases turned other participants – customers - of the rituals into bears, sometimes 

dressing themselves and their customers in bear costumes. Special ability to were-wolf was 

attributed to those shamans who could speak languages of different animals or understand 

them, as well as to other wizards and witches (www.itein-graglus.narod.ru). 

 

Many northern peoples have a cult of bear that is based on the totemic ideas of blood relation 

between a group of people (a family group) and this animal. It was considered that those animals 

must not be killed, and their meat was not allowed to be used for food. 

 

Widespread legend about a female bear or a woman that in ancient times married a bear, a 

marriage that “we” descended from also originates from a poetic myth about genealogic 

relation between a man and a bear (Shepard, 193: 132). 

 

According to the views of Chukchi, Eskimos and other native peoples of the North, there hasn’t 

been absolute differentiation between humans and bears. Men and women could enter into 

matrimonial relations with bears. Children possessing human intellect and animal strength were 

born as a result of such marriages. Sometimes children had an appearance of bears, in other cases 

they looked like humans but had bear ears. Such delusions in the form of rumors still existed in 

the 1880s: 

 

They say that a girl (Yukagir) gave birth to a son fathered by a bear, he looked completely 

like a man, except for a stripe of bear hair that came down his back from his head and down 

his stomach from his chin all the way to his behind and also ears were like bear’s; everything 

else was human (D’yachkov, 1982: 243). 

 

In the myths about a woman lost in the woods and living with a bear, or about a hunter living 

with a female bear, there is special category of half-humans and half-bears. Such hybrid 

creatures are known in the myths of Kets (Koygus’), Evenks and Evens, Nivkhs and other 

northern peoples/nationalities (www.itein-graglus.narod.ru). 

 

The third story line in the myths about the origin of bear is the idea of a chthonic origin of the 

beast. According to it, bear is connected with the roots of the tree of the world, in other words with 

beginning of creation. According to the vertical division of the tree into three parts, birds are 

connected to the canopy, hoofed animals – with the middle part, and snakes, mice, fish and also 

bears are connected to the lower part of the tree – its roots. Similar descriptions of the world tree 

with distribution of animals are known in ancient Middle Eastern traditions, in Siberian shaman 

traditions, and in old Indo-European cultures. 

http://www.itein-graglus.narod.ru/
http://www.itein-graglus.narod.ru/
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The story line about chthonic origin of bear goes all the way to the “mythical” epoch, that was 

called “the beginning of creation”, when a man did not separate himself from nature and deeply 

believed in existence of various creators of the world, light, fire, man, and animals. Bear as a 

chthonic creature was created by a divine being as a punishment to humans. 

 

The entire Nature appears before an ancient hunter wearing the face of a beast, it gives him shelter, 

food and life itself, and therefore it can judge him. Bear is considered a favorite son of the wild 

nature, passing along its mood and will. Human judgment is not as scary as the punishment of 

nature. It was easier to break the social rules than the commandments of nature. Oath given on the 

paw or hide, claws or teeth, head or skull of a bear was perceived as a supreme measure of 

responsibility and justice. 

 

"If I give a false oath, then you forest old man, tear me with your claws,”- that is what men 

suspected in homicide, theft, and adultery said in the court of Khants. According  to Sel’kup 

tradition, when giving an oath, one was supposed to cut with a knife and kiss a bear ear, or 

gnaw on bear tooth. Nenets people pronounced their oath over a bear nostril: suspect bent 

over bear snout spread in the middle of the “chum” (yaranga) and kissed it while an elder 

swung a ax threatening to split the nostril and saying: “Let the guilty be mauled by a bear so 

that he lives no more on our earth” (www.evenkija.ru). 

 

Primeval fear of the frightful carnivore that embodied nature itself, created an exaggerated image 

of a monster bear. 
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Pict. 4 – In Chukotka, giant polar bear Kochatko 

fulfils such role of a frightful creature. 
 

 
 

Kochatko – a giant polar bear with the body made of a hard 

bone. Sometimes he is portrayed with eight legs. He is much stronger and more ferocious 

than a regular polar bear… Chukchi tend to have mythological vision of this beast. Their 

idea of mythical bear Kochatko is more or less parallel to the Eskimo idea of Adlak (Bogoraz, 

1939:37). 

 

Besides the polar bear Kochatko, there is another beast in the Chukchi mythology: 

 

Mьrg-umgь (literally, bald-headed polar bear) – ferocious bear man-eater. On stormy nights, 

he lies on his belly in the middle of an icy field, waves his paws and lures passers by to 

himself. He calls them in weeping voice, imitating a wanderer that lost his way. The one 

who hears his voice and approaches the monster, will be grabbed and torn apart at once… 

(Bogoraz, 1939:37). 

 

Mythological conception of polar bears as monster-bears has steadily maintained over the years, 

still existing in the XX century. With time, the images of Kocatko and Mьrg-umgь combined into 

one creature possessing characteristics of both mythological bears. Here is how that unusual polar 

bear was described in the 1920s: 

 

They told that there were very skinny bears with yellowish fur and with ribs grown together 

as armor. Such bears were said to lure their prey by lying on their backs waving their paws 

and “crowing” like a raven (Sokol’nikov, 1927: 143). 

 

The myth about a polar bear with “grown together ribs” that was not vulnerable to arrow or a spear 

may explain the following passage that speaks about the habits of a brown bear: 

 

In winter month if a bear happens to be close to the water, first it bathes in water and after it 

comes out it rolls in the snow, the snow stuck to the fur turns into ice this way forming 

something like an armor from which bullets and spear bounce off (D’yachkov, 1982: 177). 

 

The number of paws of a monster-bear in folklore and ethnographic sources varies: in majority of 

cases Kocatko has four paws, Uspenskiy(1977:62) mentions a six-paw bear, eight-paw bear can 

be found in Bogoraz (1939:37); characters form the Greenland tale “Three brothers” have six to 

eight paws (source 32 in the list of references to the “Folklore” section); polar bear from the folk 

tale of American Eskimos “Ten-pawed bear” has the highest number of paws (source 26 in the list 

of references to the “Folklore” section). 

 

Polar bear Kochatko is not a forgotten character from the legends. At the present time he still can 

be found both in written and oral language of the native people of Chukotka. For example in the 

“Dictionary of Eskimo words…” compiled by Tein, we find “K’ok’satkut” - old polar bears 

(Naukan word) (Tein, 1992: 54). Here is a passage from a tale by contemporary Chukchi writer 

Valentina Beket: 

 

When killing a female bear with a litter, one shouldn’t leave bear cubs alive, otherwise they 

will grow up into man-eating bears “koochatko”. An orphaned cub, in order not to die 
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from hunger, starts scavenging, and after growing up attacks any animal-- he is also not 

afraid of a man (Veket, 1997: 61). 

 

A bear as a mythological character possesses not only scary features. In mythological and 

poetical conceptions and ritualistic ceremonies, he appears also as a cultural hero, founder of 

tradition, spirit guardian or master of the animal world. Conceptions of bear as patron of the 

people and cultural hero represent mentality of animal worship, those ideas must have formed in 

more recent times. 

 

Spirits-masters often appeared in the form of animals. With the advent of the concepts of “spirits-

masters” in the world view of ancient hunters, bear began to be viewed as a “master” himself or 

an intermediary between masters and people. Ancient hunters created his images, “fed” and gave 

gifts to him before the harvest. 

 

Orochons, when hunting any of the animals, carried a little shield with a bear image; if the 

hunt was successful they treated the image to fat and blood of the prey (Yadrintsev, 1890: 

111). 

 

If brown bear embodied “forest world”, polar bear represented “ice world of the northern seas.” 

 

According to the mythology of Nenets people, two masters oversee northern and southern 

boundaries – Tai-Nyalyui Vark (Bear with naked forehead) and Si’iv-Nyutya Vark (Bear 

with seven kids). The first one is the leader of all polar bears; he lives at sea and never comes 

out on land. The second, female bear, is the leader of all brown bears – never comes out of 

the den hidden in the forest thicket. 

 

Encounters of “Bear with naked forehead was the destiny of those that vanished or lost their 

way at sea: “once, people in the boat sailing at sea noticed polar bear ears showing above the 

sea surface. Scared, they began to beg the bear to keep them alive. The bear slowed down 

and surfaced so that his naked forehead became visible. He lifted one paw over the water 

and then another - as if saying good bye. People understood that Tai-Nyaluy Vark himself 

was in front of them and that he orders them to leave his waters. Having looked around they 

realized that they had indeed lost their way, and that the chief of bears showed the right way 

to them. As a sign of gratitude they bowed to him three times and took off in the right 

direction” (www.evenkija.ru). 

 

In the folklore of the Chukchi reindeer herders, polar bear appears as a “master spirit of the 

animals” and a cultural hero – patron of the reindeer herders: 

 

Chukchi man Oemtivelan and Chukchi woman Neuvgan came from beyond the sea. They 

put up their yaranga (tent) and lay down there. They were doing badly: didn’t know what to 

live on. They were about ready to die – that is how bad it was. All of a sudden, the side of 

the tent lifted and a bear head showed. Oemtivelan and Neuvgan got very scared, and then 

the bear said to them: “Don’t be afraid – I am Kyt Olgyn “the master of the place”. You are 

not going to die, just become friends with my son Irl’vil’ (wild deer). Chukchi came out of 

their tent and there was Irl’vil’ standing there with a white female deer. Since then Chukchi 

people started to herd reindeer (Dioneo, 1895: 144). 

 

In Nenets legends, polar bear also appears in the role of a cultural hero: 

http://www.evenkija.ru/
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Samoed people look at a polar bear, which can be seen in their land more often than a brown 

bear, as a messenger from the heavens, particularly worthy of worshipping because he 

introduced fire and taught people how to use it (Gondatti, 1888: 75). 

 

Brown bear often appears in the mythology of people of the Far East and Siberia as a founder of 

traditions: 

 

A northern legend about a woman who married a bear tells how she and her sons return to 

people’s village after her husband-bear was killed. Knowing that his death was coming, he 

taught them a ritual appropriate in such circumstances. This ancient story explains that a bear 

“told” people how to perform the rituals preceding, accompanying, and completing a bear 

hunt (Shepard, 1993). 

 

In the myths of the Northeast Asia, bear together with other animals or people participates in 

creating the world. This category of myths is referred to as cosmogenic or to be more exact, astral 

myths. Different peoples have their own understanding of the Big Dipper constellation,  but many 

of them include participation of bear: 

 

According to one legend of Udekhe people, Big Dipper is a barn (4 stars), where bear goes 

in order to steal a fish (3 stars) (Arsen’ev, 2005: 29). 

 

Eagle, raven, bear and other animals took the sun and fastened it in the sky, and in the process 

some of the animals had to stay in the sky and that is how some constellations appeared (bear 

hide became Big Dipper) (www.itein-graglus.narod.ru). 

 

The most archaic form of an astral myth is a myth about a celestial hunt that ends with its heroes 

relocating to the sky and turning into stars. We can use as an example an Evenk legend about the 

Big Dipper constellation: 

 

Once on an autumn day, Evenk, Yukagir, and Chukchi gathered around the fire and started 

arguing about who was the best hunter among them. To find out, they started chasing a 

moose – the one who would be the first to catch up with the animal and kill it would be the 

best hunter. The moose turned out to be a strong one, led them through taiga (woods) for a 

long time, but when he got worn out he began to run over the sky. Hunters continued to chase 

him: Evenk ran first, Yukagir – second, Chukchi – third. As soon as they ran into the sky 

they turned into stars. The bowl of the Big Dipper consisting of four stars – that was the 

moose, first star in the handle is Evenk, second is Yukagir and third is Chukchi. And the star 

of the Гончих Псов “hounds” constellation that is near the last star of the Big Dipper handle 

is a dog that fell behind the hunters (Mazin, 1984: 10). 

 

Similar line can be found in a Canadian Eskimo folk tale: 

 

Three hunters set out on a bear hunt. When their dog sled team reached the ocean, the hunters 

saw a bear and started chasing him. Despite the dogs being very fast, the hunters couldn’t 

get close to the bear. Chasing the bear, hunters noticed that he started going up in the sky 

and their sled followed him… All of a sudden, all of them turned into stars: polar bear turned 

into Nanugd’yung (Betelgeuse) star, hunters turned into Udlegd’yun (Orion’s Belt) 

constellation, and the sled - into Kamutigd’yung (Orion’s Sword) (Source 26 in the list of 

references to the section “Folklore”). 

 

In the Eskimo astronomic names, one can come across another mention of a bear – Bear Track 

(Kassiopea) (Ushakov1982: 199). 
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Thus we can see that polar bear to the people of the North and brown bear to all the people of 

Siberia - are either equal partners (Chukchi, Eskimos), or on the contrary unreachable sacred 

creature (Yakut, Nenets). Over the history of many centuries of hunting polar bear, native people 

of the North formed a special attitude to this beast. However, can we talk about a cult of polar bear 

in the North? 

 

For the majority of the northern people, cult of animals is associated with the harvesting cult, 

including the idea of closeness between man and animals; animals understanding human speech 

and as a result men communicating in a concealed or coded language when preparing to set out on 

a hunt and during the hunt (e.g. using substitute names for animals that are being hunted); various 

hunting taboos and rules whose purpose is to please the beast; passing blame to others for the hunt 

and killing the animal; belief in master spirits of animals, prayers and sacrifices to the animals with 

requests of good hunting; amulets made of animal parts; rituals of reviving of animals (of their 

rebirth) connected with a widespread myth about a dying and resurrecting animals, and directed at 

providing oneself with game in the future (Northern Encyclopedia, electronic version). 

 

Using concrete examples we showed that in mythological and poetic views of native peoples of 

the North, polar bear can be a god, a cultural hero, a founder of tradition, a totem, a master of  the 

animal kingdom, an embodiment of a human soul, animal double of a person, mentor etc. Special 

attitude to polar bear expresses those specific features formed under the influence of original 

culture of Native people of the North, their ethnic history as well as contacts with neighboring 

nations. 

 

Did special hunting taboos and rules aimed at pleasing polar bear exist in the Northeast of Asia? 

Rules of passing blame to others for hunting and killing the animal? Rituals of resurrecting polar 

bear? Answers to these questions can be found in the following sections: “Traditional polar bear 

hunt”, “Rituals and celebrations honoring polar bear”, “Polar bear in the folklore.” 
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Pages 30, 38-43 – the lady of the sea, Sedna (Eskimos); Pages 32-33 – bear – the totem animal; the marriage 

of beast and woman; Page 34-36 – the myth of the dying and resurrecting beast, a totem myth represented in folktales; 
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studied the history and ethnography of the peoples of the North. He joined the expedition of A. Sibiryakov (1895-
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Bogoraz, V.G. Chukchi Drawings // Collection in honor of the 70th anniversary of Professor D.N. Anuchin. 

Moscow. 1913. 

Page 27 – a sorcerer sends ghostly polar bears to kill an enemy.  

 

Bogoraz, V.G. Chukchi. Vol. 2 Religion. Leningrad. 1939. 

This publication is a translation from English of a part of Bogoraz’s big work, “Chukchi,” published first in 

the USA (1904-1910). In a number of chapters in the “Religion” volume, there are descriptions of traditional Chukchi 

representations associated with the beliefs and cultural usage of the polar bear. 

Pages 6, 37 – anthropomorphism of the polar bear; polar bear monsters: Kocatko, Аgdlak and M’rg-umg’. 

 

Bomshtein G. Folkloric Materials in the Work of S.P. Krasheninnikov “Description of the Land of Kamchatka”  

// Soviet Ethnography. - 1950. - №2. – P. 142-158. 

The author claims that the work of Professor S.P. Krasheninnikov is a brilliant work not only of Russian 

geography and ethnography but also of different disciplines, in particular folklore studies. “Description of the Land 

of Kamchatka” includes a variety of 18th-century Kamchadal art. Commercial folklore if of particular interest.  

Page 147 – preventative magic: whales, orcas, bears, and wolves were not called by their proper names, 

but by the word “silang,” i.e, “trouble.”  

 

Brokgauz, F.A., I.A. Efron. The Bear // Encyclopedic dictionary in 82 volumes: vol. 36. Maloletstvo-Meishagola. 

Reprinted version of the F.A. Brokgauz-I.A. Efron 1890 edition. Moscow 1991. Pp. 866-868. 

Briefly describes the cult of the bear among the peoples of Siberia and Northeast Europe. 

Page 868 – similarities between bears and humans; the bear’s divine origin; the kinship of man and 

bear. 

 

Brehm A.E. Ostyak-pagans // The Peoples of the Far North and the Russian Far East in Works of Research 

(from the 17th to the early 20th century).- M., 2002. - Pp. 241-249. 

Alfred Edmund Brehm was a German zoologist and explorer. In 1876 he went on an expedition to Easten 

Siberia. Based on his travels, he wrote popular stories about Siberia.  “ Ostyak-pagans” is one of Brehm’s stories 

published in Russian in the collection “Life in the North and South (From the Pole to the Equator)” (1891).  
Page 245 – the bear-tooth oath of the Ostyaks. 

 
Burykin, A.A. Small forms of Even folklore. Riddles, proverbs, and sayings, protective taboos, customs, 

instructions and signs(studies and texts). St. Petersburg. Petersburg Oriental Sciences. 2001. P.288. 

This publication contains more than 1100 folklore texts, some of which are the author’s first published field 

records, collected from the Evens in Magadan, Kamchatka, and Chukotka. 
Pages 198, 200, 214, 220, 95 – superstitions associated with bears  

 

Burykin A.A. The Religious Views of the Evens //  Local History Notes. - Magadan, 1993. - Vol.19. - Pp. 50-

73. 
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Page 53 – the bear is the owner of the land and forest of the Evens 

 

Varlamov, G.I. (Keptuke) Epic and Ritual Genres of Evenki Folklore. Novosibirsk: Nauka, 2002. 376 pp. 

This study is dedicated to research of the primary genres of Evenki folklore: myth, stories of heroism, 

traditions and rituals. The bear is referred to as the hero of ancient Evenki folklore.  

Pages 26-27 – the bear is a totemic animal; Pages 28-29 – an exoteric myth; Pages 29, 45 – the myth of the 

death and resurrection of beasts; Page 36 – the bear as the ancestor of Evenks. 

 

Vasil’ev, B.A. The Bear Festival // Soviet Ethnography. 1948. No 4. Pp. 78-104. 

A classic work about the bear festival. Using his own materials from 1927, the author summarizes research 

on the bear cult (more than 100 sources) and analyzes the rites and mythology of the bear festival.  
Pages 80-81 – fake names of the bear; Page 103-104 – conclusion. 

 

Vdovin, I.S. The History and Culture of the Chukchi in the Pre-October Period, from the 17th-century until 

1917.. // History and Culture of the Chukchi: Ethno-historical essays. - L., 1987. - Pp. 31-147. 

Pages 88-90 – the origin of animals, including bears; anthropomorphism; Pages 91-92 – the deity Dawn 

helps find prey; Pages 94-97 – the spirit-patrons of shamans. 

 

Vdovin, I.S. Nature and Man in the Religious Views of the Chukchi // Nature and Man in the Religious Views of the 

Peoples of Siberia and the North (second half of XIX – early XX). Leningrad. 1976. 

The author considers in detail the system of Chukchi beliefs about man and nature as a set of knowledge on 

which the entire religious structure – all its manifestations and cults – are based.  

Pages 228-229 – myths about the creation of the world; Page 228 – the bear as a character in “the era of 

the first creation”; Page 229 – the raven creates animals, including the bear; Pages 232-233, 239 - 

anthropomorphism; Page 234 – the origin of beasts; Pages 238-239 – words referring to animals can be 

common and proper names; Page 241 – the Chukchi mistress of the sea (an old white-haired woman); Page 

248 – the owner of wild deer (an old man); Pages 246-247, 248 – ideas and representations about death 

and the meaning of the heart and blood; Page 248 – polar bear shaman (healer); Page 252 – the polar bear 

as a symbol of another tribe stealing wives; Page 253 – bears, like humans, celebrate a holiday in honor of 

a successful hunt 

 

Vdovin, I.S. Chukchi religious cults.// Cultural monuments of the peoples of Siberia and the North (second 

half of the XIX- early XX centuries) Leningrad. 1977. Pp.117-138. (Collection (of articles) of the Museum of 

Anthropology and ethnography). 

Drawing on his own observations, and analyzing existing ethnographic materials, the author expresses his 

views on the religious beliefs and cults of the Chukchi.  

Pages 122-123 – the country of polar bears; deity Dawn, the patron of hunting and manager of harvested 

animals; Page 131- the Mistress of the sea: a white-haired old woman (Chukchi, Koryaks), Kachak (Eskimos) and 

Keretkun (residents of the Bering Strait and the shores of the Arctic Ocean); Page 139 – the Chukchi did not consider 

animals, including polar bears, to be there ancestors; Page 169 – a spell against an evil spirit: call help from a polar 

bear. 

 

Vdovin, I.S. Chukchi Shamans and Their Social Function // Questions of the Social Conscience of Siberian 

Aboriginals  (on materials from the late 19th and early 20th centuries)  - L. 1981. 

Page 185 – polar bear, wolf, raven, mouse, ermine, owl, walrus – these are shamanistic spirits and helpers 

to shamans. 

 

Vdovin, I.S. Eskimo elements in the culture of Chukchi and Koryaks// Proceedings of the Institute of 

Ethnography of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR. Moscow-Leningrad. 1961. New series. Vol.64. 

Innokenty Sepanovich Vodvin was an ethnographer, expert on Siberia, specializing in the ethnography of 

the Chukchi. The author of about 150 works. 

Page 49 – Sedna, mistress of the beasts. 

 
Veket, V. Kagyrgyn = Sleeping on Seal Skins: Chukchi Tales. - M., 1997. 

Page 61 – the origin of the bear Kochatko. 

 

Gerasimova D.V. The Bearskin Oath of the Voguls (Mansi) (On Ethnography and Folklore)  

// The Culture of Siberian Peoples: Conference materials. – SPb., 1997. - Pp. 203-212. 

On the bearskin oath, based on the ethnographies by Novitsky (18th century), Pallas (18th century), Gondatti, 

and others. Using ethnographic and folkloric data, the author tries to answer questions about the origin of the bear, 

and its role on earth. 
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Page 203 – the oath with an axe over a bearskin; Page 204 – the oath over a bear’s head and paw; Page 

205 – three types of oaths; Page 206 – the bear understands human speech; Pages 207-108 – divine origin of the 

bear; Pages 208-209, 210 – the origin of the bear from man; Page 211 - conclusion. 

 

Gondatti N.L. The Cult of the Bear Among Non-Russians in Northeastern Siberia // Proceedings of the 

Ethnographic Department of the Imperial Society of Lovers of Natural Science, Anthropology, and 

Ethnography at Moscow University. 1888. Book 8. Pp. 74-87. 

A classical work on the cult of the bear and the bear festival among the peoples of Northeastern Siberia ( 

(Khanty, Mansi, Nenets). 

Page 75 – the polar bear: a cultural hero (Nents). 

 
Gorbachev V.V. The Rituals and Holidays of the Koryaks. St. Petersburg. Nauka. 2004. 152 p. 

This book considers how traditional and modern rituals and holidays are connected to economic activity. It 

offers a retrospective analysis on the holidays and rituals of the Koryaks.  

Page 136 – animals can hear and understand human speech. 

 

Grachev I. In Russia, A Bear is More than a Bear // Science and Religion. - 2003. - № 12. - Pp. 36-38. 

The author describes characteristic examples of attitudes toward bears in the European part of Russia 

(from Ancient Russia until the beginning of the 20th century. 
The bear as a holy spirit; the bear for festive and divine rituals; the bear is a tool of divine faith. 

 

Dioneo In the Far North and Eastern Siberia. St. Petersburg. 1895. 

Page 144 – the polar bear, a cultural hero and master of the land. 

 

Dyachkov, A.E. The Anadyr Region: The Manuscript of  a Resident of the Village of Markovo // Zhikharev 

N.A. The Story of Afansy Dyachkov. The Anadyr Region. - Magadan, 1982. - Pp. 163-267. 

Afanasy Ermilovich Dyachkov was a Chuvash educator, historian, and writer. His book "The Anadyr 

Region" was first published in 1891. 
Pages 173-185 – general information about the bear, its habits, bear hunting, and superstitions; Pages241-243 - 

the bear’s origin, marital ties between bear and woman (Yukaghirs). 

 

Zelenin, D.K. Taboo words among the people of the Eastern Europe and Northern Asia. Part 1. Taboos during 

hunts and other harvests. Collection of works of the Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography. 1929. Vol.8. 

Pp.1-151 

Page.19 – the origin of the bear from man (Yakuts); the bear can be a shaman (Chukchi); Page 34 – 

supersitions associated with a bear  trail (Mansi)); Page 100 – similarities between humans and polar/brown bears; 

the bear is a descendant of man (Chukchi; Page 107 – women were forbidden from saying the polar bear’s name 

aloud (Samoyedic peoples); Page 110 – the bear descended from man (Evens, Chukchi, Aini). 

 

Zolotaryov, A. Survivals of totemism of the peoples of Siberia. Leningrad. Institute of Peoples of the North 

Publishers. 1934. 52 p. 

Page 28 – the bear and wolf – evil gods (Samoyeds, 1825); Page 29 – the polar bear – a supreme being 

(Samoyeds, 1857); Page.41 – it was considered a sin to step on a bear’s trail (Kamchadals); Page 45 - animism – 

any object can turn into a human (Koryaks); a bear without skin is a human; Page 47 - anthropomorphism – all 

animals can easily turn into people (Chukchi); Pages.49-50 – totemism among Siberian peoples. 

 
Ivanov, V.V., V.N. Toporov. Bear Myths of the Peoples of the World: Encyclopedia. Vol. 2 Edited by S.A. 

Tokareva. Moscow. Soviet Encyclopedia Publishers. 1988. Pp. 128-130. 

Mythological representations of the bear 

 

Iokhel’son, V.I. Yukagirs and Yukagir-Tungus. Novosibirsk. Nauka Publishers. 2005. 675 p. (Monuments of 

ethnic cultureof the small native peoples of the Siberian North and the Far East. Vol.5) 

Vladimir Ilyich Iohelson was an ethnographer and researcher of culture and the languages of Koryaks, 

Yukaghirs and Aleuts. He participated in the expedition of A. Sibiryakov (1895-1897) and the Jesup expedition 

(USA), and he led the ethnographic team on the Russian Geographic Society’s Kamchatka expedition  (1909-1911). 

This study is the first publication in Russian of a fundamental work about ethnography, social life, everyday life, and 

the spiritual and material culture of the Yukaghirs. It was first published in 1926 in the US (in English). 

Page 429 – Turning a man into a bear. 

 

Kalinnikov, N.F. Our Far North-East// Notes on Hydrography. Addendum to Vol. XXXIV. St.petersburg. 1912. 

246 p. 
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Pages 103,107 – Sacrifices to the owner of the place. 

 
Kiryak M.A. The Archaeology of Western Chukotka in Connection with the Yukaghir Question. - М., 1993. - 224 

p. 

Pages.85-86 – the cult of the polar bear among the Nganasans 

 
Kreynovich E. A. Nivkhgu: Mysterious Inhabitans of Sakhalin and Amur. - М., 1973. - 494 p. 

Page 176 – bears, a special tribe of people. 

 
Krupnik, I.I. Let our elders talk: stories told by Asian Yupik Eskimos. Recordings of 1977-1987. Moscow. 2000. 

С. 321-328 – animal names are given to newborns. 

 
Lavrov I.P. Drawings of Onno (to the Chukchi Mythology) // Soviet ethnography. - 1947. - № 2. – Pp. 122-133. 

Onno was a bone carver who illustrated mythological and shamanic subjects.  The drawings were done in 

colored pencil. 

Page 123 – Pichvuchin, the owner of the animals; С. 133 – Pynryvayrgyn, the mother of animals. 

 

Levin M.G. Peoples of Siberia / Ed. L.P. Potapov. - M.-L.: Pub. AS USSR, 1956. - 1083 p. 

Pages 669, 729 – the relationship between bears and humans; bear aliases; Pages 831-843 – the myth of 

the origin of the people form the marriage of a bear and a girl (Udege).. 

 

Leont’ev, V.V. In the Land of Ancient Kereks: Notes of Ethnographer. Magadan. 1976. 

Vladilen Vyacheslavovich Leontev was an ethnographer, folklorist, linguist, educator, and writer. He 

describes modern Chukotka, its nature and wildlife, in a lively popular-scientific way.  

Pages. 206-214 – traces of a giant bear – an evil spirit 

 
Leont’ev V.V., Novikova K. A. Toponymic Dictionary of the Northeast USSR - Magadan, 1989. 

Pages 107-108 – “Umkilir” – bear island (Wrangel Island). 

 

Lopushenko N.A. Russian Ethnographers on the Cult of the Bear among the Peoples of Siberia // Some 

Problems with Modern Ethnographic Science. Source Studies and Historiography – М., 1974 

Page118 – totemism. 

 

Mazin, A.I. Traditional beliefs and rituals of the Evenks-Orochons (late XIX – early XX century). Siberian 

Branch of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR. Institute of History, Philology and Philosophy. Novosibirsk. 

Nauka Publishers. 1984. 200 p. 

This study reveals the attitudes of the Evenki-Oroqen people toward their surroundings, the universe, the 

soul, patron spirits, and harvested animals.  The author describes shamanism in detail. 

Page 10 – the bear in Evenki astronomy; Page 26-27 – the soul of a bear; Pages 34-35 - the bear as a commercial 

animal; Pages 44-47 – the cult of the bear. 

 

Menovshchikov G.A. Eskimos. A popular-scientific and ethnographic essay about Asian Eskimos. - Magadan, 

1959. 

Page 87 – religious beliefs, animism, magic, spells; Page 88 – giving animals human traits 

 

Middendorf A. Travels to the Siberian North and East. St. Petersburg. 1869. 

Alexander F. Middendorf was a naturalist, traveler, nature lover, and researcher of the Russian Arctic. The 

result of the expeditions of 1840-1843 was the multi-volume work "Travels in Northern and Eastern Siberia" (SPb., 

1860-1875), in which the author describes and classifies the tundra, vegetation distribution, and Arctic fauna.  

Page 666 – similarities between bear and man; the polar bear – a special nation of people (Ust-Yenisei 

Samoyeds). 

 

Mitlyanskaya, T.B. Artists of Chukotka. Moscow. 1976. 

The author of this study notes the connection between the oral folklore and decorative arts of the Chukchi. 

Discussion of the polar bear as a folk hero or object of art is most often found in the chapter “Ancient Traditions.” 

Page 20 – the country of polar bears; Pages. 20, 27-28 – the reincarnation of man into beast, and vice versa. 

 
Mythological Dictionary // Ed. E.M. Meletinskogo. - М.: Sov. Encylcopedia, 1990. 

Page 270 – the myth of the bear-man Kaigus (Kets) 
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Modrosov I.I. Harvested Animals of Yaktuia (fauna, industrial tools and means, folk traditions and 

beliefs). – Yakutsk, 1999. – 130 p. 

Competitions between a bear and a man – notches  in a tree. 

 

Neklyudov S.Y. Shape-shifting // Myths of the People of the World: Encyclopedia. Т.2. - М.: Sov. 

Encyclopedia, 1988. – Pp. 234-235. 

Bear-werewolf 

 
Okladnikov, A.P. Bear Cult of the Eastern Siberia Neolithic Tribes. Soviet Archeology. Moscow- Leningrad. 1950. 

Issue 14. Pp. 7-19. 

Alexey Pavlovich Okladnikov was an archaeologist historian, and ethnographer. He organized the Lena 

historical and ethnographic expedition (1940-1945). He was the author of more than 400 publications. 

 

Ostrovskiy A.B. Myth, Ecology, Thought: "The House of Mountain Dwellers" in Nivkh Representations // 

The Ethnographic Review. - 1992. - № 3. - Pp. 96-108. 

Field data collected by the author in 1988 from the Nivkhs of the Amur River estuary. 

Page 96 – mountain bear-people – owners of the forest and mountains; Page 97 – the appearances of mountain 

inhabitants; the bear team ridden by the owners of the mountains 

 

Polova U.G. On the Remnants of the Bear Cult (Urkachak) among the Evens of the Magadan Region // Works 

of the Northeastern Integrated Research Institute.- М., 1967. - Issue 17. – Pp. 174-181. 

Page 178 – totemic features of the bear cult. 

 

Sayto K. Folk Tales "Bear-spouse" and "Whale-spouse" and the Rituals of Seeing off Harvested Animals // 

Ethnopoetics and Traditions: To the 70th Anniversary of V.M. Gatsaka. Мoscow: Nauka, 2004. – Pp. 310-317. 

The article provides examples of oral folk narratives about marriages between human characters and 

animals. The characters most often marry bears or whales. The author shows the relationship between the rituals of 

“seeing off” bears and whales as sacred heroes. 

Page 310, 312 – similarities between man and bear; Page 310 – bear hospitality; Page 310 – Bogatyr, born 

from the marriage of man and animal; Page 311 – the bear is a symbol of fertility; Page 312,314 –the myth of the 

dying and resurrecting bear; Page 315 – sacred animals of Northeastern Siberia and Alaska: whale and wolf (mutual 

transformation of these animals; in some cases, whale and bear); Page. 316 – the Japanese belief about the world 

of the dead. 

Northern Encyclopedia. Moscow 2004. 1200 p. Electronic version on CD. 

A universal set of information about the North. More than 4500 articles contain information about the Northern 

territories and the peoples who inhabit them. 

Animal worship; totemism; mythology. 

 

Sergeev, M.A. Minor Peoples of the Soviet North. Magadan. 1957. 

The traditional economy, home life, social system, and spiritual culture of the peoples of the North, from 

pre-revolutionary times to the middle of the 20th century. 

Pages 81-82 – veneration of the polar bear. 

 

Seroshevskiy, V.L. Yakuts. An attempt at ethnographic research. Vol.1. St. Petersburg. 1896. 

Vaclav Leopoldovich Seroshevsky was a Polish writer, ethnographer and political figure. While in eternal 

exile in Northeastern Siberia he recorded natural-scientific and ethnographic observations. Seroshevksy  was awarded 

a Gold Medal from the Russian Geographic Society for the work “Yakuts,” published in 1896. 

Pages 139-140 – mythological representations of the bear; Page 638 – a person who kills a bear can become 

a healer; P. 659 – spells against a bear attack.. 

 
Slyunin, N.V. Okhotsk and Kolyma Province. Natural history description. St. Petersburg. 

1900. 

Page 601 – local superstitions about the bear.  

 

Sokolova, Z.P. The Animal Cult in Religions. Moscow. 1972. 

Zoya Petrovna Sokolova was a doctoral candidate in History who participated in many ethnographic 

expeditions. Based on ethnographic and historical materials, the author writes about the mystical worship of animals   

by various peoples and about the influence of animal worship on the development of religious systems in various 

societies. 
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Page 46 – the owner of animals in the form of a huge bear; Pages 63-85 – the bear cult among different peoples; 

Page 65 – the Ket myth of the bear-man. 

 

Sokolova, Z.P. The bear cult and bear festival in the worldview and culture of Siberian peoples. Ethnographic 

Overview. 2002. No 1. Pp. 41-62. 

Zoya Petrovna Sokolova was a doctoral candidate in History who participated in many ethnographic 

expeditions. Based on ethnographic and historical materials, the author writes about the mystical worship of animals   

by various peoples and about the influence of animal worship on the development of religious systems in various 

societies. 

 

Sokolova Z.P. The Bear Festival as a Phenomenon of  Ob-Ugric Culture, or On Intergenerational Dialogue 

in Ethnography // In Search of Oneself: The Peoples of the North and Siberia in Post-Soviet 

Transformations. Мoscow: Nauka, 2005. 216 p. 

Page 176 – the bear is a man; the bear’s fake names; Page 168 - totemism; Page 173 – the bear’s 

significance in the spiritual life of the peoples of the North.. 

 
Sokol’nikov, N.P. Hunted and harvested animals of the Anadyr area (kray). Bulletin of the Moscow Society of the 

Naturalists. Biology department. New series. 1927. Vol.36. Issue 1-2. Pp.117-162. 

Page 143 – a bear with ribs fused together like a shell, luring prey with its paws and screaming like a cow. 

 

Tein, T. And It Was That Way.. Essays of traditional culture of the Asian Eskimos. Magadan. 1992. 

Pages 53-58 – in the “Dictionary of Eskimo words mentioned in the book,” we find: “k’ok’satkun”- old 

polar bears; “nanook” – the polar bear.  

 

Tein T.S. The Secret of the Devil’s Ravine. - Magadan, 1983. 

Pages 4-6 – a shaman’s dugout (dated 1560 years ago) was discovered at Cape Schmidt, along with jaws 

with fangs, fragments of polar bear skin, and a ritual device for hanging amulets, which is illustrated on one side 

with polar bear faces; Pages 72-73 – the significance of polar bears for ancient hunters (based on findings at the 

excavations on Wrangel Island) 

 

Tugolukov, V.A. Who are you, Yukagirs? Moscow. 1979 

Vladilen Aleksandrovich Tugolukov is an ethnographer and specialist in the history and ethnography of 

Tungusic-speaking peoples. In the book "Who are you, Yukhaghiris?" the author tells about the lifestyle, economy, 

and customs of the Yukaghiris, with special reference and comparison to neighboring peoples. 
Pages 109-110 – the bear used to be a human sorcerer. 

 

Uspenskiy, S.M.   The Polar Bear.  Moscow. 1977. 

Page 62 - Kochatko – a polar bear with a bony body and six legs.. 

 

Ushakov, G.A. Island of Blizzards. Magadan. 1982. 

The book of the famous polar researcher Ushakov, based on diary entries, reflects the first years of 

development on Wrangel Island (1927-1929). The book contains information about nature, life, and the culture of 

Eskimos in the first years of Soviet power. 

Page 121 – sacrifices to the owner of the place; Page 199 – the bear in astronomical representations. 

 

Faynberg L. On the Question of the Tribal Structure of Eskimos // Soviet Ethnography. - 1955. - № 2. 

Using literary materials and surviving artifacts, the author of the article aims to reconstruct the ancestral system 

of the Eskimos. 

Pages 86-87 – helper animals; Page 97 – the sea lady Sedna 

 

Kharuzin, N. The Bear Oath and the Totemic Foundations of the Bear Cult among Ostyaks and Voguls. Мoscow. 

1899. 72 p. 

Nikolay Nikolayevich Kharuzin was an ethnographer, archaeologist, and specialist in questions of 

customary law. He went on expeditions across the northern European part of Russia. "The Bear Oath" was one of his 

foundational works. Having analyzed various sources, Kharuzin drew a conclusion about the connection between 

totemism and the hunting and harvesting cults. 

Pages 1-23 - "the bear oath" as purification (Khanty and Mansi); the bear’s fake names; Pages 31-46 – 

revenge on the bear that killed a human; Pages 49-51 – the bear as a patron spirit. 

 

Shenard, P. The Biological Basis of Bear-related Myths and Rituals // The Bears of Russia and Surrounding 

Countries. Part 2: Proceedings of the VI meeting of bear specialists, Central Forest Zapovednik, Tver region., 

Sep. 6-11. Moscow. 1993.  Pp. 126-133. 
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The author of the article provides natural explanations for the major characteristics of myths and rituals 

associated with the bear. The logic of rites and beliefs, according to the author, depends on primitive epistemology, 

which is based on the belief that the natural world is filled with important symbols for humans.  

Page 126 – the bear’s outward appearance; Page 132 – the myth of genealogical kinship; the custom to 

speak of a bear only allegorically; Pages 132-133 – rituals associated with disease treatment and initiation into 

adulthood. 

 

Shternberg L.Y. Religious Views of the Orochon of the Tatar Strait // The Peoples of the Russian Far North 

and Far East in Scholarship (17th – beginning of the 20th century). Мoscow. 2002. Pp. 406-422. 

Lev Yakovlevich Sternberg is an ethnographer specializing in the culture and languages of the peoples of 

the Far East. Over the years, he has studied social organization, religious beliefs, and the language of the Orochon, 

nanai, and Ainu. 
Pages 420-421 – a legend about the relationship between man and bear. 

 

Shternberg L.Y. The Religion of the Gilyaks/Nivkh // The Peoples of the Russian Far North and Far East in 

Scholarship (17th – beginning of the 20th century). Мoscow. 2002. Pp. 422-446. 

Lev Yakovlevich Sternberg is an ethnographer specializing in the culture and languages of the peoples of the Far 

East. While in exile on Sakhalin Island (1889-1897), he studied the ethnography of the Nivkhs (Gilyaks). 

Page. 426 – Nivkh representations of the bear; Page 439 – a bear without skin resembles a human.. 

 

Yudin Y.I. An Everyday Russian Folktale about Confusion in Ethnography // Questions of Literature. - Kursk, 

1972. - Pp. 172-203. - (Scholarly notes from Kursk State Pedagogical Institute, Vol. 94). 

The article deals with manifestations of the bear cult in the folklore of Eurasian Peoples) 

Pages.174, 182 – the bear is a person; the bear’s fake names; Page 175 – the myth of the bear’s origin; 

Pages 175-176 – shape shifting; Pages 176-177 – a creature born from the marriage of a bear and a human; Page. 

182 – bear country (Nivkh); Page 185 – the bear hears and knows everything. 

 

Yalrintsev N.M. About the Cult of the Bear, Mainly among the Foreigner of the North // The Ethnographic 

Review. – 1890. – Book. 4. – №1. – Pp. 101-115. 

A classic work on the bear cult and bear festival. 

Pages 101-103, 106-107, 108 – the cult and the bear festival of the Khanty and Mansi; Pages 104-105 – the 

bear cult among the Ainu; Pages 106 – the bear cult among the Nivkh; Page 109 – similiarities between man and 

bear (Khanty); Page 110 – the origin of the bear from man-Bogatyr  (Buryats).; Page. 111 – origins of the bear cult; 

Page 112 – the bear game  “Who is stronger?” (notches on tree bark). 

 
Yanchuk N.A. The Peoples of Russia: Chromolithograph.- M.: Grossman and Knebel Publishing House, 1904. 

Fig. “An oath over bear skin. A family of voguls and fur buyer. Drying furs” (Khanty and Mansi). 
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SECTION 3 

TRADITIONAL POLAR BEAR HUNT 

 

Information on the polar bear hunt is well represented in the literature. Hunting this largest 

carnivore of the North has always attracted the attention of archeologists, ethnographers, folklore 

specialists, game managers and ecologists. All the information they have gathered can be grouped 

into several directions: harvest rituals, taboos, superstitions associated with hunting polar bears, 

hunting tactics advice of experienced hunters, hunting tools, rules of harvest distribution, and size 

of bear harvest 

 

3.1 Harvest rituals, taboos, and superstitions associated with the polar bear hunt. 

 

Bears occupied a special place in harvest cults and rituals. A whole complex of rules and taboos 

was associated with the bear hunt, and violation of those rules could lead to an unsuccessful hunt, 

according to hunters’ beliefs, as well as to many other misfortunes – for example causing illness 

or even death. Hunters always strictly followed the rules established over centuries of hunting this 

beast. 

 

In Chukotka, belief in the rebirth of animals and in their connection with master-spirits gave origin 

to numerous and diverse hunting rituals performed before, during, and after the harvest. The 

meaning of the Eskimo, Chukchi and Koryak celebrations is to please and mollify the animals and 

to thank them for successful harvest. This was seen as helping to revive those animals, to ensure 

hunting successes in the future: 

 

All the main holidays and celebrations of the coastal Chukchi associated with harvesting 

activities of the marine mammal hunters match similar celebrations of Asian Eskimos and 

are performed in similar ways. Such celebrations included autumn sacrifices to the sea in 

order to be successful during the next harvest; the main celebration of the year in early winter 

dedicated to Keretkun… and to “spirits” of marine animals killed during autumn; 

…the festival of “Heads” is celebrated in mid summer – its purpose is to express gratitude 

to “spirits” of marine animals killed in early spring (Vdovin, 1961: 50). 

 

Eskimo festival honoring master-spirit Keretkun continued for 2-3 days. Spirit-master of the 

animals was presented in the form of a wooden image. They used deer ligaments to weave 

“Keretkun net”, made figurines of birds, and painted paddles. The participants of 

celebrations put on special clothes sewn of walrus intestines, and special hats, and plaid 

tambourines. Various rituals were performed to mollify Keretkun. At the end of celebration, 

his image was burned on an oil fire, the floor was swept, and trash and meal leftovers thrown 

into the sea, thus ensuring the return of animals in the future (Northern encyclopedia, 

electronic version). 

 

One of the rituals performed during the Asian Eskimo Festival of the Beginning of the Hunt was 

recorded in the 1970s: 

 

Our grandmother would start cooking meat the evening before. Then the meat is mashed and 

fat is added, and a little bit of seal fat. All that was mixed together and made into a pattie, 

put it into a round wooden bowl – this is called pyroro (proramyn). Five little mounds or 

stumps were made on the surface of that pattie. They put it on top of the tent on a warm 

surface in the evening.  They take it down in the morning and look at it carefully.  If one or 

two of the five mounds or stumps are missing, then it means that they will kill a whale or a 

polar bear during the coming season. We consider whale and bear “god’s 
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animals”: god sends them to whom he wants to. So, we look: if all little mounds are intact 

then it means that there won’t be any kill (Krupnik, 2000: 268). 

 

Linguist and ethnographer E.S. Rubtsova comments on Eskimo folklore texts: 

 

Eskimos believed that if hunting continues to be unsuccessful for a long time, it means that 

hunter disappointed the spirits in some way. In such cases the hunter usually made a 

sacrifice: to the spirit of the ocean, if the marine hunt was not successful, or to the spirit of 

tundra if the hunt in the tundra failed. When making a sacrifice, Eskimo asked the spirit to 

understand his situation and to allow him to kill several animals. Usually small pieces cut 

from the nose of a small animal, or from the nose, ears and eyes of a whale, were sacrificed; 

in this way, it was as if the whole animal was returned to the spirit. Sometimes small parts 

of internal organs (liver, heart, lungs etc.) were offered as sacrifice. (Rubtsova, 1954: 195). 

 

In the late 1920’s, Georgiy Ushakov, geographer, explorer, and first director of the polar station 

on Wrangel Island, described the following Eskimo customs: 

. 

In the morning the Eskimo Anal’ko decided to establish good neighborly relations with 

“tug’nyg’ak” – the master of that part of the island. Anal’ko came out in the middle of the 

tent, sat on the floor and started talking: “Hello! Here I am –Anal’ko, came to your land. My 

director gave me many goods: tobacco, tea, sugar, flour. Eat, eat! Smoke tobacco! Let’s live 

as friends. You give me bears, foxes, walrus, bearded and common seals. Eat, eat! There are 

a lot of goods. Smoke!” While delivering this monologue, Anal’ko broke “goods” into 

crumbs and threw them around. “Tug’nyg’ak” accepts everything – food products, and 

things (clothes), but prefers “kyvik’” the best. This dish is made of the large deer intestine 

stuffed with pieces of deer fat. “Kyvik” is stored in yaranga, and “tug’nyg’ak” is treated to 

it when it is necessary to make some amends or it is time to renew friendly relations with 

him. We didn’t have reindeer on the island to make “kyvik”, but we had sausages in storage 

that, in the opinion of Eskimos, successfully replaced the favorite delicacy of “tug’nyg’ak.” 

Naturally, Anal’ko did not forget about them… Eskimos believe that “tug’nyg’ak” can 

hamper or interfere with the hunt, and can send bad weather (Ushakov, 1982: 121). 

 

As I already said above, Eskimos take into consideration mainly the devil – “tug’nyg’ak”. 

As far as god – “kiyag’nyk” – is concerned, although they recognize him as a master of the 

world, they see him as a simple guy susceptible to all human weaknesses.  Besides, he  lives 

far away from people, in the sky, and therefore is not as much of a concern as a devil, who 

is near by, right under the earth. Probably due to that remoteness, “kiyag’nyk” is not 

considered by Eskimos as all-seeing and all-knowing. For instance, when an Eskimo kills a 

polar bear he informs “kiyag’nak” about it with loud exclamations – “Otherwise he may not 

see, and then would say that I stole that bear”, is what hunters usually say. (Ushakov, 1982: 

193). 

 

In Khant culture, a live tree was a witness of the agreement between man and a bear: 

 

After successful hunt, Khants made a special mark on the nearest tree: a large cross was used 

to mark a kill of a large bear, small crosses below for bear cubs, horizontal cuts on the top 

for the number of hunters (www.evenkija.ru). 

 

Native people of the Northeast of Asia thought that those who died with dignity found their new 

incarnation, that is why the moment of killing of the bear and subsequent ritual were particularly 
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important. For example, in the end of the XIX century, in some regions of Chukotka, killing a 

polar bear in its den was forbidden. Professor Bogoraz explained this taboo through conceptions 

of the soul/single nature of man and animal: 

 

In the eastern part of the Chukchi territory, it is considered intolerable to burst into anybody’s 

home, even if it is a fox hole or burrow, since it is assumed that each dwelling has a 

tambourine and spirit-guardians, whose vengeance can follow immediately (Bogoraz, 1991: 

75). 

 

Evenks, before killing a bear in a den, woke him up. They also had other rules: 

 

Evenks having approached a den used to say: “Grandpa, you are being killed by a raven” or 

“This is not an Evenk that came to you, this is a Yakut” (i.e. stranger). Sometimes, in order 

to deflect the blame, they imitated crows or ravens: shouting in crow or raven’s voice and 

waving their arms like wings (Northern encyclopedia, electronic version). 

 

Evens that hunt brown bears in dens used a ritual phrase: “I’ll go look at shaman’s sorcery, he 

called me to look at shaman’s sorcery” (Burykin, 2001). 

 

After killing a bear it was not allowed to brag about the take; Evens used to say: “Urerem” – which 

in ritualistic vocabulary meant “I killed a bear” (Burykin, 2001). Even writer Mariya Amamich 

(1930–1979) remembers her childhood years: 

 

And there we saw that two bear cubs were rolling in the snow and their mother – female bear 

- was playing with them. They were so immersed into play that did not notice how father 

and Etere sneaked up on them… When two shots rang out, women told us not to look in the 

direction the sound came from… We came up to the dead cub and all of a sudden father said- 

as if bear cub was talking himself-: 
- I wasn’t killed , I myself sacrificed my life for your sake, for hungry children… 

Even before then I knew that instead of the word “mann” – kill – the ancient word “ulen” – 

sacrifice itself - was used in regards to bears (Amamich, 1977: 25-30). 

 

Many of the Even taboos have remained until the present day: “After killing a bear, one must say: 

“It is not I who killed you, those were strangers who did that,” – and pretend to be crying”, “Pull 

a hair from his tail and stick it into his ear and say: “Now you are deaf and can’t hear anything”. 

“Now you are blind and can’t see anything,” – saying that, one is supposed to cover bear’s eyes 

with fat from his stomach.” (Burykin, 2001). 

 

Yukagirs treat each bear they killed as a dear friend who died. According to their burial custom, 

the face of a dead person should be covered with a shawl. This custom is transferred to the harvest 

ritual: the muzzle of the killed animal is also supposed to be covered. Only those involved are 

allowed to be close to the harvested animal, in order to give him due respect and not to insult the 

animal, who “comes as a guest” to the hunter “out of his own will.” Young girls were not allowed 

to leave the house when men went out hunting. In early XX century, Vladimir Iokhel’son, 

ethnographer and scholar of customs and culture of Yukagirs, recorded a legend about one girl 

who broke that hunting taboo: 

 

The Girl did not listen to her mother and followed her brother. Having approached her 

brother’s kill, the girl “uncovered” the moose’s head covered with snow and started 

examining its muzzle. Looking at the dark circles around the eyes she thought with pity: 

“The moose must have felt pain in his heart and cried when my brother was catching up with 

him.” After that men could not kill a single moose and famine began. People asked 
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the shaman to perform a ritual and to determine the cause of their hunting misfortune. 

Shaman fulfilled their request and said: “This girl is the cause. She must be hanged and two 

dogs male and female must be hanged next to her.” People did as he told. “It is better that 

one girl dies instead of the entire clan” – they said. On the next day, the head hunter went 

out to hunt and killed a moose. Since that moment good fortune returned to hunters. 

(Iokhel’son, 2005: 215-216). 

 

Girl’s fault was that she looked at the hunt with the eyes of an unconsecrated person: she destroyed 

the illusion about the nature of the death of an animal with her pity and compassion. “Wise men” 

present the death of animal as an accident, they mask the fact of a premeditated killing, and are 

persistent in trying to persuade and take care of a killed animal as they would an honored dead 

friend. The poor girl paid with her life for her realistic assessment of the essence of hunting. 

 

Hunting rituals and prohibitions are based on respecting game animals, with whom special 

relations are established, that promote hunting success: animal becomes a sort of a helper to the 

man, it comes to a hunter “as a guest out of his own will” and allows to kill him. Collective hunting 

rituals were associated with the concept of reviving the animal that was killed, who after the ritual 

was to leave for his “master” (cult of dying and resurrecting beast), and were aimed at harmonizing 

and sustaining relations between humans and nature. 

 

Eskimos say: we don’t kill a bear we only take meat form him and take off his fur coat. Bear 

soul goes into the ice fields, there it grows new meat and new fur coat and becomes a bear 

again. That is why when killing a bear, a hunter tries to show hospitality hoping that bear 

soul remembers this good welcome and returns to the hunter in its new coat and meat 

(Ushakov, 1982). 

 

Harvesting rituals were performed by hunters at any time: before starting out to harvest, en route, 

upon arrival to destination, in case of prolonged hunting failure, misfortune. For example, while 

preparing to go on a hunt, hunters tried not to make noise, talked allegorically (in allegories) being 

afraid to scare the animal away; and treated hunting gear with smoke to eliminate odor. 

 

Rules of behavior during harvest are connected to hunting rituals; they accumulate hunting 

experience and harmonize relationship between humans and nature. 

 

3. 2 Polar bear hunting tactic 

 

Hunting- harvesting wild animals and birds- is one of the most ancient forms of human economic 

activities. Specific forms and methods of hunting were determined by natural and climatic 

conditions, ethnic traditions, and at the later stage by demand for certain types of hunting products 

(furs, walrus tusk, deer antlers, etc.). 

 

Polar bears inevitably attracted primitive hunters as a source of large quantities of meat, fat, 

and hides. However, due to the scarceness of the population of the Far North, harvest of 

polar bears throughout most of its range was insignificant and did not have a noticeable effect 

on their population numbers (Uspenskiy, 1977: 62). 

 

Among the majority of people of the North, hunting was considered exclusively man’s occupation. 

To kill a bear meant to confirm one’s worth as a man-hunter. To commemorate this event Chukchi 

made a special tattoo: 
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At the present time (end of XIX century – note by S.Kochneva), a coastal hunter who 

succeeded in killing his first whale or a polar bear makes a simple tattoo sign on each joint. 

(Bogoraz, 1991: 189). 

 

Hunter that harvested a polar bear for the first time, announced it to the entire world with a 

ceremonial and festive song. Shentalinskiy recorded the words of one of a ceremonial hunting song 

from Eskimo hunter Nanaun (Wrangel Island): 

Iyanga-a-a… Yanga-a-a… Anga-a-a. 

Listen sky, listen mountains, listen ocean! 

Listen beast and you god of the world Kiyangak! 

People, come out of yarangas and also listen! 

Who has sharp eye, sure hand and quick feet? 

Who can read by snow and by the stars? 

Who races there faster than the wind? 

This is Nanaun who conquered nanuk! 

Let the sun stay long in the sky 

And give us light and warmth, 

Let the sea feed and clothe us 

As before... 

Look everybody - Смотрите все— 

Here rides Nanaun who conquered nanuk! 

(Shentalinskiy, 1988). 

 

For the majority of the people of the North, the polar bear was a specially respected animal. Its 

successful killing elevated the authority of the hunter among his peers: 

 

Wives and mothers of Greenland Eskimos who killed a bear proudly wear boots fringed with 

bear “mane” (part of the hide that comes from the inside of the front paws) (Uspenskiy, 1977: 

С.60). 

 

In 1980’s Yakuts had a belief that a man that killed a bear can cure some diseases: 

 

If the cause of the disease is insignificant, and the one who forces the disease out is 

courageous, then the disease would leave (Seroshevskiy, 1896: 638). 

 
Despite the fact that hunting was considered exclusively man’s work, there are some stories in 

folklore sources that tell about strong women who participated even in polar bear hunts. For 

example, one Chukchi tale “Two brothers and a sister” tells about orphaned children-- their older 

sister hunts a polar bear to save her little brothers from starving to death. 

 

Hunting polar bear is associated with risk and usually takes place at sea in the midst of floating 

ice, often during a blizzard, when animal comes closer to shore. Initially, hunting was done 

collectively: 

 

February, Yandagai village (near Lavrentiya Bay – note by S.Kochneva) – Yesterday, a polar 

bear was noticed on the ice. One needs to have Chuckhi vision to spot a white hide in the 

midst of ice and snow at the distance of several kilometers. In a few minutes the entire village 

got mobilized. When I came, 4-5 sleds (narts) were circumventing polar bear from two 

sides… The entire population poured out of yarangas (tents) and with keen interest followed 

the chase, commenting on the events in an animated way. However umka  reached the water 

and, swimming away, escaped the persecution. (Galkin, 1929: 133-134). 
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Collectively hunted animals included bear, wild reindeer, moose, and marine mammals. Hunting 

becomes more and more individual with development of new hunting tools and of trade and 

monetary exchange. 

 

There were three forms of hunting: active, passive and mixed. In hunting polar bear, the active 

form prevailed- it involved such methods as tracking down, pursuing, luring (baiting) and 

ambush. These methods were often combined. 

 

 
Pict. 5 Collective polar bear 

hunt with spears – fragment 

of engraved tusk (master 

Onno) (Chukchi and Eskimo 

Art, 1981). 

 

 

 

 

 
In active hunting, dogs – laikas - were also used: 

 

Only laika with its “experience” (skill) acquired over thousands of years of hunting 

developed a tactic that allowed it to not only successfully hold its ground against this mighty 

beast, but to ensure the hunting success of its master and even occasionally save his life. 

 

Dogs pick up fresh tracks of a bear, chase it, and- having caught up with it- hold it in place 

until hunter comes… In order to stop a walking bear, laika must have great fury against the 

animal, be unafraid and be able to make quick painful attacks and bites at unprotected parts 

of the bear body, forcing him not to retreat but to occupy a defensive position; the dog also 

should not engage in an open fight with a bear by any means… Dog bites could be so strong, 

that they had the appearance of wounds inflicted by a buck-shot. (Malov, 2003: 130-131). 

 

Along the north-western part of the Chukchi coast, beyond Kolyuchin Bay, polar bears 

closely approach the shores, and therefore they can be hunted with dogs. (Sergeev, 1957: 

28). 

 

Polar bears are chased over sea ice using dog sleds. After the animal is spotted, two or three 

of the best dogs are let out after him. Dogs catch up with him fast and don’t let him go any 

further. Then the hunter comes and kills him with his spear, or shoots him from the gun 

(Bogoraz, 1991: 78-79). 

 

If a polar bear hunt were undertaken, a hunter would ride out onto the pack ice on the dog 

sled. After spotting a bear, he would untie the most ferocious and experienced “bear dogs” 

from the sled. They would reach the bear and make him stop, and the bear would settle in a 

defense position. Distracted by dogs, the bear usually would let the shooter approach to a 

very close distance (Uspenskiy, 1977: 59-60). 
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On the Yamal peninsula, reindeer sleds were used during polar bear hunts: the animal was chased 

on two sleds trying not to let it get to open water (Uspenskiy, 1977: 59-60). 

 

Often, hunters were on the watch for polar bears near seal ice holes (breathing holes): 

 

Polar bear hunt that took place on moving ice was far more complicated. There, polar bears 

wait for seals. Hunter took minimum gear because in case of success he had to carry heavy 

bear hide. Usually he had a gun, a strap for carrying his kill, and two sticks – one to test the 

strength of the ice and the other one – to walk on skis. After crossing over from the ice edge 

to floating ice, he watched carefully so as to not float off far away from the shore. For that 

purpose he ran in the direction opposite to the wind and movement of the ice. After spotting 

a bear, the hunter sneaked up on him in his white robe (kamleika) and killed it usually with 

one shot. After that he skinned the animal right there on the moving ice, and leaving the 

carcass in place walked back. The hunter would take the meat on the next day  if it weren’t 

taken away by carnivores or carried away into the sea. This extremely hard and dangerous 

hunt required fast learning and adaptability, being composed and very observant, plus a lot 

of strength, endurance, dexterity, and the ability to run well on the moving ice and jump over 

the cracks (Sergeev, 1957: 28). 

 

Another active form of polar bear hunting is ambush: 

Sometimes, in the places frequented by polar bears they built special log or stone hiding 

place (засидки?). To attract bears, they burnt seal and bear fat in them, and left fat near the 

hiding place as bait (Uspenskiy, 1977: 59-60). 

 

Often, hunters shoot female bears in their under-snow dens in spring: 

Female bears give birth amidst ice debris under the snow cover. There in her snow den, she 

usually gets killed together with her cub, the same way it is done with black bear in more 

southern areas. (Bogoraz, 1991: 78-79). 

 

Hunting by luring is known in different cultures, however a description of luring polar bear by 

Chukchi reads more like a folklore tale. Here is how Kayur from Uelen describes such polar bear 

hunt to a visiting journalist: 

 

A flock of hungry birds fly in for a kill. They fight on the ground and in the air. Bear also 

has a sharp eye. He notices this battle in the sky at once and dashes to get a kill too. It doesn’t 

pass by a hunter either… Hunter hides behind the ice-hummocks and starts throwing his 

mittens into the air. Of course the bear would think that ravens are tearing their kill apart. Of 

course he will come to the hunter. (Bulanov, 1970: 115). 

 

In fact, if we trust the stories of the native people of Chukotka recorded by ethnographers, polar 

bear is not that dangerous: 

 

When wounded he usually sticks his head in the snow and without any resistance waits for 

the final deadly blow. (Bogoraz, 1991: 78-79). 

 

Heard from Chukchi that it is not difficult at all to kill it, and that it doesn’t present any 

danger to a dexterous person. The thing is that a running polar bear can’t change direction 

quickly.  Knowing that, the hunter starts running away from it, and when polar bear catches 

up with him, the hunter jumps to the side and shoots or spears the animal as it runs past. 

(Sokol’nikov, 1927: 143). 
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There also existed a passive form of hunting – getting animals with the help of various traps: pits, 

snares, self-catchers and self-shooters, and traps. They were made of wood and often used by 

several generations of hunters: 

 

In Yakutia, huge bear traps “past’s” that were used in ancient times are still in use now; they 

are similar to fox traps but are made of large and heavy logs that crush the animal caught 

between them (Kishchinskiy, 1976: 178). 

 

Past’ for hunting a bear is like a cabin made of logs 1.5 m long and 1 m wide, and just a little more 

than 1 m high. The door into the cabin slides up and down. The bait is put inside the cabin the trap 

is set with a string connected to a door-trigger. Climbing inside the cabin, the bear knocks off the 

trigger and the door shuts. 

 

In ancient past in the North-east of Siberia, polar bears were killed using a baleen plate sharpened 

on both ends and kept in a rolled up position. 

 

Before use this weapon was covered with seal fat. After a bear swallowed it, the plate would 

straighten in its stomach and the animal died. (Uspenskiy, 1977: 59-60). 

 

Baleen was rolled up together with seal fat and thrown to an animal that swallowed it at 

once. In the animal’s stomach, the fat melted and the baleen by straightening out pierced the 

poor animal (www.sivatherium.h12.ru). 

 
 

3.3 Advice from polar bear hunters 

 

In old times, when the only weapons available were spear and bow and arrow, polar bear hunt 

required special skill. Here is what elders used to tell about those times: 

 

Before, in order to kill an umka, one had to chase (after) him for a long time. Umka  doesn’t 

always attack a person, only when he is really hungry… In order to spear umka, one needs 

to make him angry and force him to walk towards him… When a person chases umka he 

notices everything: how he puts his paws on the ground, how he holds his head… If umka 

puts right paw forward, that means that his right paw is stronger and he would use it to strike 

to the left, and if the left one is stronger, then he is better at hitting to the right… Umka when 

attacking never stands on his hind legs… Bear should be speared at his neck between 

collarbones – that is the most vulnerable spot… In order to be able to do that hunter throws 

up a mitten or a hat right in front of the bears nose. Umka lifts his head trying to grab it with 

his teeth. That leaves his chest unprotected. The hunter sticks his spear with force and quickly 

jumps to the side that is not convenient for umka to hit with his paw. One thrust is usually 

enough (Leontiev, 1961: 34 – 36). 

 

Experienced Uelen hunters who know polar bear habits well give the following recommendations 

to the beginner hunters: 

 

When lying in wait for a seal, one should pick a place in ice hummocks that obscures the 

surroundings; despite the tiredness, one shouldn’t rest at half way; after rest, before going 

further, one should look at the route from a high hummock; if out of several bears only one 

bear gets killed, one should walk away from tracks and butcher the animals at a distance, 

otherwise the remaining bears may catch the hunter off guard (Leontiev, 1961: 21). 
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In the villages north of Kolyuchin Bay, another type of precaution was used: hunters unwind a 

strap along their route, the same way reindeer herders unwind lasso. Bear persuing a hunter with 

a kill would first run into such strap and grab it, this served as signal to the hunter (Leont’ev, 1961: 

23-24). 

 

Eskimo Nanaun from Wrangel Island gave the following advice: 

 

If you see a polar bear coming towards you, do not run away from him. He will follow you 

taking advantage of your weakness. Then you can’t expect anything good from him (Tein, 

1983: 26-27). 

 

Eskimos and Chukchi as well as other peoples of the North since old times had gotten used to 

treating their environment and wild animals with care. Their moral states: do not kill either an 

animal or a bird if there is no vital need. As a rule, when hunting they killed only as many animals 

as they needed to feed themselves and provide for other vital needs. 

 
 

3.4 Tools for hunting polar bear 

 

As we already mentioned above, ancient hunting tools include wooden spears with inserted tips 

made of bone, antlers, mammoth tusk, silica or obsidian, throwing darts, stone or bone knives. 

 

Chukchi hunters who harvested large animals also used a heavy spear (pike) with a long bayonet-

like tip made of walrus tusk or penis bone (oosik) (Krupnik, 1989: 213). 

 

In the 1920’s the traditional hunting tool of Chukchi people was: 

 

Spear and particularly batas which were used against both bears and enemies (in combat). 

Instead of metal that is quite rare in those parts, Chukchi used tips made of walrus tusks 

(Wrangel, p. 151). 

 

 

 

 
Pict. 6 Batas – Chukchi weapon against bears. 

 

 

 

 
Besides, among other weapons used in terrestrial hunts, scientists name: fortified and compound 

bows, arrows with stone, obsidian, bone and metal (iron) heads of different shapes and purpose; 

snares made of leather straps, ligaments and baleen. 

 

Among traditional tools/weapons for hunting brown bear, it is worth mentioning a barbaric device 

consisting of a board with sharp end: 

 

Bear is harvested using a board with a sharp end. If a bear steps on such board with one foot, 

he tries to throw it of using his other foot, then his second foot gets caught etc. Finally all 

four legs are on the board and lying on the ground, a bear waits for the hunter that comes 

and kills the bear. Boards are places on bear trails. (Beretti,1929: 83). 
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Pict. 7 Bear trap 
 

 

 

 

Reindeer Chukchi sometimes kill brown bears along the forest boundaries using a special 

device: they fasten sharp spikes with hooks on a wooden plate, this plate is placed on the 

trail usually used by bears. If a bear steps on such plate spikes puncture bear’s sole and get 

stuck in his foot because of the hook. All bear’s effort to get rid of the plate cause only more 

harm and make wounds bigger, because of that bear looses strength fast and becomes an 

easy prey for a hunter (Bogoraz, 1991: 79). 

 

Bow and arrow had been one of the main hunting tools until the late XIX –early XX century. 

According to witnesses, a good hunter could hit a bear with one arrow piercing him all the way 

through. Chukchi, Evenks and Yakuts made bowstring from raw leather straps. There were several 

ways to fasten bowstring: Ains and Nanaiets hunters tied it through holes to the ends of bow; 

Chuvants, Yakut and Nenets tied it to a special cup-like shape on the bow. 

 

Bows were fortified with windings made of ligaments, baleen threads or brackets, and  bone 

plates. Tips were made of deer antlers or walrus tusk. It is known that Chukchi obtained 

bows and/or necessary materials from Koryak and Alaska Eskimos through exchange 

(Gurvich, 1985: 97). 

 

Beginning from XVIII–XIX century, Russian guns appeared in Chukotka- first flint-lock and then 

rifled. Due to the spread of firearms, the effectiveness of hunting increased, and primitive hunting 

weapons such as spears and other throwing type were abandoned. Eskimos by late XIX century 

almost stopped using ancient methods of hunting with crawling and camouflaging. Rifle and large 

caliber guns with bullet projectile became the main weapons for hunting polar bears. 

 

According to the tentative estimate of Mr. Wall – American – up to 1000 Winchesters with 

appropriate supply of gun shells/cartridges are imported to Chukotski Peninsula each year. 

Chukchi got very much used to this weapon, can handle all the new models perfectly, and 

each hunter has at least one, or even two or three such guns, using one for shooting seals, 

another for walrus and other larger animals (Tolmachov, 1911: 103). 

 

In 1920’s, Soviet Chukchi state farms were well stocked with “civilized” hunting tools: firearms 

and metal traps: 

 

In 1926-1927, 1642 state farms of 1841 that hunted animals had firearms (88.8%). They had 

in their possession 132 smoothbore, 2314 rifles, and 7652 traps. Rifles were used for killing 

bears (Kulikov, 2002: 31-33). 

 
 

3.5 Rules of distribution of the kill/harvest 

 

Different sources mentioned only one rule of distribution of a harvested polar bear that native 

people of Chukotka had: the animal belongs to the person who was the first to spot it: 
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• According to Eskimo conceptions, polar bear comes as guest to the one who saw it first 

(Rubtsova, 1954: 62). 

 

• Hunters used to say that the most difficult thing is to find the animal. It is not for nothing 

that according to Eskimo tradition, meat of the killed polar bear was divided between 

everybody and the hide was given to the one who saw it first, and only very rarely to the 

one whose was the first blow. Sometimes an Eskimo says with pride about his little son: 

“He killed his first bear”. In fact the boy just saw the bear and raised the alarm, and the 

hide rightfully is given to him. Exactly the same custom existed among coastal Chukchis 

(Kishchinskiy, 1976: 176). 

 

• When they started taking skin off the bear, an unexpected complication emerged. Skurikhin 

wanted to cut out the throat and tongue of the killed bear, and Kiv’yana protested abruptly. 

He had a right to that: according to the custom of Eskimos and coastal Chukchi, bear belong 

to the person who saw it first, and not to the one who killed it (Ushakov, 1982). 

 

• In Northeastern Siberia, Greenland Eskimos and Chukchi, it is considered that the kill 

belongs to a man or even a boy who was the first to see the animal (no matter whether he 

participated in the hunt or not) (Uspenskiy, 1989: 136). 

 

That same author points out that according to the custom of the Nenets people from the Novaya 

Zemlya archipelago, the shooter whose bullet killed the animal had a priority right to a bear. 

 
 

3.6 The size of the bear harvest 

 

Population growth in the regions of the Far North that started in XVI-XVII centuries; the 

exploration and development of the Northern Sea Route; the use of firearms; and the development 

of trade and marine mammal hunting in the northern seas led to a noticeable increase in polar bear 

harvest. 

 

In northern Eurasia according to the most modest estimates, 150,000 polar bears were 

harvested during the period from the early XVIII century until the late 1960’s. Mass harvest 

by Chukchi and Eskimos continued in Chukotka over a longer period of time. In XVIII 

century and in the first half of the XIX century, not less than 100 animals were harvested per 

year in this area; in late XIX and early XX century, 150 per year; in 1910- 1930, 300 per 

year; in the 1940’s, 200 each year; and in the early 1950’s, 100 animals per year (Uspenskiy, 

1977: 63). 

 

The distribution of polar bear harvest by regions: 

 

In Eurasia, during the past 250 years most of the animals (60-65%) were harvested in the 

Barents Sea; 10-20% in the East-Siberian and Bering Seas; and 20-25% in the Chukchi Sea 

(Uspenskiy, 1977). 

 
 

Here is a chronology of polar bear harvest: 

 

• In 1867 at the Anyui fair, 13 bears were sold (Tugolukov, 1979: 63). 
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• In 1897-1907 in Chukotka (east of Chaun Bay) 100-150 bears were killed each year 

(Belikov, 1991: 464). 

 

• In 1903, the Northeastern Siberian Society established permanent trading station in the 

Chukotskiy Peninsula. According to the available data, 100 to 120 polar bears were 

harvested (per year?) in that area (Sokol’nikov, 1927: 144). 

 

• In 1910 through early 1920’s, 250 animals were harvested per year, and during some years 

even more, considering that during that same time up to 400 bear hides per year were 

transported out of Chukotka, and in winter 1912-13 up to 500 hides (Belikov , 1991: 464). 

 

• In 1920’s, yearly amount of furs sold: polar bear – 120 (Galkin, 1929: 15). 

 

• According to the Polar Census of 1926-27, 144 polar bears were harvested by sedentary 

population and 58 brown bears by nomads (Kulikov, 2002: 31). 

 

• During the pre-Second World War period, quite a large number of polar bears were shot 

on Wrangel Island, for example during 1926-34 more than 1000 animals were killed 

(Belikov, 1991: 464). 

 

• In 1939-40, 33 polar bears coming in the direction from Anadyr Bay were killed 

(Uspenskiy, 1977: 18). 

 

• In 1940s the number of polar bears harvested per year was 200, and in early 1950’s up to 

100 (Belikov, 1991: 464). 

 

• In 1970-80’s, the number of polar bears shot in Chukotka increased. During the period of 

1975 to 1983, 47 polar bears were shot, about 30 of them were killed in defense of human 

life and property ( Belikov, 1991б: 12). 
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1900 he traveled to to Kolguev and Novaya Zemlya. A report on that work is in this publication. 

Brief notes on the distribution of the polar bear and the number of bears captured on Kolguev and 

Novaya Zemlya  between 1891 and 1900. 

 

Zelenin, D.K. Taboo words among the people of the Eastern Europe and Northern Asia. Part 1. Taboos during 

hunts and other harvests. Collection of works of the Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography. 1929. Vol.8. 

Pp.1-151 

Page. 44 – the Yakuts respected a dead bear; it was forbidden to throw a carcass on the ground, or to 

mock the bear.. 

 

Zolotaryov, A. Survivals of totemism of the peoples of Siberia. Leningrad. Institute of Peoples of the North 

Publishers. 1934. 52 p. 

Page 29 – smoking bear fat before a hunt kept hunters from failure (Samoyeds). 

 

Iokhel’son, V.I. Yukagirs and Yukagir-Tungus. Novosibirsk. Nauka Publishers. 2005. 675 p. (Monuments of 

ethnic cultureof the small native peoples of the Siberian North and the Far East. Vol.5) 

Vladimir Ilyich Iohelson was an ethnographer and researcher of culture and the languages of Koryaks, 

Yukaghirs and Aleuts. He participated in the expedition of A. Sibiryakov (1895-1897) and the Jesup expedition 

(USA), and he led the ethnographic team on the Russian Geographic Society’s Kamchatka expedition (1909-1911). 

This study is the first publication in Russian of a fundamental work about ethnography, social life, everyday life, and 

the spiritual and material culture of the Yukaghirs. It was first published in 1926 in the US (in English). 

Pages 553-554 – Yukaghir hunt (polar bear – a minor production); Page 186 – division of spoils; Pages 

215-216 – hunting and ritual bans for women (explanation of the bans). 

 

Kalinnikov, N.F. Our Far North-East// Notes on Hydrography. Addendum to Vol. XXXIV. St.petersburg. 1912. 

246 p. 

Page 105 – a bear hunt and the division of spoils; Page 146-147 – hunting a polar bear with dogs. 

 
Kishchinskiy, A.A. The Polar Bear. Large Carnivores. Moscow. 1976. Pp.154-197. 

Pages 175-176 – polar bears and people of the past, hunting the beasts; Page 176 – division of spoils; Page 178 

– bear traps. 

 

Kochnev, A.A. et al. What native hunters of Chukotka know about the polar bear.Protection of Wild Nature. 

2005. No 1(31). Pp. 21-24. 

 

Kreinovich, E.A. Marine harvest of Gilyaks from Kul’ village. Soviet Ethnography. 1934. No5. Pp.78-96. 

In 1931 the author went to the Amur Gilyaks (Nivkh). This essay describes the material obtained on that 

expedition. 

Page 88 – bans on women during the polar bear hunt. 

 

Krupnik, I.I. Arctic Ethno-ecology. Models of traditional activities of the marine hunters. Moscow. 1989. 

This book is the result of 15 years of research. It’s an attempt to analyze the ecological attitudes of the peoples of 

the North. 

Pages 59 – the table shows data on the production of birds and animals in Chukotka and Alaska; Pages 

212-214 – primitive hunting tactics. 

 
Krupnik, I.I. Let our elders talk: stories told by Asian Yupik Eskimos. Recordings of 1977-1987. Moscow. 2000. 

Pages 321-328 – if baby is born soon after a polar bear has been captured, the Eskimos believe the bear has 

returned, and the child gets its name; a ritual during the festival at the beginning of the hunting season.  
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Kulikov, M.I. Chukotka: zigzags of the history of the small people of the North. Novgorod State University. 

Velikiy Novgorod. 2002. 

This paper reveals the nature of the Chukchi social structure, the Russian reservation policy and the 

socialist/soviet transformations of the peoples of Chukotka. 

Pages 31-33 – polar bear trade according to the circumpolar census of 1926-1926; hunting tools 

 

Levin, M.G. Peoples of Siberia. Edited by L.P. Potapov. Moscow-Leningrad. Academy of Sciences Publishers. 

1956. 1083 p. 

Page 920 – hunting bans (Chukchi); Page 943 – bans on killing a few holy animals  

 

Leont’ev, V.V. In the Chukchi Sea: Stories. Magadan. 1961. 

The author of the collection, Vladilen Vyacheslavovich Leont’ev, was an ethnographer, linguist and writer, 

with a deep knowledge of the ethnography and nature of Chukotka. His stories are a reliable source of traditional 

indigenous knowledge about polar bear behavior, as well as polar bear hunting techniques. 

Pages 21-24 – the story “In any case” has recommendations from polar bear hunters; Pages 34-36 – the 

story “How the Chukchi used to hunt Umka” is about hunting a polar bear with a spear and a bow. 

 

Leont’ev, V.V. In the Land of Ancient Kereks: Notes of Ethnographer. Magadan. 1976. 

Page 146 – “the bear club” and its purpose. 

 

Leont’ev, F.S. Under the Sun of the North: stories about nature. Moscow. Geograflit Publishers. 1962. 230 p. 

The author was a member of the geo-botanical group of the Arctic expedition of 1937 (Northern Yakutia, 

Chukotka). He is a subtle observer of the nature of the North, and its various manifestations. The author describes 

meetings with local residents with sincerity and warmth. 

Pages 27-28 - March – the season of hunting polar bears in dens (Bear Islands); Page 167 – how the polar bear 

hunted the seal - the hunter is the bear itself; Page 168 - a bear hunting a walrus. 

 

Lobanov, A. Paid with the hide for a visit. “The Far North.” 2006. 8 December. P.3. 

The remains of a polar bear and two cubs were found on the outskirts of the village Gyrkariy. The bears 

were skinned, their paws cut off. Carcasses were thrown out. 

 

Lobanov, A. Hides led to the tracks. “The Far North.” 2006. 22 December. P.3. 

Two indigenous residents of Gyrkariy were found as suspects of illegally shooting three polar bears. Two 

of the three animals skins were seized. 

 

Mazin, A.I. Traditional beliefs and rituals of the Evenki-Ороchons (late XIX – early XX century). Siberian 

Branch of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR. Institute of History, Philology and Philosophy. Novosibirsk. 

Nauka Publishers. 1984. 200 p. 

This study reveals the attitudes of the Evenki-Orochon people toward their surroundings, the universe, the 

soul, patron spirits, and harvested animals.  The author describes shamanism in detail. 
Pages 47-48 – hunting the bear. 

 

Malov, O., A. Blyum On bear trails: hunting brown bear. Moscow. 2003. 317 p. 

Materials on the biology and ethology of the bear, practical tips for various types of hunting. The history of bear 

hunting, traditions and innovations in modern methods. The dramatic relationship between a bear and a human. 

Pages 129-139 – hunting bears with dogs. 

 
Bears of the Far East of Russia: A Concise Guide for Customs Staff. Edited by A.L.Vaisman. Moscow. 2006. 61 p. 

Page 18 - polar bear poaching; the total number of animals killed in Chukotka. 

 

Menovshchikov, G.A. Eskimo Folktales. Magadan. 1980. 

All 85 folktales were written by Menovshchikov and his assistants in Chukotka in the language of the 

Asian Eskimos. The first records date back to the early 1930s, the last – the 1960s.  

In the tale "the Sea hunter and the Polar bear,” the bear tells a person why his hunt failed; the tale "the 

Orphan” contains a description of a polar bear hunt. 

 

Menovshchikov, G.A. Eskimos. Popular historic and ethnographic essay about Asian Eskimos. Magadan. 1959. 
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Page. 10-11 – characteristics of the ancient Bering Sea cultures (hunting tools, снаряжение охотника); 

Page 11 – Eskimo culture from the 17th century through the first quarter of the 20th century (fur traps); Pages 19, 33 

- firearm; Pages 59-61 – hunting tools; Page 105 – the education of a young man, future hunter (he can already hunt 

a polar bear at a young age ). 

 

Middendorf A. Travels to the Siberian North and East. St. Petersburg. 1869. 

Alexander F. Middendorf was a naturalist, traveler, nature lover, and researcher of the Russian Arctic. The 

result of the expeditions of 1840-1843 was the multi-volume work "Travels in Northern and Eastern Siberia" (St. 

Petersburg., 1860-1875), in which the author describes and classifies the tundra, the distribution of vegetation, and 

Arctic fauna.  

Pages 159, 220, 882 – the polar bear – object of the local hunt (Nents, Dolgans). 

 
Mikhel, N.M. Essays on commercial hunting in the north-east of Yakutia. Arctica. 1937. Book 5. Pp.153-231. 

On the distribution, ecology and trade of the polar bear in the Yano-Kolyma region.  

Pages 162-163 - the volume of polar bear production throughout the North-East of Yakutia (until the 1930s). 
 

Mordosov, I.I. Game animals of Yakutia (fauna, ways and tools of harvest, folk traditions and beliefs). Text book. 

Yakutsk State University. Yakutsk. YaGU publishers, 1999. 130 p. 

Page 128 – hunting brown bears in dens. 

 
Peoples of the Far East of the USSR in XVII – XX centuries. Historical and ethnographic essays. Edited by I.S. 

Gurvich. Moscow. “Nauka” publishers. 1985. 

Page 94 – hunting tools; Page 96 - firearms; Page 97 – pommels. 

 

Fireball: Legends, Beliefs, Folktales of Eskimos. Compiled and retold by Ja. Makhovskiy (Poland). Translated 

by S. Tel’nyuk. Magadan. 1981. 319 p. 

The author of the collection, Polish scientist and writer Jacek Makhovski, presents samples of folklore of 

Asian, Alaskan, Canadian and Greenlandic Eskimos, illustrated with drawings. 

In the tale "the Hunter-loser", a polar bear tells a person why his hunt failed; bear hunting is in the following 

folklore texts: "Ten-fingered bear,” "Boy - hero,” "Constellation Opleggen,” "Khudyakov,” "Kashag and the Fox.” 

 

Orekhov, A.A. and M.G. Razborshchikova. Mutual influence of Russian and native population of Kolyma and 

Chukotka in their everyday life and economics. Lore, History and Economy (LHE) Notes. Magadan. 1991. 

Issue 17. 

Page 152 – quote by V. G. Bogoraz: "the Russian invaders attacked the polar bear with guns, spears and 

bows." 

 

Popov, A.A. Hunting and fishing of Dolgans. Peoples of the Far North and the Far East of Russia in the 

works of explorers (XX century). Compiled by T.N.Emel’yanova, M.V.Yuzhaninova. Moscow. “Severniye 

prostory”. 2002. Pp.386-403. 

Andrey Popov was an ethnographer, Siberia expert, folklorist, and specialist in the ethnography of the Yakuts, 

Dolgans, Nganasans. 

Page 400 – bear hunting, description of a spear. 

 

Potelov, B.A. Ursus (Thalarctos) maritimus, polar bear. Mammals. Cetacea, Carnivora, Pinnipedia, and 

Artyodactyla. St. Petersburg. “Nauka” publishers. 1998. Pp.80-89. (Fauna of the European North-east of 

Russia. Mammals. Vol.II. Part 2). 

This species profile reflects the current distribution, morphological data, population number, diet, 

reproduction, economic significance and protection of the polar bear in the USSR and abroad.  

Page. 88 – polar bear trade in Northern Europe; Page 88 – data on the number of captured polar bears 

before 1956; Page 88-89 – hunting the polar bear. 

 

(Wrangel, F.P.) Travel along the northern coast of Siberia and in the Arctic Ocean accomplished in 1820-

1824 by the expedition under the command of the marine lieutenant F.G. Wrangel/ General editing by 

E.Shvede. Moscow. Glavsevmorput’ Publishers. 1948. 455 p. 

This source contains notes on encounters with polar bears near the Chukchi coast, peculiarities of bear hunting 

for seals, as well as the relationship between polar bears and Arctic foxes. 

 
Resin, A. An essay on non-Russians of the Pacific coast. Proceedings of the Emperor’s Russian Geographic society. 

St. Petersburg. 1888. Vol. 24. Issue 3. Pp.121-199. 

The polar bear is mentioned as part of a description of Chukotka. 

The polar bear trade in Chukotka 
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Rubtsova, E.S. Materials on the Eskimo Language and Folklore (Chaplino dialect). Part 1. Moscow. Academy 

of Sciences of the USSR publishers. 1954. 555 p. 

This paper presents 45 folktales in the Eskimo language, with a Russian translation in subscript. The tales have 

ethnographic and linguistic annotations. All texts were written in 1940 in the village of Chaplino, as narrated by the blind 

Aivukhak (26 years old). 

Hunting for the polar bear – the subject of the tale “Little Orphan”; Page 62 – division of spoils; Page 195 –

sacrifices for a successful hunt. 

Northern Encyclopedia. Moscow 2004. 1200 p. Electronic version on CD. 

 

“Severayata” (Children of the North): Rhymes, Poems, and Folk Tales. Omsk. 2000. 

 In the tale "The Polar Bear and the Man,” the bear tells the man why his hunt failed. 

 

Sedov, G.Ya. A Journey to Kolyma in 1909. Notes on Hydrography. Petrograd. 1917. Vol. 41. Pp.263-316 

The history of the exploration of Arctic coast. The purpose of the expedition was hydrographic research on the 

Kolyma estuary and updating sea maps. Sedov describes an encounter with Tolmachev's expedition in Yakutsk. 

Pages 286-287 – hunting polar and brown bears by the Nizhne-Kolymsk people. 

 

Sergeev, M.A. Minor Peoples of the Soviet North. Magadan. 1957. 

The traditional economy, home life, social system, and spiritual culture of the peoples of the North, from 

pre-revolutionary times to the middle of the 20th century. 

Page 28 – hunting the polar bear with fish; Page 33 – the dog, a helper to polar bear hunters; Page. 136 

– the ban on bear hunting among the Yukagirs and Evens disappeared. 

 

Sergeeva, K. The Storyteller Kivagme. Magadan. 1967. 160 p. 

The book tells about the life of the Еskimo storyteller Kivagme. It includes 89 Eskimo and Chukchi tales, 

collected and retold.  

In the tale “A Good Lesson,” a polar bear maims a boastful hunter. 

 

Seroshevskiy, V.L. Yakuts. An attempt at ethnographic research. Vol.1. St. Petersburg. 1896. 

Vaclav Leopoldovich Seroshevskiy was a Polish writer, ethnographer and political figure. While in eternal 

exile in Northeastern Siberia he recorded natural-scientific and ethnographic observations. Seroshevksiy was 

awarded a Gold Medal from the Russian Geographic Society for the work “Yakuts,” published in 1896. 

Page 638 - a person who kills a bear can become a healer; Pages 659-659 - bear hunting; spells to prevent 

the bear from touching person. 

 

Sil’nitskiy, A.P. Trip to Kamchatka and to Anadyr River (personal impressions). Notes of the Amur 

department of the Russian Emperor’s Geographical Society. Khabarovsk. 1897. Vol.2. Issue 3. 

The author gives a brief sketch of the history of Chukotka, describes the population and its trade, and reflects on 

the peculiarities of the local economy. 

Page 27 – polar bear trade/hunting; Page 27 – hunting the animals with fish. 

 

Folktales and Myths of the People of Chukotka and Kamchatka. Compiled, commented and introduction 

written by G.A. Menovshchikov. Moscow. “Nauka” publishers. 1974. 646 p. 

The collection includes 206 tales and myths about animals and the household of Asian Eskimos, 

Chukchi, Kereks, Koryaks and Itelmen. 

In the tale "The Polar Bear and the Man,” the bear kills the hunter, then revives him and tells the man why his 

hunt failed. 

 

Folktales and Myths of the Eskimos of Alaska, Canada, and Greenland. Compiled, commented and 

introduction written by G.A. Menovshchikov. Translated from Yupik and English by G. Menovshchikov, 

E.Rubtsova, N.Vakhtina; chief editor S. Arutyunov, M. Chlenov. Moscow. “Nauka” publishers. 1985. 669 p. 

This collection of tales compiled by the scientist-Eskimologist G.A. Menovshchikov is the most complete 

publication of Eskimo narrative folklore. The collection includes 278 texts. In 26 of then, the hero is a polar bear. 

Polar bear hunting is in the following tales: "Nagrobek,” "the Woman, who did not want to get married,” 

"Magic bear,” "Anohito,” "Kasigluk of punishing his tormentor," "Kasigluk empowered,” "the Blind boy and his sister,” 

"Three brothers,” "Hunter of bear skin to kill naked bear,” "Pleiades,” "the Bear tore the insides Angakok, but was 

killed by them." 

 

Folktales of Chukotka. Recorded by O.E.Baboshina. Edited and introductory article written by D. Nagishin. 

Moscow. “Artistic Literature” publishers. 1958. 263 p. 
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Baboshina recorded more than 200 tales, legends, and stories. This volume contains a little over 100 

Chukchi, and Koryak tales and legends. These tales were recorded in the 1940s. 

In the tale "The Failed Hunter,” a polar bear tells a hunter why his hunt failed; hunting a polar bear is in the 

following tales: "Five Brothers,” "The Nunak Whale,”, "The Boy-Bogatyr,” and "Two Brothers and a Sister." 

 
Slyunin, N.V. Okhotsk and Kolyma Province. Natural history description. St. Petersburg. 

1900. 

Page 600-602 – brown bear hunting; Page 602 – ban on bear hunting. 

 
Sokol’nikov, N.P. Hunted and harvested animals of the Anadyr area (kray). Bulletin of the Moscow Society of the 

Naturalists. Biology department. New series. 1927. Vol.36. Issue 1-2. Pp.117-162. 

Pages 142-145 – distribution and hunting of polar bears on the Chukchi Peninsula. 

 

Tein, T. And It Was That Way.. Essays of traditional culture of the Asian Eskimos. Magadan. 1992. 

Pages 18-24 – the essay "Polar bear hunting and the ritual dedicated to the extraction of the beast" contains 

information from people from the village of Uelen. 
 

Tein, T.S. Excavations on Wrangel Island. Lore, History and Economy (LHE)Notes. Magadan. 1982. Issue 12. Pp. 

124-129. 

Page 127 – hunting tools. 

 

Tein, T.S. The Mystery of the Devil’s Gulch. Magadan. 1983. 

This book describes the excavations of a site of ancient Eskimo hunters on Wrangel Island. 

Page 26-27 – Eskimo advice on how to behave during a polar bear encounter. 

 
Tolmachev, I.P. Along the Arctic Ocean coast of Chukotka. St. Petersburg. 1911. 117 p. 

Page 103 - firearm. 

 

Tugolukov, V.A. Who are you, Yukagirs? Moscow. 1979 

Vladilen Aleksandrovich Tugolukov is an ethnographer and specialist in the history and ethnography of 

Tungusic-speaking peoples. In the book "Who are you, Yukhaghiris?" the author tells about the lifestyle, economy, 

and customs of the Yukaghiris, with special reference and comparison to neighboring peoples. 

Page 63 – information about harvesting bears. 

 

Uspenskiy, S.M. The Polar Bear. Moscow 1977. 

Pages 59-62 – the history of hunting polar bears; harvesting polar bears in regions of the Far North. 

 

Uspenskiy, S.M. The Polar Bear. Moscow. 1989. 

Pages 134-136 – methods of polar bear hunting; Page 136 – customs related to hunting, rules for throwing 

out bear carcasses; Pages 136-142 – polar bear production volume. 
 

Uspenskiy, S.M. Harvesting polar bear in the Eurasian North in XVIII-XIX centuries. Polar bear and its protection 

in the Soviet Arctic. Leningrad. 1969. Pp.122-141. 

An analysis of the harvest and processing of polar bears in various regions of Northern Eurasia 

Page 131 – bear harvesting in Yamal; Page 132 – harvesting in Taymyr; Page 132-133 – harvesting in the 

western East Siberian Sea; Pages 133-134 – bear harvesting in Yakutia; Pages 134-136 – harvesting in the eastern 

East Siberian Sea, in the Chukchi Sea, in the northern Bering Sea; Page 137 – table: "average annual production of 

polar bears in northern Eurasia from the beginning of the 18th century to the middle of the 20th century.”  

 

Ustinov, V. Duel. “Magadan Reindeer Herder.” 1980. Issue 32. Pp.42-43. 

Literary treatment of the short stories told by Chukchi Imtykvat 

Page 43 – the polar bear as a hunter. 

 

Ushakov, G.A. Island of Blizzards. Magadan. 1982. 

The book of the famous polar researcher Ushakov, based on diary entries, reflects the first years of 

development on Wrangel Island (1927-1929). The book contains information about nature, life, and the culture of 

Eskimos in the first years of Soviet power. 

 

Shentalinskiy, V. House to a man and a wild beast. Moscow. 1988. 

This book comprises a series of essays about Wrangel Island. Archaeological findings of polar bear bones 

and teeth are discussed. 
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The first polar bear hunt of eskimo Nanana, a solemn song of the hunter. 

 

Ethnographic Materials of the Northeastern Geographic Expedition, 1785-1795. Edited by I. Vdovin. 

Magadan. 1978. 

The collection includes diaries, notes, journals and reports by expedition members. These sources contain 

information about the life, material culture, and social relations among the people of Chukotka, Alaska and the Aleutian 

islands at the end of the 18th century. 

Page 119 – comparison between hunting brown bears and polar bears 

 
Yadrintsev, N.M. About the bear cult among the northern non-Russians. Ethnоgraphic Overview. 1890. Book 4. No 

1. Pp.101-115. 

A classic work about the bear cult and bear festival. 

Page 101 – hunters asked a bear for forgiveness before killing it; Page 111 – Orochon hunters used shields 

with the image of a bear; if successful, the bear engraving was treated to the fat and blood of the victim of the hunt.. 

 

Lymn’ylte = Chukchi Folktales and Legends. Compiled by L. Belikov, Artist D. Bryukhanov. Magadan. 

1979. 232 p. (Text in Chukchi language) 

Polar bear hunting – the main subject of the tales: "O’ravetlan ynkam umket”, "Eyvelkej ynkmam imchechuket,” 

“Eyvel ynkam egpepekyl gychgyn.”
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SECTION 4 

BUTCHERING POLAR BEAR CARCASS AND USE OF ITS MEAT FOR FOOD 

 

4.1 Butchering polar bear carcass 

Peoples faith in rebirth of animals, in their connection with master-spirits gave origin to numerous 

and diverse hunting rituals performed before, during, and after the harvest. The essence of hunting 

rituals was to mollify the animals and to ensure hunting success in the future. In regards to 

butchering polar bears, there existed certain rules and taboos which for example referred to the 

choice of place of butchering: 

 

If one of several bears was killed, it was necessary to move away from the trail and butcher 

the carcass at a distance; otherwise other bears could catch the hunter off guard (Leont’ev, 

1961: 21). 

 

Nenets people prefer to butcher the harvested bear away from the camp, otherwise “women 

could by accident step on the bear’s blood” (www.evenkija.ru). 

 

Butchering of a polar bear carcass as a rule was done at the place of killing: 

 

Large animals: polar bear and whale are taken apart on the site (Kalinnikov, 1912: 107). 

 

Hunter is in a hurry to butcher the polar bear he killed. He skillfully takes the skin off without 

making any cuts, then cuts the meat at joints. Then he puts pieces of meat in the hide- as 

many as he can carry. Sews up the hide into a convenient package using a special needle 

with strap made of bearded seal skin that he always carries with him on his belt next to the 

knife. He makes a good strong package that slides well over the snow. He puts special straps 

on his shoulders and drags his take home (Veket, 1997: 61). 

 

After a successful shot, hunter quickly skinned the bear right there on ice, and leaving the 

carcass in place went back home. Hunter would take the meat on the next day if it were not 

taken apart by carnivores or floated out into the sea (Sergeev, 1957: 28). 

 

 

 
Рис. 8 Охота на белого медведя и 

разделка туши (Чукотское и 

эскимосское искусство,1981). 

 

 

 

 

In the process of butchering, the head of polar bear was treated with a special respect; since that 

was the place where the soul of the animal lived, the head was necessary for the subsequent 

ceremony of mollifying the harvested animal. Here is how one of the explorers of the far Northeast 

described his difficulties in gathering a collection of arctic fauna: 

 

I asked to give or sell to me the head of a harvested polar bear. I was coldly denied in my 

request. Then I asked to give me at least one tooth. Another cold denial. They promised to 

bring dozens of teeth to me but from different heads, since that one was supposed to lie intact 

in the hunter’s house until muscles rot out completely (Kalinnikov, 1912: 105-106). 
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Same attitude to the head of a killed animal is supported (recorded) by other authors: 

 

Eskimos when they kill a bear always bring its head home where they pay respects to the 

killed animal. In old times they cut off the head and after a five-day celebration sewed bear’s 

“face” to its hide. However for trade purposes such method was not good, since the hide lost 

its value after that. Then some amendments were made to the old custom and now the skin 

is taken off without separating it from the head, and after the celebration they skin the skull 

(Ushakov, 1982). 

 

Different people had different rules and prohibitions when skinning the harvested bear. For 

example, Evenks when skinning a harvested brown bear, took his hide off together with the head 

and neck vertebra saying in the process: “Grandfather (mother), when we take off the fur coat 

many ants will start running and biting”. Khant and Mansi, before taking the skin off the bear, put 

four or five little sticks on its chest, imitating fur coat fastenings or clasps. It was forbidden to talk 

loudly or make any other noise while butchering the carcass. 

 

Yakuts to avoid possible vengeance of the part of the bear considered it necessary to separate 

head and legs from the body right after the killing. They also partitioned the spinal column, 

cut internal organs, cut out eyes, plugged ears with earth, and tied jaws with a thread. 

Sometimes they buried the carcass in the ground for some time; everything was done in deep 

silence (Northern encyclopedia, electronic version) 

 

Siberian Russians had such a belief: if one laughs at the killed bear, it may come alive again 

and do away with the scoffers (those who laughed at it); that is why many people before 

skinning a bear cut off its paws, put out its eyes and cut ligaments and tendons – so that if it 

comes alive it could not run or see (Zelenin, 1929: 57). 

 

Native people of Chukotka immediately after killing a polar bear tried to appease the “spirit- 

master” of the animals: 

 

When butchering polar bear, a hunter took out the heart and having cut it in pieces, threw it 

over his shoulder (Uspenskiy, 1977: 61). 

 

After butchering the animal, each hunter who participated in the butchering received his share of 

meat and fat: 

 

The hunter who killed a polar bear takes the meat from the right leg, breast and all the internal 

organs (Tein, 1992: 20). 

 
4.2 Polar bear meat in the diet of the people of the Northeast of Russia. 

 

There is most definitely a lack of published information on the use of polar bear meat for food by 

the native people of Chuktoka. We identified four main ways of preparing polar bear meat: dried 

meat, cooked/boiled meat, meat bullion, and fried/grilled meat. Frying is the Russian way of 

cooking polar bear meat that was presented as gift to them from Chukchi people. Here are some 

culinary approaches to cooking polar bear meat: 

 

Hospitable hosts offered the dish as tasty dried meat called “nyfkurak’”. To prepare 

nyfkurak, they use walrus, bearded seal, ringed seal or polar bear meat. The way to cook it 

is very simple. Ribs together with vertebras are cut out of the animal carcass and after making 

cuts between ribs, the pieces are hung up to dry in the sun. The wind helps the sun that is 

weak in those places, and in three or four weeks nyfkurak is ready. Nyfkurak made 
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of bearded seal meat seemed particularly tasty to me. Walrus and bear are too fatty, and fat 

acquires bitter taste in the sun (Ushakov, 1982: 202). 

 

Chukchi consider polar bear meat a delicacy… They mix meat bullion with snow and a make 

a special kind of drink that is served in big wooden bowls. Each Chukchi carries with him a 

little drilled-through deer bone, through which he sips this drink from the bowl (Vrangel, 

2002: 51-52). 

 

Before meat is boiled, it is cut up in small pieces and put into a pot together with intestines, 

kidneys and tongue (Tein, 1992: 20). 

 

In Kolyuchin I asked to find some meat. They brought bear meat, which I fried for the road. 

Chukchi refused to be paid for it – it was a gift (Galkin, 1929: 113). 

 

Not all bear parts were considered edible: 

 

Polar bear meat was eaten only in those cases when knowledgeable people found by 

examining the internal organs that the animal was healthy and edible. Nobody ever ate liver 

or fat from the internal organs. One could get poisoned by bear liver. After eating intestines 

or internal fat, people got convulsions or cramps (Afanskaya, 1993: 76). 

 

Polar bear meat, particularly meat of young animals, is totally edible and had been used as 

food by local people since long ago. Native people of the Arctic ate polar bear fat. Some of 

the internal organs of polar bear are edible; however, the liver is poisonous due to very high 

content of vitamin A (Uspenskiy, 1977: 58-59). 

 

Belief in the miraculous influences that meat and various animal organs can have on human 

qualities has existed for a long time among different people, and became reflected in their folklore. 

Thus, a magic tale of Asian Eskimos “Two strong men and an old man” tells about two strong men 

raised by animals: a bear and a dog. Animal milk gave the boys superhuman strength (source № 

32 in the list of literature to the “Folklore” section). 

 

No wonder that it was customary among some of the people to eat some of the bear parts raw: 

 

Yukagirs divided bear heart among all participants of the meal, and ate it raw (Tugolukov, 

1979: 109-110). 

 

There are still some taboos prohibiting cooking some part of the bear meat. Yakuts make 

young hunters taste raw blood of a killed bear by dipping a finger in the wound and savouring 

it: otherwise next time they will be powerless in the fight with a bear and will be afraid of it. 

Yakuts eat not only raw bear blood, they also eat raw liver and heart, and it goes without 

saying that they eat bear fat; the goal is to protect oneself from vengeance (Zelenin, 1929: 

51). 

 

It was believed that men had more reasons to eat the most important parts of bear where the bear’s 

soul resides. To appropriate bear’s soul and along with it his strength is quite useful for a hunter. 

Numerous taboos for women are associated with this understanding. However, taboos may also be 

associated with the totemic idea of close blood relation to a bear: a woman should follow traditions 

and behave in the same way as the founder of her kin/clan who refused to eat the meat of her bear-

husband. 
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Mention of this custom – refusal to eat bear meat – can be found in folklore pieces. For example, 

Ket legend “Koigus” - named after its main hero, man-bear – describes his strict order to his 

faithful wife what to do with his body after his death. Persecutors, relatives of Koigus’s wife  who 

killed the werewolf, dealt with the body according to the death request and organized a feast. But 

the woman refused to eat meat of her husband-bear (source № 36 in the list of references to section 

“Folklore). 

 

The heroine of the fairy tale of Asian Eskimos “Woman who did not want to get married” is a 

capricious daughter of a successful whale hunter, who refused all the suitors. In order to punish 

the girl, father talked all the people into leaving the camp. So, the beauty was left all alone. A 

young man, a stranger, saved her from a death of hunger – he brought seals and laid them at the 

feet of the beautiful girl, and she became his wife. But the young man turned out to be a polar bear, 

who wanted to fatten up the woman and eat her. As a culmination of this tale, the heroine flees and 

her father and other hunters kill the polar bear. When everybody started eating bear meat, the 

woman refused the meal (source № 36 in the list of references to the section “Folklore”). 

 

Story lines referring to blood relations of humans and polar bears and refusal to eat bear meat  can 

be found in Chukchi and Eskimo folklore texts fairly often; however, we did not find any mention 

of it in ethnographic sources. It is noteworthy that in the materials about other peoples of Siberia 

and the Far East, food taboos for women are mentioned practically everywhere: 

 

In Nenets culture, meat is cooked by men. Women don’t even dare to touch it with their 

hands and pick cooked meat with wooden sticks. Polar bear meat and meat of the reindeer 

that was sacrificed to him are cooked together, but are divided between two caldrons. 

Women are not allowed to eat from the men’s caldron where bear and deer hearts, tongue 

and other parts of bear head are cooked; they are not allowed even to touch it. A woman who 

tasted the head of polar bear (or wild reindeer) is doomed to loose her mind – she would “get 

into a fight” immediately. Melted bear fat, considered to be a delicacy, is forbidden to women 

during menstrual period or after giving birth. If a woman nevertheless wants to eat bear fat, 

she should draw a stripe between her nose and mouth using ashes (“draw mustache and 

beard”) (www.evenkija.ru). 

 

Both Tungus and Yukagir women were not allowed to approach when a bear was butchered 

and were not allowed to eat the meat. Boys were allowed to participate in celebrations only 

if they made themselves look like men: draw mustache and beard with charcoal (Tugolukov, 

1979: 109-110). 

 

Having finished the ritual of butchering, men made a fire and started cooking bear internal 

organs: liver, lungs, kidneys, and heart - in a big caldron “tagan.” Women were not only not 

allowed to participate in the ceremony, they were not allowed even to approach the fire 

(Amamich, 1977). 

 

There were several restrictions for women (Udegeits) in regards to use of meat. Udegeits  as 

well as some other nationalities from lower Amur river had a myth about the origin of their 

people from the marriage of girl and a bear (Levin, 1956: 831-843). 

 

Pregnant women were not allowed to eat bear meat – a child could be born angry and nervous 

(Yakuts) (Mordosov, 1999: 128). 

http://www.evenkija.ru/
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Despite the differences in taboos and rituals associated with butchering and cooking bear meat, the 

attitude to the meal itself was identical for all the native peoples – it always took place in a 

ceremonial environment following all the customary rules: 

 

After cooking, the hostess takes out pieces of cooked meat, internal organs and tongue with 

a wooden spoon on and puts them on an oblong dish (k’ayukak’). The oldest person in the 

family makes an adolescent stand over the dish so that it is between his feet and whispers 

incantations/spells, so that in the future the adolescent will become a successful hunter (Tein, 

1992: 20). 

 

People of the Amur-Sakhalin area boiled bear meat over fire, started with a clan steel, served 

it in special wooden dippers that were specially made for each celebration, and used special 

serving spoon with a carved bear (Northern Encyclopedia, electronic version). 

 

Despite high respect for bear, both Yukagirs and Tungus hunted it and enjoyed eating its 

meat. When eating bear meat, Yukagirs from the upper Kolyma river followed the rules 

similar to the rule of Tungus people: it was not allowed to chop the meat or tear it with one’s 

teeth, - it was cut in small pieces beforehand. Nobody picked up meat with their hands; it 

was taken out of caldron with sharpened wooden sticks (Tugolukov, 1979: 109- 110). 

 

Khanty and Mansi crowed like ravens during the meal to draw the guilt away from 

themselves. They used to say: “Ravens have come; ravens are eating.” They purified and 

cleansed themselves: poured water over themselves; when setting shavings on fire, caught 

flame with their mouths and kept hands over the flame; knocked with knife blade on the 

teeth. After that a man with lit tinder walked around all the corners of the dwelling and 

shouted like a bird; then opened door “driving birds out”; thus the house was cleansed  from 

violators of the taboo, then the light was turned off and everybody pretended to fall asleep 

(Northern Encyclopedia, electronic version). 

 

Tasting bear meat is always a special ritual among the people of Siberia and the North, some tribes 

(Nivkh and Orochi) even reared bear cubs for that purpose. Story line about a bear cub adopted by 

humans is very common in Eskimo tales. The theme of adoption in this case is somewhat different: 

after growing up “domestic”, polar bear provided prosperous life to his adoptive parents, but not 

as a result of sacrificing himself, but as a successful hunter always bringing a kill home. However 

the end of such tales is always sad: “domestic” polar bear usually became an easy catch for envious 

people from other tribes. 

 

The processes of preparing, cooking and then eating bear meat are parts of bear celebration, rituals 

and rules of which are discussed in more detail in the section “Rituals and celebrations in honor of 

polar bear.” 
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SECTION 5 

RITUALS AND CELEBRATIONS HONORING POLAR BEAR 

 

Bear cult and bear-related celebrations are unique phenomena of the human culture originating in 

Paleolithic period, and through those celebrations, archaic features of some of the native cultures 

in Siberia and the Far East were preserved and could reach our times. 

 

Ethnographers make a distinction between “bear cult” and “bear celebration”: 

 

• Bear cult – is a broad term that includes the conception of bear, rituals associated with 

hunting bears, eating bear meat, and keeping bear bones. 

 

• Bear celebration – a narrower phenomenon, including only the rituals that relate to eating 

bear meat and entertaining a bear: songs, dances, games, pantomimes, and competitions 

(Sokolova, 2002: 41). 

 

Within Eurasia, three types of bear celebrations can be identified: 

 

• Western Siberian (Khant, Mansi, Ket, Evenk) type presents vivid examples of performance 

elements-- one can see how ancient hunting mystery transformed into folk theater. 

• Far Eastern (Nivkh, Ain and other people of Amur River area and Sakhalin) type includes 

keeping bear in a cage, festivities after killing the bear and burial of bear’s bones. 

• North-Eastern (Chukchi, Koryak, Eskimo, Yakut, Nenets) type is less studied. 

 

References to the origin of bear rituals can be found in myths and legends of Mansi (“Song about 

bears”), Evens (“How Evens came to have a bear celebration”), Kets (“Koigus”), Itel’men 

(“Sinanevt and a bear cub”), Chukchi (“Bear ear of a warrior”). 

 

Bear celebration of the peoples of the North combines elements of totemism (rituals of rebirth of 

the ancestor-bear and master of beasts) and harvesting rituals. It also reflects widespread myth  of 

northern people about a dying and resurrecting animal. The meaning of a bear celebration is  to 

mollify the animal, to show gratitude for successful hunt, assist in rebirth of the animals, and ensure 

hunting success in the future. 

 

Bear celebration is a code name, literally in many languages it means “resurrection” (Even – 

“Urkachak” from “urrak” – resurrected/reborn) or “dance” (Mansi – “pupikh iikv”- dances of the 

spirits). 

 

Several tentative parts can be identified in a bear celebration: 

1. bear hunt with observance of rules, taboos and rituals 

2. butchering of bear carcass 

3. delivering carcass and/or bear hide with the head to the village 

4. welcoming a bear as a guest, gift giving and treating 

5. ritual cooking and preparation of bear meat and the meal itself 

6. apologetic rituals (passing the blame for killing to the “Russian gun” and for eating meat 

to the ravens/crows) 

7. dances imitating animals and birds (or imitating a bear), dramatic scenes and 

performances, and sport competitions 

8. rituals of gathering and burying bones and a skull, with the purpose to resurrect the bear 

9. keeping bear hide, skull, and claws as family protectors and amulets. 
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Depending on the type of a bear celebration, rituals may vary. Each native people have their unique 

rituals and special features in conducting a celebration. The differences can be seen most distinctly 

in clan bear celebrations. 

 

Description of a northeastern bear celebration can be found in the publications of V.G. Bogoraz, 

I.S. Vdovin, G.A. Menovshchikov, D.K. Zelenin, A.F. Anisimov, A.M. Zolotaryov, G.M. 

Vasilevich, V.V. Gorbacheva, Z.P. Sokolova, G.I. Dzeniskevich, and other authors. Unfortunately, 

none of them gives the complete picture of what Chukchi-Eskimo celebration in honor of the polar 

bear was like. 

 

We described several components of bear celebration (hunting, butchering of carcass, and cooking 

meat) in relevant sections of this paper. Therefore, in the section of literature analysis, we’ll start 

with the ritual of welcoming a polar bear in a reindeer camp. 

 

5.1 Welcoming a polar bear as a guest, presenting treats and gifts. 

 

Native people of the North consider each harvested animal a dear guest. The bigger the animal the 

higher the status of the animal is. The most welcome guest for coastal people was a whale. 

Although polar bear - giant carnivore - is smaller than a whale, it is still considered a great guest. 

When harvesting a whale or a polar bear, traditionally a five-day celebration was held. Chukchi 

and Eskimo women are very serious about preparations for welcoming such a dear guest. It is 

known that the smell of human dwelling scares animals away; therefore maintaining cleanliness 

in reindeer camps and yarangas was a special responsibility of women. Eskimos burned a small 

fire of moss at the entrance to yaranga. They welcomed the guest – polar bear –in clean or new 

clothes. It is noteworthy that the theme of cleanliness is often found in folk tales in which the 

heroes are Hunter and Polar Bear: 

 

• in Eskimo tale “Hunter and Polar Bear”, animal blames the man for being slovenly (№ 

30, 31 in the list of references to the “Folklore” section) 

 

• in Eskimo tale “Unlucky Hunter” female polar bear tells a man that all his failures are his 

sloppy wife’s fault (№ 25, 30 in the list of references to the “Folklore” section). 

 

 

Pict. 9 – Eskimos in their dress clothes 

welcome dear guest – polar bear. A woman 

holds a little pail with water – to give a drink 

to the “tired guest” (Rubtsova, 1954). 

 

 

 

 
Welcoming polar bear in a reindeer camp always started with treating it to food and drink: 

 

They bring some water out of the house and pour it over the head of the animal lying on the 

snow in front of the entrance to the yurt. A small willow twig is put under the body as bedding 

(Bogoraz, 1939: 79). 

 

A hunter who killed a polar bear gives him “a drink” of fresh water (ymisek’uk’)(Tein, 1992: 

20). 
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The head was usually fed with dry reindeer meat… If there wasn’t any, then something else 

edible was put in the mouth, like bread or candy (Kochnev, 2004: 126). 

 

Bear hide at the entrance to the tent gets a pouring of water and a reindeer stomach as a 

sacrifice (Bogoraz, 1939: 100-101). 

 

Feeding polar bear usually was accompanied with words of apologies and parting words: 

 

Chukchi ask a bear to forgive the hunter, because he killed not for fun, but for providing 

food. They also say: “Here are some supplies (nyntak’avk’n) for you for the road to the 

“upper world”… Some people when feeding the head say - “This is yours and the rest is 

ours,” also - “Come back as calm and not angry as before, so that you don’t attack during 

the hunt”, and – “Don’t be offended, don’t go far from our shore.” (Kochnev, 2004: 126). 

 

During the celebration honoring the polar bear, it is customary to sacrifice a reindeer or a dog, 

later, instead of killing a live animal, people began to make symbolic figurines of reindeer: 

 

On the next day after killing a polar bear, Nenets kill a reindeer as a sacrifice… Polar bear 

head and the head of the sacrificed reindeer were brought into the tent (chum) and put in a 

sacred corner (Evladov, 2002: 171). 

 

In general all celebrations are accompanied with various rituals, sacrificing reindeer and 

dogs, as well as symbolic figurines made of fat, ground beef, ground edible leaves and even 

snow, that serve as substitutes for sacrificial animals (Bogoraz, 1899: 23). 

 

Then, the hide with the head, which is considered main receptacle of the animal’s soul, was 

brought into yaranga and put in a place of honor: 

 

Chukchi bring the hide with the head into the inner tent and put it in the honored place on 

the side of the head of the household. Next to the hide that serves as a representative of the 

killed animal, there is always a small lamp lit and a small fire that is always made at all 

Chukchi celebrations (Bogoraz, 1939: 100-101). 

 

It is interesting that the fire in the fire place and oil in the lamp were kept out of sight of  the 

killed animal. When Chukchi brought the kill inside yaranga, they covered animal’s head 

with something, as it is “not good if a dead animal looks at the fire in the fire place” 

(Kalinnikov, 1912: 107). 

 

“Bear” stays in the place of honor for five days, and everybody gives him all kind of treats and 

tries to please him: 

 

Chukchi celebration usually involves sacrificing reindeer and dogs, as well as symbolic 

figurines made of fat, ground beef, ground edible leaves and even snow, that serve as 

substitutes for sacrificial animals (Bogoraz, 1899: 23) 

 

Eskimos decorate bear’s head with beads; they put delicacies in front of it: flat cakes made 

of flour, sugar, tea, and tobacco. The hunter does not leave yaranga for five days. He indulges 

his bear: sings songs, hits tambourine, dances (Ushakov, 1982). 

 

Eskimo celebration continued for five days, yarar (musical instrument?) played night and 

day gratifying the soul of the polar bear… During the celebration, the hunter that killed the 

bear doesn’t leave yaranga (aglyg’ak’uk) (Tein, 1992: 21-22). 
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In order for polar bear “not to feel lonely”, Chukchi don’t leave him alone for a minute. 

While the head of the bear is in the tent, loud sounds and loud conversations are forbidden 

since it may disturb “the guest.” In the outer tent, not far from the entrance, tambourines are 

hung. If by accident one of them makes a loud sound, it is hit lightly with a wooden hammer 

as a punishment. Children during those days are also not supposed to shout or behave 

capriciously, and if a child cries, then somebody starts beating the tambourine at once, in 

order to make up for disrespectful behavior towards the guest. (Bogoraz, 1039: 100-101). 

 
 

5.2 Apologetic rituals and bear dance. 

 

During the harvest celebrations, one of the necessary rituals of ancient hunters of Chukotka was a 

dance. There are at least three types of dances that were performed during traditional celebration 

in honor of the polar bear: 

• ritual dance when greeting the polar bear 

• “Bear dance” 

• Concluding ritual dance 

 

Ritual Eskimo dance when greeting the killed polar bear was performed by men: 

 

Men’s dance is characterized with springy knee movements, abrupt body turns, various 

hand/arm movements and beating the rhythm with one’s heels (Zhornitskaya, 2002: 200). 

 

Chukchi and Eskimos attained real perfection in impersonating animals and birds, and one or  two 

movements were enough to give an exact idea of an animal and his habits. 

 

In traditional bear dance, men impersonated hunters, and women impersonated animals, coming 

together in a joint free-flowing unstructured dance. Ethnographer Bogoraz watched resurrection 

celebrations several times; here is how he describes what he saw: 

 

Participants of celebration divide into two teams or choruses – men and women. They line 

up in front of each other, men impersonate hunters, and women impersonate animals. 

Women come in; they are dressed in animal hides and even animal masks-- they are the 

animals killed by hunters that are becoming resurrected. Dialogue, singing and dancing 

commence. 

- We came, we came, – the women are singing in their animal costumes 

- Greetings to the guests – men are singing and bowing. They start apologizing at once: 

- We are not the ones who killed you. 

- No, no, no – confirm the women-animals 

- The lightning struck you, stones rolled down the hill and smashed your heads. 

- Yes, yes, yes, - women are confirming. 

Gradually the dance becomes more free-flowing. Women dash towards the men, embrace 

them tightly and start scratching their backs with claws of the animal hide. This is how the 

peace is made between hunters and animals, and they become close (Bogoraz, 1936: 32). 

 

In cultural and religious tradition of Chukchi people, substantial place was given to mystical 

methods of protection against evil spirits. A ritual dance “Tevlyayrgyn” (shaking off) was one of 

them; it completed the ritual of thanksgiving (Karabanova, 1987: 228). 
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Ritual dances had an important hunting and magic meaning in ancient times. According to ancient 

hunters they promoted hunting success. Dancers showed a successful hunt, “persuaded” the animal 

that they were not to blame for its death, and demonstrated reconciliation between the hunter and 

his game. In some cultures, bear dances also had erotic meaning. 

 

5.3 Rituals of burial of bones and skull of a polar bear 

 

According to the myth about a dying and resurrecting animal, a hunted animal dies during the hunt 

and then resurrects in the process of making peace with a hunter. In order for a bear to resurrect as 

soon as possible, in order for his bones “to grow meat again” sooner, it is important to keep his 

bones undamaged. The skull must return to bear’s home; it serves as a reminder of the ties 

established between a man and a beast. It was a custom among Siberian people to hang bear skull 

on a tree: 

 

Evens taught young people: “It is not allowed to abandon a bear’s head. It should be buried 

with honor and then bears won’t be angry. Bones should be gathered so that a bear wouldn’t 

have to search for them when he rises again (Amamich, 1977: 25-30). 

 

People of the Amur River area and Sakhalin Island kept bear skulls and bones in a barn or 

on a tree; they “fed” them in spring and autumn during hunting time (in connection with 

hunting). They put spruce trees next to the place in number matching the number of killed 

bears (Northern Encyclopedia, electronic version). 

 

According to the customs of the Nenets people that live in the forests, after three days of a killed 

bear being a guest in the tent (chum) of a hunter, bear hide was put in a sacred sled (narta), bones 

(must be unbroken) were left near the river bank on a specially platform made of four posts and 

cross-beams, and the skull was fastened to a pine trunk (www.evenkija.ru). 

 

 

 

 

Pict. 10 –Sacred burial place of Evenk people for 

bones and skull of a bear (Vasilevich, 1971). 

 

 

 
 

It was also customary among northern people to sink bear skull in the ocean, or to keep the skull 

in sacrificial altar of a clan or in the dwelling itself as a family guardian. There was also a  custom 

to leave a polar bear skull on the hunter’s grave. 

 

Northern people considered polar bear head (skull) a most valuable talisman: 

 

Bear heads can be found in almost every yaranga, sometimes dried out with skin, more often 

without skin, but always not taken apart… The head of a polar bear is supposed to stay in 

the house of the one who killed the bear until all the muscles rot completely (Kalinnikov, 

1912: 104, 106). 

 

Each Chukchi family used to have home guardians “tyinykvat.” This was a bundle of several 

objects tied together; mostly they were parts of animals and birds. Images of ancestors 

(wooden or leather), steel-boards, and traditional objects in the family-- raven’s 
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beak, bear claw, fox hide, wolf skull, and polar or brown bear skull -- were a must in such 

bundles (Bogoraz, 1939: 49-50). 

 

Family guardians were always present at all sacrifices and always received their share,  only 

after that the family could start their meal. Family guardians were the first to receive treats 

as direct protectors of the fire place, the dwelling and its inhabitants (Vdovin, 1977: 162). 

 

Polar bear skulls were used for fortune telling and when resolving disputed questions/issues: 

 

The head was brought into yaranga and questioned. A head that was not cleaned from meat 

was put on the floor; it was tied to a cane “ken’unen” with a rope. Questions were about who 

spotted him first… The hide was given to that person. If the head was lifted easily then it 

meant “yes”, if they couldn’t lift it – then “no”. Not all bears answered questions…female 

bears tend to answer questions more often (Kochnev, 2004: 126). 

 

Polar bear skulls were used as main objects that could answer master’s questions about the 

coming hunting season during the fortune telling (Vdovin, 1977: 148). 

 

Polar bear skull was kept as a family guardian until the next hunting season. In a year it was 

replaced by a new bear head, and the old guardian was returned to his natural environment with 

honors for complete resurrection. In other cases, bear head was left in tundra or thrown into the 

ocean immediately after the thanksgiving ritual: 

 

Eskimos threw polar bear head into the ocean as a sacrifice to the Master of the sea. 

According to beliefs of ancient hunters, bear head will turn again into an animal that can be 

hunted (Menovshchikov, 1974: 602). 

 

Bear skull was separated from the hide, taken away outside the reindeer camp, and left on 

the ground facing in northern direction (Uspenskiy, 1989: 61). 

 

Young people took the skulls of polar bears that they killed to the place of their father’s burial: 

 

If Chukchi was lucky enough to kill a polar bear, he would often take the skull to the place 

of his father’s burial, even if his father had died 10-15 years before then (Vdovin, 1977: 165). 

 

Most often, skulls were kept in the family sacrificial place quite away from the village. The skull 

was taken there by the oldest person in the clan, he was also the one who pronounced a spell in 

which polar bear was persuaded that he was killed not for entertainment, but for the well-being of 

people. 

 

Such a sacred sacrificial place in Chukotka was described for the first time by A. Nordenscheldt 

during his voyage around Europe and Asia on the ship “Vega” in 1878-80. He discovered 

sacrificial places near Cape Shelagskiy and Cape Schmidt, which looked ancient already then: 

lower part of skulls was covered with mosses and lichens. Judging by the bone composition, the 

sacrificial place was used not only by marine mammal hunters, but also by reindeer herders that 

came to those places for the summers. 

 

Nordenscheldt saw many walrus skulls in one place east of Cape Shelaginskiy, the skulls 

were arranged in circle. At Cape Severniy (now Cape Schmidt), he noticed a large 

aggregation of skulls of different animals spread over the slopes of the hills; he also 
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noticed a huge pile of bones that consisted of many (up to 50) bear skulls arranged in circle 

facing the center, and of mixture of reindeer, polar bear and walrus skulls arranged in a less 

regular circle in the middle of which there was a pile of deer antlers and seal bones. (Vdovin, 

1977: 155). 

 

 
Pict. 11 – Sacrificial place on the top of the hill 

consisting of reindeer, polar bear, and marine 

mammal skulls. Vaigach Island. The sacrificial place 

was first described by S. Barrow in XVI century 

(Nordenscheldt, 1881:88) 

 

 

 
Professor B. Zhitkov when traveling on Yamal Peninsula in 1908 described a large cone 

shaped hill made by Nenets people of polar bear skulls that they killed. Judging by the  state 

of the bones, the mount had been built over hundreds of years. It played a role of a famous 

sacrificial place – “sedyanga”; Nenets people carefully protected the sacred place and with 

great reluctance gave Zhitkov permission to take several skulls for his research 

(Kishchinskiy, 1976: 176). 

 

One of the explanations of the existence of sacrificial places in Yamal is their inaccessibility to 

women: 

 

According to the description by V. Chernetsov, wolves once killed two dozen reindeer in 

one night. Since the day before ethnographer Natalia Kotovshchikova took part in the trip to 

the bear sacrificial place, Nenets suggested that she by accident must have stepped over a 

bear tooth concealed by a snow cover, and by that inflicted the vengeance of beasts 

(www.evenkija.ru). 

 

Eskimos of Wrangel Island chose hard-to-access areas for their sacrificial places: 

 

South of the rocky ridge on the elevation, there is a sacrificial place with the remains of 

heads of harvested polar bears. This special monument to courage, endurance and self- 

possession of ancient hunters tells us about the abundance of polar bears – masters of the ice 

vastness – that occurred in those places. The hunters killed only the largest animals. This can 

be seen by the skulls (Tein, 1983: 5-6). 

 

Sacred sacrificial places with polar bear skulls were discovered in the vicinity of many coastal 

villages: near Vankarem, Inchoun, Enurmino, Akkani and others (Vdovin, 1977: 155-156). 

 

The ritual polar bear skull burial is the concluding part of the bear celebration. 

 

After the celebration, everything that is left of food, crumbs, scraps, and hair that fell out are 

thrown into the sea; by doing this, the life is being returned to the killed animal and he is 

given back to the sea (Bogoraz , 1939:100-101). 

 

Participants of the bear celebration pronounced parting words addressing the soul of the 

harvested animal: 
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You came to visit with me, thank you. I am letting you go back and next time come to me 

in multitude (Menovshchikov, 1959: 88). 

 

Now my friend, call your wife (husband). Let him come to us too. Also, call your children, 

and your father, and other relatives (Dzeniskevich, 1995: 7). 

 

Go back home. You’ll visit us sometime afterwards (Tein, 1992: 19). 

 

Despite many thousand kilometers separating Saami people in the Northwest from Nivkh in the 

Far East and Chukchi and Eskimos in the North-East, there is clear resemblance in their rituals of 

what is called “bear celebration”, whether it is dedicated to brown bear or to his older brother 

(uncle) polar bear. All the main rituals of the celebration, including hunting a bear by following 

all the rules and rituals; butchering of bear carcass; welcoming bear as a guest; giving gifts and 

treats; ritualistic preparation and cooking of bear meat and having the meal itself; apologetic rituals 

and “bear dances”; rituals of gathering and burying bones and skulls, keeping hide, skull and claws 

as amulets - all this was part of traditional rituals in the forested part of the brown  bear range and 

in coastal ice covered vast areas inhabited by polar bear. 

 

Ethnographers explain the similarity of rituals as being due to ancient ethnic and cultural 

connections that existed initially between people when they inhabited a smaller territory. Later, 

when the great glacier receded and new northern areas became populated by Samoed, Ugor, Evenk 

and “paleao-asiatic” tribes, rituals and myths of “bear celebration” were spread over larger 

territory. On the other hand, long isolation of northern peoples as well as influence of colonization 

of Western Siberia and the Far East determined unique features of “bear celebrations” in each of 

the regions mentioned above (Vasil’ev , 1948: 79). 
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hunts and other harvests. Collection of works of the Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography. 1929. Vol.8. 

Pp.1-151 

Pages 32-33 – women were banned from eating game animals; Page 53 – the head of a game animal (like 

a dead man’s face) must be hidden from view (Yukagirs). 

 
Earth Brother. Mansi folk tales, legends, songs, and riddles. Recorded, translated and analyzed by V.Chernetsov. 

Institute of Restoration of the Ob’-Ugra People. Scientific Folklore Fund of the Mansi People. Tomsk. 

Ekaterinburg. Tomsk University Publishers. 1997. 

Valeriy Nikolaevich Chernetsov was an outstanding Russian archaeologist, ethnographer, Ugric scholar, teacher. 

Pages 104-114 – in "The Song of the Bear" the rite of the bear festival is explained to a bear. 

 

Zolotaryov, A. Survivals of totemism of the peoples of Siberia. Leningrad. Institute of Peoples of the North 

Publishers. 1934. 52 p. 

Page 44 – the bear festival among Koryaks; Pages 49-50 – the bear festival among the Koryak, Chukchi, and 

Kamchadal peoples. 

 

Iokhel’son, V.I. Yukagirs and Yukagir-Tungus. Novosibirsk. Nauka Publishers. 2005. 675 p. (Monuments of 

ethnic cultureof the small native peoples of the Siberian North and the Far East. Vol.5) 

Vladimir Ilyich Iohelson was an ethnographer and researcher of culture and the languages of Koryaks, 

Yukaghirs and Aleuts. He participated in the expedition of A. Sibiryakov (1895-1897) and the Jesup expedition 

(USA), and he led the ethnographic team on the Russian Geographic Society’s Kamchatka expedition  (1909-1911). 

This study is the first publication in Russian of a fundamental work about ethnography, social life, everyday life, and 

the spiritual and material culture of the Yukaghirs. It was first published in 1926 in the US (in English). 

Pages 215-216 – ritual bans for women. 

 

Kalinnikov, N.F. Our Far Northeast // Notes on Hydrography. Addendum to Vol. XXXIV. St.petersburg. 1912. 
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246 p. 

Pages 103, 107 – sacrifices to the hostess of the place; Pages 104-105 – family guardians; Page 106 – shelf life 

of a polar bear skull in a yaranga. 

 

Karabanova, S.F., M.Ya. Zhornitskaya. Art of Folk Dance. History and Culture of the Chukchi People: 

Historical and Ethnographic Essays. Leningrad. 1987. Pp. 227-233. 

Page 228 - ritual dances, types of dances; dance as a method of protection against evil spirits; Pages 229 - 

230 - "harvesting" dance that imitates the hunter and the beast; thanksgiving dance with a spear. 

 
Kishchinskiy, A.A. The Polar Bear. Large Carnivores. Moscow. 1976. Pp.154-197. 

Page 176 – on sacrifices, discovered by Professor B. Zhitkov on the Yamal Peninsula in 1908.  

 

Kochnev, A. A. Not All Bears Answer Questions. “Severniye Prostory.” 2004. No 12. Pp. 125- 127. 

Rituals of the forgotten festival in honor of the polar bear (according to memories of the native people of 

Chukotka)  

 

Krasheninnikov, S.P. A Description of the Land of Kamchatka. With reports, notes and other unpublished 

materials attached. Moscow-Leningrad. 1949. 

Stepan Petrovich Krasheninnikov was a scholar, publicist, researcher of Siberia and Kamchatka, a 

pioneering ethnographer, and the first Russian academic geographer. After his years as a student he joined the Second 

Kamchatka Expedition (or, Great Northern Expedition) (1733-1743). His fundamental work, “A Description of the 

Land of Kamchatka,” was first published in 1756.  

Pages 247-249 – festival in honor of the bear. 

 

Kreinovich, E.A. Marine harvest of Gilyaks from Kul’ village. Soviet Ethnography. 1934. No5. Pp.78-96. 

In 1931 the author went to the Amur Gilyaks (Nivkh). This essay describes the material obtained on that 

expedition. 

Page 88 – bans on women during the bear festival. 

 

Kreinovich, E.A. Nivkhgu: Mysterious Inhabitants of Sakhalin and Amur. Moscow. 1973. 494 p. 

While the author lived and worked on Sakhalin and in Amur in 1926-1928, he studied the Nivkh way of life. In 

the form of a diary, Kreinovich writes about Nivkh customs and rituals (including the bear festival), religious beliefs, and 

numerous myths, legends, and songs. 

Pages 169-240 – the bear festival. 

 
Krupnik, I.I. Let our elders talk: stories told by Asian Yupik Eskimos. Recordings of 1977-1987. Moscow. 2000 

Pages 321-328 – rituals during the festival of the beginning of the hunting season. 

 

Kuznetsova, V.G. Materials on celebrations and rituals of Amguema reindeer Chukchi. Siberian 

Ethnographic Collection. Moscow-Leningrad. 1957. Issue 2. (Proceedings of the Institute of Ethnography). 

The author provides a gradation of the many holidays of the reindeer Chukchi: seasonal holidays, thanksgiving 

rituals, a holiday after an order is heard in a dream. The ritual of slaughtering deer is described in detail. 

Page 264 – a gradation of festivals; Page 270 – bear skull as a family guardian; Pages 276-277 - creation of a 

camp for a festive ceremony, sacred objects (including a bear's skull). 

 

Levin, M.G. Peoples of Siberia. Edited by L.P. Potapov. Moscow-Leningrad. Academy of Sciences Publishers. 

1956. 1083 p. 

Page 594 - photo "A pillar with bear skulls hung after the bear festival" (Khanty), Page. 729 – rites, burial 

of the bear's head (Evenki); Page 769-770 – the ritual "nimat" among the Evens; Page 920 - a holiday in honor of 

the spirit of the sea among the Chukchi (sacrificial remains were thrown into the sea); Page 943 - the whale feast; 

the feast of heads (Chukchi). 

 
Legends and Myths of the North. Мoscow. 1985. 

The collection includes myths, legends, and folktales of the peoples of the Russian North, collected by folklore 

scientists and writers. 

Particular interest is given to the Even tradition, "How the bear festival emerged among Evens". 

 

Leont’ev, V.V. In the Land of Ancient Kereks: Notes of Ethnographer. Magadan. 1976. 

Page 165 – the bear festival among Kereks; on the absence of a brown bear cult among Chukchi; Pages 195-

196 - altars. 
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Leont’ev, V.V. Ethnic History of the Village of Uelen. Lore, History and Economy (LHE) Notes. Magadan. 1972. 

Issue 9. Pp. 83-93. 

Page 89-91 – altars. 

 

Lindenau, Ya. I. Description of the Tungus on Foot, or so-called Lamuts, in Okhotsk. // Peoples of the Russian 

Far North and the Far East in the Works of Explorers (XVII - early XX). Compiled by T.N.Emel’yanova, 

M.V.Yuzhaninova. Moscow. “Severniye prostory.” 2002. Pp.44-68. 

Jacob Ivanovich Lindenau was an outstanding Russian ethnographer, member of the Second Kamchatka 

Expedition (or, Great Northern Expedition) (1733-1743). The author of 18 works about travel, six of which were 

ethno-historical works (about the Evens, Koryaks, Yakuts, Buryats, Yukagirs and Baraba Tatars). In this work, on 

the Evens, who lived near the Sea of Okhotsk, mentions the ceremony of the bear festival.  

Pages 54-55 – bear festival among the Evens,. 

 
Lopulenko, H.A. Home ethnographers on the bear cult of the peoples of Siberia. Some issues of the contemporary 

ethnographic science. Sources and Historiography. Moscow. 1974. 

Page 117 – the bear festival among the Nivkh and Orochon people. 

 

Maidel’, G. Traveling in the north-eastern part of Yakutsk area in 1868-1870. Proceedings of the Emperor’s 

Academy of Sciences. St. Petersburg. 1894. Vol. 74. Appendix No 3. 

Baron Gergard Maidel, traveling in the eastern Far North for two years, describes the features of this region: 

the flora and fauna, local crafts, native attitudes toward religion, the state of trade, etc.  

Pages 284-285 - refusal of the Chukchi to sell a seal skull (which is needed for the harvesting rite); Page 

518 – about rites: "Our old people, of course, know a lot, but we don’t know anything more; it’s all dark…" 

 

Menovshchikov, G.A. Whale celebration “pol’a” of the Naukan village Eskimos. Countries and peoples of the 

East. Issue 20: Countries and peoples of the Pacific. Book 4. Moscow. Nauka Publishers. 1979. Pp. 202-208. 

In this work there’s a story passed on by the Eskimo Ykaluka about the thanksgiving celebration of the 

whale, performed until the 1940s. 

 

Menovshchikov G.A. Eskimos. A popular-scientific and ethnographic essay about Asian Eskimos. - Magadan, 

1959. 

Page 88 – ritualistic festival in honor of game animals; Pages 88-89 – whale festival; Page 100 – the festival 

of Kyrgyl’kon – the successful hunter; Page 101 – ritualistic dance. 

 

Middendorf A. Travels to the Siberian North and East. St. Petersburg. 1869. 

Page 828 – bear skulls in cemeteries.. 

 

Mitlyanskaya, T.B. Artists of Chukotka. Moscow. 1976. 

Page 17 – the sacrificial troughs, their significance; Page 17-18, 20, 22, 26 – ornamentation, its 

significance; Pages 22, 28 – animal amulets; Pages 28-29 – festival in honor of game animals. 

 
Mordosov, I.I. Game animals of Yakutia (fauna, ways and tools of harvest, folk traditions and beliefs). Text book. 

Yakutsk State University. Yakutsk. YaGU publishers, 1999. 130 p. 

Page 128 – custom to “feed” especially valuable animals; Page 128 – bear festival among the Yakut; 

traditional dishes from bear meat. 

 

Novikova, K.A. Even Folktales, Beliefs, and Legends. Magadan. 1987. 

Most interesting is the legend "Bear,” which reflects the ancient belief of the Evens, for whom the bear is a cult 

folklore character. 

 
Okladnikov, A.P. Bear Cult of the Eastern Siberia Neolithic Tribes. Soviet Archeology. Moscow- Leningrad. 1950. 

Issue 14. Pp. 7-19. 

Alexey Pavlovich Okladnikov was an archaeologist historian, and ethnographer. He organized the Lena 

historical and ethnographic expedition (1940-1945). He was the author of more than 400 publications. 

 

Petrov, V. The Experience of Analyzing “Hunting Games” (on Identifying the Issue). Soviet Ethnography. 

1934. No. 6. Pp.1 40-177 

The author examines various aspects of “hunting games,” in particular bear festivals, using examples of the rites 

of the Ainu, gilyak (Nivkh) and other peoples.
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Page 140-141 – main ritual festivals; Page 142 – guests of honor at the bear festival; Pages 145,149 – 

rituals related to bear skull, meat, bones; Pages 149, 150, 151 – dying and resurrecting bear; Page 152 – behavior 

immediately after a bear festival; Pages 152-153 - the soul of a dead bear is sent with expensive gifts to the owner of 

the animals, Pal-yz'; Page 162 – the festival of game animals is  an intermediary between people and the master/god 

of animals. 

 

Petrova-Bytova T. The Secret of Movement. Performing Arts of the Peoples of the North. Rainbow on the 

Snow. Cultural, Traditional and Contemporary Art of the Peoples of the Soviet Far North. Moscow. 

“Molodaya gvardiya” publishers. 1972. Pp. 129-161. 

Page131-134 – description of the bear festival (Khanty и Mansi); Pages134-135 – whale festival among the 

coastal Chukchi. 

 

Popova, U.G. On survivals of the bear cult (Urkachak) among the Evens of the Magadan Region. Proceedings of 

the Northeastern Complex Research Institute. Moscow. 1967. Issue 17. Pp.174- 181. 

 

Potelov, B.A. Ursus (Thalarctos) maritimus, polar bear. Mammals. Cetacea, Carnivora, Pinnipedia, and 

Artyodactyla. St. Petersburg. “Nauka” publishers. 1998. Pp.80-89. (Fauna of the European North-east of 

Russia. Mammals. Vol.II. Part 2). 

This species profile reflects the current distribution, morphological data, population number, diet, 

reproduction, economic significance and protection of the polar bear in the USSR and abroad.  

Page 88 – Nenet altars associated with the cult of the bear 

 

The Polar Bear Festival. Chukchi and Eskimo Celebrations: A set of postcards. Compiled by Takakava. Artist V. 

Istomin. Moscow. 1996. 

 

Travels of A.E. Nordensheldt around Europe and Asia on the ship “Vega” in 1878-1880. Part 1, St. Petersburg. 

1881. 176 p. 

The history of research on the coasts of the Arctic Ocean. A description of Arctic fauna. 

Page 88 – fig. “Altars,” commentary.. 
 

Raigorodetskiy, G. Master of Kamchatka: One of the largest subspecies of brown bear is under threat. National 

Geographic. 2006. No 2. Pp.126-141. 

Page 134-135 – photo “Ritual dance over the skin of a brown bear”  

 

Rubtsova, E.S. Materials on the Eskimo Language and Folklore (Chaplino dialect). Part 1. Moscow. Academy 

of Sciences of the USSR publishers. 1954. 555 p. 

Fig. “Man and woman in festive clothes next to a harvested polar bear” 

 

Sayto K. Folk Tales "Bear-spouse" and "Whale-spouse" and the Rituals of Seeing off Harvested Animals // 

Ethnopoetics and Traditions: To the 70th Anniversary of V.M. Gatsaka. Мoscow. Nauka, 2004. – Pp. 310-317. 

The article provides examples of oral folk narratives about marriages between human characters and 

animals. The characters most often marry bears or whales. The author shows the relationship between the rituals of 

“seeing off” bears and whales as sacred heroes. 
Pages 311-312 – the bear festival among Europeans and people of northeastern Asia; Pages 312, 314 - myth 

(rite) of the dying and reviving bear and its significance. 

Northern Encyclopedia. Moscow 2004. 1200 p. Electronic version on CD. 

A universal set of information about the North. More than 4500 articles contain information about the Northern 

territories and the peoples who inhabit them. 
Bear festival; animal worship; harvesting rites. 

 

Sergeev, M.A. Minor Peoples of the Soviet North. Magadan. 1957. 

The traditional economy, home life, social system, and spiritual culture of the peoples of the North, from 

pre-revolutionary times to the middle of the 20th century. 

Pages 81-82 – amulets in the form of polar bear, worshipping the beast; Page 136 – traditional Eskimo 

bear celebrations are forgotten 

 
Simonov, I. Let the good fortune follow… (On the national polar bear holiday) “Vokrug sveta” Magazine. 1983. 

No 1. Pp. 30-31. 

Page 30 – photo “Theatrical holiday”  

 

Folktales and Myths of the People of Chukotka and Kamchatka. Compiled, commented and introduction 

written by G.A. Menovshchikov. Moscow. “Nauka” publishers. 1974. 646 p. 

The collection includes 206 folktales and myths about animals and the household of Asian Eskimos, 
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Chukchi, Kereks, Koryaks and Itelmen. Each folk tale contains annotations about the similarities of stories in the 

folklore of different peoples. 

In an Itelmen folktale "Sinanevt and the Bear," a bear describes how to conduct the ritual of the bear 

festival; in the Chukchi tale "White Bear and Man," a bear berates a hunter for poorly performing the rite; Page 

602 – the attitude toward the head of a harvested polar bear; the sacrifice to the master of the sea. 

 
Slyunin, N.V. Okhotsk and Kolyma Province. Natural history description. St. Petersburg. 

1900. 

Page 601 – the superstitions of local peoples; the rite of burying the skull and bones of 

a bear. 

 

Sokolova, Z.P. The Animal Cult in Religions. Moscow. 1972. 

Zoya Petrovna Sokolova was a doctoral candidate in History who participated in many ethnographic 

expeditions. Based on ethnographic and historical materials, the author writes about the mystical worship of animals   

by various peoples and about the influence of animal worship on the development of religious systems in various 

societies. 

Pages 62-63 - maintaining cleanliness in the place where the rite is held; Page 63-85 - the cult of the bear 

among different peoples; Page 65 - the Ket myth of the bear-man Koigus - the rite of the bear festival is told by the 

bear. 
 

Sokolova, Z.P. The bear cult and bear festival in the worldview and culture of Siberian peoples. Ethnographic 

Overview. 2002. No 1. Pp. 41-62. 

Zoya Petrovna Sokolva was a doctoral candidate in History who participated in many ethnographic 

expeditions. Based on ethnographic and historical materials, the author writes about the mystical worship of animals   

by various peoples and about the influence of animal worship on the development of religious systems in various 

societies. 

 

Sokolova, Z.P. The Bear Festival as a Phenomenon of  Ob-Ugric Culture, or On Intergenerational Dialogue 

in Ethnography // In Search of Oneself: The Peoples of the North and Siberia in Post-Soviet 

Transformations. Мoscow: Nauka, 2005. 216 p. 

Page 167 – types of bear festivals; Pages 167-168 - hunting magic, and the cult of animals spirit-owners 

animals (the cult of harvesting);Page 170 - fig. “The Bear Festival" (Khanty, Mansi); Pages 171-173 – the origin 

and significance of the bear cult. 

 

Steller, G.V. Work and occupations of the Itel’mens. Peoples of the Russian Far North and the Far East in the 

Works of Explorers (17th – 20th century). Compiled by T.N.Emel’yanova, M.V.Yuzhaninova. Moscow. 

“Severniye prostory.” 2002. Pp. 69-79. 

George Wilhelm Steller was a German traveler and naturalist, adjunct at Petersburg Academy of Sciences.  

In 1740-1743 he joined the Second Kamchatka Expedition (or, Great Northern Expedition). Steller’s main work, 

"Description of the Land of Kamchatka" was published posthumously in 1774. In “The Work and Occupations of the 

Itel’mens,” Steller briefly describes the bear festival of the Itel’mens. 

Pages 75-76 – the bear festival among the Itel’mens. 

 

Tabarev, A.V. On the Earliest Evidence of  a Bear Cult in Eurasia and North America // The Peoples of Siberia: 

History and Culture. The Bear in the Ancient and Modern Cultures of Siberia. Novosibirsk. 2003. 

This publication is dedicated to materials associated with the decorative attributes of the bear cult and rituals.  

Sculptural depictions of the bear, like amulets 

 
Takakava, M.K. Polar Bear Festival. Celebrations and Rituals of the Nationalities of Chukotka. Magadan. 1990. 

pp. 25-28. 

Takaka notes festival rites in the village of Uel’kal’. 

 
Taksami, Ch.M. The Nivkh System of Cults. Cultural Monuments of the Peoples of Siberia and the North (late 19th 

through early 20th century). Leningrad. 1977. Vol.33. – Pp.90-116. (Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography 

collection of articles). 

Pages 106-110 – the bear festival among the Nivkh; Page 112 – ritual dishes. 

 

 

Tein, T. And It Was That Way.. Essays of traditional culture of the Asian Eskimos. Magadan. 1992. 

Pages 18-24 – hunting polar bears and related rituals. 
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Tein, T.S. The Mystery of the Devil’s Gulch. Magadan. 1983. 

This book describes the excavations of a site of ancient Eskimo hunters on Wrangel Island. 

Page 5 – an alter with fragments of a polar bear skull; Pages 5-6 – subjects of cultish significance  

 

Uspenskiy, S.M. The Polar Bear. Moscow. 1989. 

Page 61 – the bear festival (Eskimos). 

 

Ushakov, G.A. Island of Blizzards. Magadan. 1982. 

The book of the famous polar researcher Ushakov, based on diary entries, reflects the first years of development 

on Wrangel Island (1927-1929).  

The polar bear hunt and related Eskimo rites; family guardians. Photo. 

 

Fainberg, L. On the issue of the Eskimo clan system. Soviet Ethnography. 1955. No 2. 

The author aims to reconstruct the Eskimo clan system on the basis of literary materials and 

archaeological findings 

Pages 86-87 – depictions of anima-helpers like amulets; Page 88 – fall festival in honor of the sea 

goddess Sedna; Page 97 - Sedna. 

 

Frolova, A.N. Polar Bear Festival (An Eskimo Ritual) // Frolova, A.N. Celebrations of the Native Peoples of 

Northeastern of Russia: A Description of the Popular Celebrations in Ancient Times, with a Description of 

Cultural Methods. Magadan. 2002. Pp. 58-59. 

 

Kharuzin, N. The Bear Oath and the Totemic Foundations of the Bear Cult among Ostyaks and Voguls. Мoscow. 

1899. 72 p. 

Nikolay Nikolayevich Kharuzin was an ethnographer, archaeologist, and specialist on questions of 

customary law. He went on expeditions across the northern European part of Russia. "The Bear Oath" was one of his 

foundational works. Having analyzed various sources, Kharuzin drew a conclusion about the connection between 

totemism and the hunting and fishing cults. 

Pages 26-29 – ritual dances. 

 
Chlenov, M.A., I.I. Krupnik, In Search of the Ancient Cultures of Chukotka. Nature. 1984. No 6. Pp.86-

97 

Page 94 – an altar was found at Mechigmen, among the skulls of different animals there was a polar 

bear skull. 

 

Shenard, P. The Biological Basis of Bear-related Myths and Rituals // The Bears of Russia and Surrounding 

Countries. Part 2: Proceedings of the VI meeting of bear specialists, Central Forest Zapovednik, Tver region., 

Sep. 6-11. Moscow. 1993.  Pp. 126-133. 

The author of the article provides natural explanations for the major characteristics of myths and rituals 

associated with the bear. The logic of rites and beliefs, according to the author, depends on primitive epistemology, 

which is based on the belief that the natural world is filled with important symbols for humans.  

Pages 132-133 – rituals associated with the treatment of diseases and initiation into adulthood. 

 

Shternberg L.Y. Religious Views of the Orochon of the Tatar Strait // The Peoples of the Russian Far North 

and Far East in Scholarship (17th – beginning of the 20th century). Мoscow. 2002. Pp. 406-422. 

Lev Yakovlevich Sternberg is an ethnographer specializing in the culture and languages of the peoples of 

the Far East. Over the years, he has studied social organization, religious beliefs, and the language of the Orochon, 

nanai, and Ainu. 

Pages 419-421 – the bear festival among the Orochon. 

 

Shternberg L.Y. The Religion of the Gilyaks/Nivkh // The Peoples of the Russian Far North and Far East in 

Scholarship (17th – beginning of the 20th century). Мoscow. 2002. Pp. 422-446. 

Lev Yakovlevich Sternberg is an ethnographer specializing in the culture and languages of the peoples of the Far 

East. While in exile on Sakhalin Island (1889-1897), he studied the ethnography of the Nivkhs (Gilyaks). 

Pages 433-446 – the bear holidays among the Nivkh.. 

 

Ethnographic Materials of the Northeastern Geographic Expedition, 1785-1795. Edited by I. Vdovin. 

Magadan. 1978. 

The collection includes diaries, notes, journals and reports by expedition members. These sources contain 

information about the life, material culture, and social relations among the people of Chukotka, Alaska and the Aleutian 

islands at the end of the 18th century. 
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Page 133 – ritual use of a polar bear skull during seasonal holidays of the reindeer Chukchi; altars with polar 

bear skulls. 

 

Yudin Y.I. An Everyday Russian Folktale about Confusion in Ethnography // Questions of Literature. - Kursk, 

1972. Pp. 172-203. - (Scholarly notes from Kursk State Pedagogical Institute, Vol. 94). 

The article deals with manifestations of the bear cult in the folklore of Eurasian Peoples 

Page 182 - rite of “undressing” the bear; Page 178 – views about the head and claws of a bear; superstitions; 

Page 179 – burying a bear’s bones; Page 182 – the bear festival among different peoples; Page 183 – bear dance 

(Chukchi). 

 
Yadrintsev, N.M. About the bear cult among the northern non-Russians. Ethnоgraphic Overview. 1890. Book 4. No 

1. Pp.101-115. 

A classic work about the bear cult and bear festival. 

Pages 101-103, 106-107, 108 – the bear cult and festal among the Obski Khanty and Mansi; Pages 104-

105 – the cult of the bear among the Ainu; Page 106 – the bear cult among the Nivkh; Page 106 – eating and 

burying the head of the bear; Page 105 – raising a bear cub among the Ainu; Page 111 – amulets made from 

various parts of a bear carcass. 
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SECTION 6 

ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE OF POLAR BEAR HIDE 

 

6.1 Processing of polar bear hide and its traditional use in everyday life 

 

On the day after harvesting a polar bear, women would start cleaning fat from the hide using special 

knives. After that, men took the hide out on the ice and dipped it several times in an ice hole. Then 

the hide was covered with fresh snow and the snow was pressed into the hide with feet in order to 

absorb the remaining fat. After this procedure, the hide was carried back and hung on special 

wooden cross beams: 

 

Aglut – wooden cross-beams for hanging hides that are placed on the supports made of 

bowhead whale jaw bones. Such supports raised 3 m above the ground, since hungry dogs 

didn’t mind feasting on bear hides – the pleasant smell produced by it aroused dogs’ appetite 

(Tein, 1992: 21). 

 

 

 

Pict. 12 Drying bear hide on a special cross- beam 

“algut” (Artist Roltyn; Chukchi and Eskimo Art, 

1981) 

 

 

 

 

 
Polar bear hide has been used by population of the far North for making clothes, shoes, mittens, 

bedding, making covers for sleds, and making bed curtains/tent dividers [полог “polog”] since 

ancient times. 

 

Chukchi called polog “polar bear hide”. This name indicates directly that the concept of bed 

curtains or tent dividers was acquired by reindeer herders from coastal population (Gurevich, 

1983: 104). 

 

Hide as a bedding for sleds was mentioned in folklore texts; there one can also find a story in 

which a hunter presents hides of harvested polar bears to a kind woman: “One hide is for you to 

lie on, and another is for you to cover yourself.” Another practical application of polar bear hide 

mentioned in Chukchi and Eskimo folk tales is when polar bear fur is used by marine mammal 

hunters to conceal themselves on the ice: 

 

Rectangular pieces of polar bear hide were attached to the left knee and elbow, sometimes 

to both knees in order to avoid friction and to protect oneself from the moisture from melting 

snow. By raising left arm with a piece of white hide on the elbow, one covered himself as 

with a screen, that concealed the hunter from his quarry (Bogoraz, 1991: 57-58). 

 

Eskimos attached a piece of hide “alamast” to their footwear in order not to make any sound 

while walking on ice during the hunt (Kishchinskiy, 1976: 176). 

 

Leg parts of the hide are remarkably strong and covered with thick fur; in old times, Chukchi used 

those parts of bear hide to make winter footwear. 
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Russian coastal people (Pomory) valued highly footwear with soles made of polar bear hide 

that did not slide on the ice (it was particularly important during walrus harvest). Nenets 

people on Novaya Zemlya used to put a sort of galosh or overboot made of polar bear hide 

– “toboks” - over their usual footwear (Uspenskiy, 1977: 58). 

 

A piece of polar bear hide can be used for covering sled blades with new ice: 

 

For this purpose, each had a bottle of water in his bosom and a small piece of polar bear hide 

in the sled –“voida” as we call it. We pour a little water on voida, spread it quickly over the 

blade and thin shiny crust gets attached fast to it. The difficulty of this procedure is in doing 

it with bare hand in a very strong frost, and the skill is in making an even, thin layer of ice – 

if the ice crust is slightly thicker than one millimeter, it cracks and falls off and all efforts 

are wasted.  On the contrary, if the procedure is conducted skillfully, the  sled slides 

extremely easily (Ushakov, 1982: 115). 

 

In mythological and poetic consciousness of native people of Chukotka, polar bear hide is used 

mostly for transforming a man into a bear. Reasons for transformation can vary: to escape from 

persecution, to tear the offender in pieces, and to battle a polar bear himself. By putting on a polar 

bear hide, a person acquires the appearance of an animal, in order to reveal one’s human identity 

it was enough to take off “the hood” – bear head. 

 

 
 

Pict. 13 A woman is escaping from her husband’s 

persecution by putting on a hide presented to her by a kind 

female bear (Artist. D. Bryukhanov; Sergeeva, 1967). 

 

 

 

6. 2 Demand for polar bear fur and its sale by native people of Chukotka 

 
Arctic explorers of the XIX-XX centuries pointed out difficulties in acquiring a good quality polar 

bear hide. It was extremely difficult to find a good specimen suitable for a museum: native people 

performed various harvest rituals with a killed bear, and usually separated head and paws with 

claws from the rest of the hide. 

 

One of the Russian Orthodox fur traders persuaded me that selling a “kill” with the head is 

a great sin. Chukchi are of the same opinion. When I tried to persuade a rich Chukchi named 

Kyaukel to get a polar bear hide with the skull and paws for me, he tried to turn it into a joke 

at first, but finally said that that would be very scary: empty hide and – here we go – head 

and claws too; place it any way you can, and it still would look into the sky. Such mutilation 

is reflected in the market value of the hide. Even 10-15 rubles are a high price for a piece of 

bear hide without head and feet, it can be explained only by some demand for it for bedding 

in Yakutia (Buturlin, 1913: 240). 

 

With polar bear hides becoming an object of trade, and with prices for them getting higher, the 

local population used hides for their own needs less and less. 
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The highest number of polar bear hides - around 4- used to be brought for sale. The price for 

a good polar bear hide at the Anadyr Fair reached up to 25-30 rubles a piece. (Sokol’nikov, 

1927: 144). 

 

In Russia, polar bear hides were a regular trade object already in XIV-XV centuries; later 

on, hides were sold on the regular basis also at the remote fairs: at Obskaya, Yakutskaya, 

Anyuiskaya, and Okhotskaya. For quite a long time, prices for the hides were not very high, 

in mid XIX century, prices for polar bear hides were still lower than for polar fox skins or 

even deer hides. In 1858, at the Obdorskaya Fair, bear hides were sold at 2.5 rubles apiece, 

however, already in 1878 prices went up as high as 6.5 rubles and in 1883 – up to 30 rubles 

(Uspenskiy, 1977: 132). 

 

In 1910-1920s, about 50 hides per year were brought to Bel’skaya Fair (Ust-Belaya village). 

During those same years, mostly American fur-traders exported up to 400 bear hides from 

Chukotka. In the 1912-13 winter alone, about 500 hides were exported to America mostly 

through Novo-Mariinsk (presently, city of Anadyr – S. Kochneva) (Uspenskiy, 1969: 135-

136). 

 

Information on the harvest of polar bear during 1920-50s is provided in the same source: 

 

In 1920-30s, harvest for polar bear hides started to decline in Chukotka… In 1940s and 

particularly in early 1950’s the size of the harvest decreased substantially (Uspenskiy, 1969: 

135-136). 

 

Already after protection measures had been introduced in 1956, demand for polar bear hides did 

not disappear completely: 

 

In the end of 1990s, commercial poaching of polar bears developed and became well- 

established practice. It became particularly widespread in Chukotka. One can find 

announcements of buying and selling poached polar bear hides on the Russian sites in the 

Internet… The purpose of illegal polar bear hunting is not as much meeting the needs of 

local native population as commercial use of bear products (Bears of Northern Far East of 

Russia, 2006: 18). 

 

Annotated Bibliography (for the preceding section): 

 
 

Amamich, M. Don’t see off flying away birds with anguish: A story in episodes. Magadan, 1977  

Descriptions of the butchering and skinning of a bear carcass and the superstitions connected to these processes 

 

Afanas’eva, G.M., Y. B. Slichenko. Traditional food of the coastal and reindeer Chukchi // Proceedings of the 

Ethnographic Institute. Moscow. 1993. (Siberian Ethnographic Collection. Issue 6). 

Page 76 – polar bear skins were used to make bedding, winter tires, men's pants. 

 
Bogoraz, V.G. Materials on the studies of the Chukchi language, and folklore, gathered in the Kolyma region: 

Part 1: Samples of the folk literature of the Chukchi. St. Petersburg. 1900. 

Samples of folklore collected by V.G. Bogoraz in the 1890s. 

In the tale "Seal Hunting" there is a description of the method of disguising seal hunters using a polar 

bear fur hat.
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Bogoraz, V.G. Material culture of the Chukchi. Moscow. Nauka Publishers. 1991 

A translation from English of a part of the study “Chukchi.” Information about the polar bear can be found 

in the chapters “Hunting and harvesting” (hunting a bear with dogs, spear, or firearm), “Clothing” (using bear skin 

to make winter shoes and elbow pads for seal hunters; tattoo of a hunter who killed the first bear).  

Pages 57-58 – a hunter’s clothing and shoes; Page 174 – elbow and knee pads made of polar bear fur. 

 

Bogoraz-Tan, V.G. Main Types of Folklore in Northern Eurasia and North America. Moscow- Leningrad. 

1936. Pp. 29-50. 

Page 35 – in the folklore of northern peoples bear skin is used for turning a human into an animal.  

 
Brandt, E. The Polar Bear // Encyclopedic Dictionary in 82 Volumes. Vol.9. Buny-Walter. Reprinted version of the 

F.A. Brokgauz-I.A. Efron 1890 edition. Moscow. 1991. Pp.247-248.  

Page 248 – use of polar bear fur 

 
Buturlin, S.A. Observations of mammals made during the Kolyma expedition of 1905. The Diary of the Zoological 

Department of the Emperor’s Society of Naturals science, Anthropology and Ethnography Lovers. Moscow. 1913. 

New series. Vol.1. 

A description of the flora and fauna of Yakutia. 

Page 237-238 – harvesting bear in the Bear Islands, from the 19th century until the beginning of the 20th 

century, with goal of obtaining polar bear skins; Page 240 – the price of polar bear skin dropped without a head and 

claws (Chukchi). 

 

Vasil’ev, B.A. The Bear Festival // Soviet Ethnography. 1948. No 4. Pp. 78-104. 

A classic work about the bear festival. Using his own materials from 1927, the author summarizes research 

on the bear cult (more than 100 sources) and analyzes the rites and mythology of the bear festival.  

Pages 85-86 – the rite of skinning a bear (Orochon). 

 

Vdovin, I.S. From the History of the Relations between Chukchi and Alaska Eskimos // Seventh International 

Congress of Anthropological and Ethnographic Sciences. Vol.10. Moscow. Nauka Publishers. 1970. Pp.435-

439. 

This article is dedicated to the history of trading relations between northeastern Asia and Alaska, from the 

second half of the 17th century until 1867, when Alaska became part of the US.  

Page 437 – the author quotes sailor F. Matyushkin: “The furs brought by the Chukchi consist mainly of 

black and black-brown foxes, Arctic foxes, martens, otters,and  beavers, as well as bear skins and walrus belts and 

tusks, which the Chukchi exchange in America” (“Меха, привозимые чукчами состоят главнейше их черных и 

черно-бурых лисиц, песцов, куниц, выдр, бобров; также привозятся медвежьи шкуры и моржовые ремни и 

клыки, что все чукчи выменивают в Америке.”) 

 

Vdovin, I.S. Essays on the history and ethnography of the Chukchi. Moscow-Leningrad. 1965. 

This study is based on research about the questions of historical ethnography of the Chukchi people from 

the middle of the 17th century until the 1960s. Considering the material development of Chukchi society, the author 

considers St. John’s-wort and other crafts, including polar bear hunting, hunting tools and weapons.  

Page 26 – the use of polar bear fur in hunting clothes; Pages 305-306 – the number of polar bear skins in 

trading warehouses in 1923, 1926. 

 
Gurvich, I.S. Issues regarding the ethno-genesis of the reindeer Chukchi and Koryak in light of ethnographic data. At 

the Junction of Chukotka and Alaska. Moscow. 1983. Pp. 96-119. 

Page 104 – the yaranga roof is known in the Chukchi language as “polar bear skin.” 

 

Got the Sun: Eskimo Folktales. Recorded and translated by G. Menovshchikov. Magadan. 1986. 

This collection includes 38 folktales. 

In the tales "Ukamanan" and "The Polar Bear and the Unlucky Hunter" the polar bear skin is used for a 

transformation. 

 

Zelenin, D.K. Taboo words among the people of the Eastern Europe and Northern Asia. Part 1. Taboos during 

hunts and other harvests. Collection of works of the Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography. 1929. Vol.8. 

Pp.1-151 

Page 55 – bearskin – an object of trade (Yakuts). 

 

Zolotaryov, A. Survivals of totemism of the peoples of Siberia. Leningrad. Institute of Peoples of the North 

Publishers. 1934. 52 p. 

Page 28 – in northwestern Siberia there is a ban on lying down on bearskin; one can’t even step on a 

polar bear fur. 
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Iokhel’son, V.I. Yukagirs and Yukagir-Tungus. Novosibirsk. Nauka Publishers. 2005. 675 p. (Monuments of 

ethnic cultureof the small native peoples of the Siberian North and the Far East. Vol.5) 

Vladimir Ilyich Iohelson was an ethnographer and researcher of culture and the languages of Koryaks, 

Yukaghirs and Aleuts. He participated in the expedition of A. Sibiryakov (1895-1897) and the Jesup expedition 

(USA), and he led the ethnographic team on the Russian Geographic Society’s Kamchatka expedition  (1909-1911). 

This study is the first publication in Russian of a fundamental work about ethnography, social life, everyday life, and 

the spiritual and material culture of the Yukaghirs. It was first published in 1926 in the US (in English). 

Page 186 – division of animal skins. 

 
Kishchinskiy, A.A. The Polar Bear. Large Carnivores. Moscow. 1976. Pp.154-197. 

Page 176 – Eskimos tied a piece of bear skin – “alamast” - on their shoes to prevent noise while 

hunting. 

 

Levin, M.G. Peoples of Siberia. Edited by L.P. Potapov. Moscow-Leningrad. Academy of Sciences Publishers. 

1956. 1083 p. 

Page 923 – fig. "Processing a skin" 

 
Legends and Myths of the North. Мoscow. 1985. 

The collection includes myths, legends, and folktales of the peoples of the Russian North, collected by folklore 

scientists and writers. 

In the Chukchi tail "The Polar Bear" bearskin is used for transformations. 

 
Bears of the Far East of Russia: A Concise Guide for Customs Staff. Edited by A.L.Vaisman. Moscow. 2006. 61 p. 

Page 18 - polar bear poaching, the total number of animals killed in Chukotka. 

 

Menovshchikov, G.A. Eskimo Folktales. Magadan. 1980. 

All 85 folktales were written by Menovshchikov and his assistants in Chukotka in the language of the 

Asian Eskimos. The first records date back to the early 1930s, the last – the 1960s.  

In the tale "How the Old Lady Deceived the Animals" the process of skinning a polar bear is described; in 

the tale "The Sea Hunter and the Polar Bear" – a skin is used to transform a person into a bear.. 

 

Menovshchikov G.A. Eskimos. A popular-scientific and ethnographic essay about Asian Eskimos. - Magadan, 

1959. 

Georgy Alekseevich Menovshchikov was a linguist, ethnographer, folklorist, educator, and PhD. From 1950 

through the 1970s, he went on long ethnographic expeditions among the Asiatic Eskimos.  

Pages 26-27 – toward the end of the 18th century a regular trade of hunting items, including bear skins, 

developed; Page 56 – a description of a sled mentions a piece of polar bear skin that was used to wet the skids. 

 

Fireball: Legends, Beliefs, Folktales of Eskimos. Compiled and retold by Ja. Makhovskiy (Poland). Translated 

by S. Tel’nyuk. Magadan. 1981. 319 p. 

The author of the collection, Polish scientist and writer Jacek Makhovski, presents samples of folklore of 

Asian, Alaskan, Canadian and Greenlandic Eskimos, illustrated with drawings. 

In the tale “Kagsagsuk and the Song,” a polar bear skin is a gift for kindness, used as a blanket; in the tale 

“A Blade of Grass, Unhappy with Fate” a bear skin is the roof of a yaranga; in the tale “On the Creation of the 

World” a bear skin turns into a living animal.  

 
Pilsudskiy, B. At the Bear Festival of the Ainu on Sakhalin Island. Living Old Times. 1914. Vol.23 Issue 1-2. Pp. 

67-162. 

A hunter selling a bear skin with the claws and head got sick with “bear disease” (Ainu). 

 

Rubtsova, E.S. Materials on the Eskimo Language and Folklore (Chaplino dialect). Part 1. Moscow. Academy 

of Sciences of the USSR publishers. 1954. 555 p. 

This paper presents 45 folktales in the Eskimo language, with a Russian translation in subscript. The tales have 

ethnographic and linguistic annotations. All texts were written in 1940 in the village of Chaplino, as narrated by the blind 

Aivukhak (26 years old). The author makes notes based on person observations and encounters with Eskimos in more than 

10 years of living on Chukotka.  
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In the tale “Orpha” there is a description of the process of skinning a bear. The skin is used as a blanket; in the 

tale “Chaplinsky” there is a description of a girl turning into a bear with the help of a bear skin.  

 

Sergeeva, K. The Storyteller Kivagme. Magadan. 1967. 160 p. 

The book tells about the life of the Еskimo storyteller Kivagme. It includes 89 Eskimo and Chukchi tales, 

collected and retold.  

A polar bear is a character in the tale “Ukamanan,” “Good Lesson,” “The Tale without an End” and “How the 

Spider Apaiynayek Created Animals.” 

 

Seroshevskiy, V.L. Yakuts. An attempt at ethnographic research. Vol.1. St. Petersburg. 1896. 

С.139-140 – стоимость медвежьей шкуры в 90-х гг. XIX столетия. 
 

Sil’nitskiy, A.P. Trip to Kamchatka and to Anadyr River (personal impressions). Notes of the Amur 

department of the Russian Emperor’s Geographical Society. Khabarovsk. 1897. Vol.2. Issue 3. 

The author gives a brief sketch of the history of Chukotka, describes the population and its trade, and reflects on 

the peculiarities of the local economy. Sil’nitsky a writes about the work of Nikolay L’vovich Gondartti with a great deal 

of respect.  

Page 28 – polar bear skin  - an object of trade. 

 

Folktales and Myths of the People of Chukotka and Kamchatka. Compiled, commented and introduction 

written by G.A. Menovshchikov. Moscow. “Nauka” publishers. 1974. 646 p. 

The collection includes 206 tales and myths about animals and the household of Asian Eskimos, 

Chukchi, Kereks, Koryaks and Itelmen. 

In the tale  “Kagasagsuk Acquires Strength” a bear skin is used as a blanket; in the tale “Kagsagsuk 

Punishes his Tormentor” the main hero gives a bear skin to a woman as a reward for kindness; in the tale “Galaxies” 

a bear skin “protects” the entrance into a den; in the tale “The Man from the Moon and the Entrail Theif” a bear 

skin covers the sled of Month (moon person); in the tale “Ukamanan” a bear skin is used to transform people.  

 

Folktales and Myths of the Eskimos of Alaska, Canada, and Greenland. Compiled, commented and 

introduction written by G.A. Menovshchikov. Translated from Yupik and English by G. Menovshchikov, 

E.Rubtsova, N.Vakhtina; chief editor S. Arutyunov, M. Chlenov. Moscow. “Nauka” publishers. 1985. 669 p. 

This collection of tales compiled by the scientist-Eskimologist G.A. Menovshchikov is the most complete 

publication of Eskimo narrative folklore. The collection includes 278 texts. In 26 of then, the hero is a polar bear. 

In the tale “How the Old Lady Deceived the Animals” there is a description of the process of a skinning a 

polar bear; в сказках "The Hunter and the Polar Bear" and “Ukamanan” the skin is used to transform a person into 

a bear.  

 

Folktales of Chukotka. Recorded by O.E.Baboshina. Edited and introductory article written by D. Nagishin. 

Moscow. “Artistic Literature” publishers. 1958. 263 p. 

Baboshina recorded more than 200 folktales, legends, and stories. This volume contains a little over 100 

Chukchi, and Koryak folktales and legends, with elements of fantasy. These tales were recorded in the 1940s. 

In the tale "The Polar Bear,” “The Uncessful Hunter” and “Dogs” a bear skin is used to transform people.  

 
Slyunin, N.V. Okhotsk and Kolyma Province. Natural history description. St. Petersburg. 

1900. 

Pages 600-602 – harvest a polar bear (the use of its skin); in Appendix 8, there’s a table:  

"Comparative Prices of Fur" 

 
Sokol’nikov, N.P. Hunted and harvested animals of the Anadyr area (kray). Bulletin of the Moscow Society of the 

Naturalists. Biology department. New series. 1927. Vol.36. Issue 1-2. Pp.117-162. 

Page 144 – the skins of a polar bear – an object of trade at Anadyr fairs in 1901-1902; prices. 

 

Tein, T. And It Was That Way.. Essays of traditional culture of the Asian Eskimos. Magadan. 1992. 

Page 21 - fig. "Drying polar bear skins". 

 

Tugolukov, V.A. Who are you, Yukagirs? Moscow. 1979 

Page 111 – with a bearskin, a shaman could summon a storm. 

 

Uspenskiy, S.M. The Polar Bear. Moscow 1977. 

Page 58 – a polar bear skin was used by the peoples of the Far North for making clothes, shoes, mittens, 

bedding, and on sleds; polar bear skins were traded. 

 
Uspenskiy, S.M. Harvesting polar bear in the Eurasian North in XVIII-XIX centuries. Polar bear and its protection 
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in the Soviet Arctic. Leningrad. 1969. Pp.122-141. 

An analysis of the harvest and processing of polar bears in various regions of Northern Eurasia 

Page 131 – polar bear harvesting on Yamal; Page132 – harvesting on Taymyr; Page 132-133 – in the 

western East Siberian Sea; Page 133-134 – in Yakutia; Page 134-136 – in the eastern East Siberian Sea, Chukchi 

Sea, the northern Bering Sea; Page 137 – concluding table “Average annual polar bear catch in northern Eurasia 

from the beginning of the 18th century to the middle of the 20th century." 

 

Ushakov, G.A. Island of Blizzards. Magadan. 1982. 

Page 115 – using bear hair, hunters covered their sled runners with new ice. 

 

Frolova, A.N. Polar Bear Festival (An Eskimo Ritual) // Frolova, A.N. Celebrations of the Native Peoples of 

Northeastern of Russia: A Description of the Popular Celebrations in Ancient Times, with a Description of 

Cultural Methods. Magadan. 2002. Pp. 58-59. 

Page 58 – fig. "Drying polar bear skins on a bar in the frost.” 

 

Shentalinskiy, V. House to a man and a wild beast. Moscow. 1988. 

This book comprises a series of essays about Wrangel Island. Archaeological findings of polar bear bones 

and teeth are discussed. (“Devil’s Ravine” Camp, 1975).  

Polar bear skin was used by the Eskimos to wet their sled runners. 

 

Shirokov, A.I. The Russian State and the Russian East (A Historian’s Perspective). In the Far North. 2002. No 

1. Pp.156-200. 

Page 184 – there is a quote from the jounral "Siberian Questions" from 1906 about a purchase of polar 

bear skins by Americans in Chukotka. 

 

Erlik, G. Future Without Ice? National Geographic. 2006. No1. Pp. 122-145, 154. 

An article about modern Eskimo hunters.  Photos by David Makleina. 

Alaskan Eskimos wear polar bear fur pants; photos.. 

 

Ethnographic Materials of the Northeastern Geographic Expedition, 1785-1795. Edited by I. Vdovin. 

Magadan. 1978. 

The collection includes diaries, notes, journals and reports by expedition members. These sources contain 

information about the life, material culture, and social relations among the people of Chukotka, Alaska and the Aleutian 

islands at the end of the 18th century. 

Page 118 – elbow pads made of polar bear fur.. 

 

Yadrintsev, N.M. About the bear cult among the northern non-Russians. Ethnоgraphic Overview. 1890. Book 4. No 

1. Pp.101-115. 

A classic work about the bear cult and bear festival. 

Page 101-102 – the rite of skinning a bear. 
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SECTION 7 

USE OF OTHER PARTS OF POLAR BEAR CARCASS 

 
7. 1 Use of other parts of polar bear carcass in everyday life 

 

• Native people of Chukotka did not use bear liver, which has very high concentration of 

vitamin A, for food; they used it as bait for polar foxes. 

• Bear gall dried and ground into powder was used as medicine for treating both humans 

and domestic animals 

• Polar bear tendons were used by native people of the North as threads for sewing clothes. 

• Eyes of polar bears were punctured and the liquid is mixed with ashes. This mixture is 

used for special painting of baidarka paddles. 

 

7. 2 Sacred use of other parts of polar bear carcass 

 

According to beliefs of the people of the North-east of Asia, not only preserved bear skeleton  and 

skull have the ability to come again to life, but also tooth, claw, paw and other parts of bear can 

hear and act on his behalf and finally come to life in full body. For the most part, those parts were 

kept as amulets or tokens. According to the opinion of the ethnographer Vdovin, Chukchi and 

Asian Eskimos used same material objects as personal amulets for protection (Vdovin, 1961: 50). 

 

According to the beliefs of peoples of the North and Far East, the soul of fur animals is located  in 

the tip of their nose, and soul of the bear can be in his paws, claws and canine teeth. 

 

• To make their vision very good, Nanaits swallowed bear eye (Northern encyclopedia; 

electronic version) 

 

• Eye pupils are wrapped in leather, connect in pairs and add to the bundle of protecting 

amulets. Successful hunters have whole bundles of such eyes (Bogoraz, 1939: 100-101). 

 

• Hunters put bear throat cartilage on the wrist to strengthen the hand (Northern 

encyclopedia; electronic version) 

 

• The most serious oath for Khant people was the oath taken on bear paw (Northern 

Encyclopedia, electronic version). 

 

• Chukchi believed that noses of fur animals helped when hunting those same animals 

(Bogoraz, 1939: 59-60) 

 

• Chukchi hunters gather tips of animal noses. Bear skin, tip of the nose, claws, teeth and 

jaws are considered to be “misfortune dodgers” and constitute family sacred objects 

(Zelenin, 1929: 56). 

 

• In order for a boy to be brave, Nanaits hang bear canine tooth on his neck, and Khant and 

Mansi hunters attach it to their belts (Northern Encyclopedia, electronic version) 

 
 

Polar bear canine tooth is the most widespread talisman and amulet among the peoples of the 

North: 
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In some areas, hunters still wear them on their belts. In the past, polar bear canine teeth were 

subject of trade and exchange in the lower Yenissey and Khatanga rivers. Hunters sold them 

to population of forested areas as amulets against brown bear attacks. It was considered that 

“the nephew” (brown bear) would not dare touch a person upon whose hat a tooth of his 

mighty “uncle” was tied (Uspenskiy, 1977: 59). 

 

 
Pict. 14 Bear canine teeth tied as amulets to a belt 

of Saami hunter (Dyatlov, 2006) 

 

 

 

 

 
Nenets give a deer for a canine tooth of a polar bear (“tibyako”). Polar bear canine tooth is 

usually taken from sacred places where old weathered skulls lie. Only teeth that fell out 

“wishing” to protect people can be taken, pulling teeth out of the jaws is not allowed. 

A child gets his first bear tooth from his father. It is attached to the upper arc of the crib on 

a metal chain after mother completes the ritual of afterbirth smoke treatment. A canine tooth 

attached to the crib protects the infant/baby from evil spirits, diseases, and scares/fright. 

On his coming of age (13-14 years old) a man’s belt (“nenei ni”) is made for a boy; a black 

bear tooth is attached to the back of the belt with three chains. They say that the belt of a 

grown man could be decorated with three and seven canine teeth. It protects from lower back 

pain, toothache, nightmares and attacks of evil spirits. Tooth shavings scraped off with a 

knife helps to heal all kinds of wounds. Belt with bear tooth is kept at the head of the man’s 

bed or in the sacred sled (nart). It is not allowed to wear somebody else’s belt nor is it allowed 

to give one’s belt to somebody else (www.evenkija.ru). 

 
 

Annotated Bibliography (for the preceding section): 

 

Afanas’eva, G.M., Y. B. Slichenko. Traditional food of the coastal and reindeer Chukchi // Proceedings of the 

Ethnographic Institute. Moscow. 1993. Siberian Ethnographic Collection. Issue 6: Peoples of Siberia. Book. 1. 

Page 76 – a bear skull as a type of family guardian. 

 

Vasil’ev, B.A. The Bear Festival // Soviet Ethnography. 1948. No 4. Pp. 78-104. 

A classic work about the bear festival. Using his own materials from 1927, the author summarizes research 

on the bear cult (more than 100 sources) and analyzes the rites and mythology of the bear festival.  

Page 88 – the use of the skin from a bear’s nose. 

 

Bogoraz, V.G. Chukchi. Vol.2 Religion. Leningrad. 1939. 

In a number of chapters of the volume "Religion," there are descriptions of traditional representations of the 

Chukchi’s beliefs and culture, including the use of polar bear. 

 
Vasilevich, G.M. On the Evenk bear cult // Collection of the Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography. 1971. 

Vol. 27 Pp. 150-169. 

Glafira Makaryevna Vasilyevich is an ethnographer, linguist, folklorist, and educator. Author of more 

than 170 publications.  This work explains ethnographic and folklorist data related to the cult of the bear among 

Evenks.  
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Page 165 – a bear's paw was used in divination, bear skin as a shaman's cloak 

 
Vdovin, I.S. History and culture of Chukchi people in the pre-October period from the 17th century through 1917 

// History and Culture of the Chukchi. Historical and ethnographic essays. Leningrad. 1987. Pp.31-147. 

Page 41 – Eskimo and Chukchi amulets; Pages 91-92 – family guardians. 

 

Vdovin, I.S. Eskimo elements in the culture of Chukchi and Koryaks // Proceedings of the Institute of 

Ethnography of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR. Moscow-Leningrad. 1961. New series. Vol.64. 

Innokenty Sepanovich Vodvin was an ethnographer, expert on Siberia, specializing in the ethnography of 

the Chukchi. The author of about 150 works. 

Page 50 – the use of several bear parts as amulets 

 

Wrangel, F.P. In the Kolyma Delta// Peoples of the Far North and the Far East of Russia in the works by 

explorers (XVII- early XX) Compiled by T.N. Emel’yanova, M.V.Yuzhaninova. Moscow. “Severniye 

prostory”. 2002. Pp.144-152. 

"At the mouth of the Kolyma" is a fragment of the monograph by F.P. Wrangel "Travels along the North 

Shores of Siberia and the Arctic Ocean, 1820-1824 " (St. Petersburg, 1841). 
Page 150 – hunting tools, from bear teeth among other things. 

 
Dyatlov, V. The ones that came out of dusk. Outcomes. 2006. No 6. Pp. 84-87. 

An article about the modern Saami. 

 

Zelenin, D.K. Taboo words among the people of the Eastern Europe and Northern Asia. Part 1. Taboos during 

hunts and other harvests. Collection of works of the Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography. 1929. Vol.8. 

Pp.1-151 

Page 56 - кожа с носа ("норки") медведя вырезалась и хранилась как амулет (ненцы, чукчи). 

 

Zolotaryov, A. Survivals of totemism of the peoples of Siberia. Leningrad. Institute of Peoples of the North 

Publishers. 1934. 52 p. 

Page 29 - Smoking bear fat before hunting protected hunters from harm (Samoyeds). 

 

Middendorf A. Travels to the Siberian North and East. St. Petersburg. 1869. 

Alexander F. Middendorf was a naturalist, traveler, nature lover, and researcher of the Russian Arctic. The 

result of the expeditions of 1840-1843 was the multi-volume work "Travels in Northern and Eastern Siberia" (SPb., 

1860-1875), in which the author describes and classifies the tundra, vegetation distribution, and Arctic fauna.  

Page 159 - Dolgans hung a polar bear fang on their headdress to protect themselves from brown bears; 

Page 882 - an amulet made from a polar bear fang 

 

Rudenko, S.I. Ancient Culture of the Bering Sea and the Eskimo Question. Moscow-Leningrad. “Glavsevmorput” 

Publishers. 1947. 207 p. 

This study is based on the archaeological research on the Chukotsky Peninsula in 1945. The second chapter 

includes a detailed analysis of harvesting tools, means for processing hides, sewing, religious artifacts, and bone carvings. 

Rich illustrations are featured.  

Pages 23,30,54,97-98,101 – descriptions of polar bear sculptures and amulets, often from teeth 

 

Northern Encyclopedia. Moscow 2004. 1200 p. Electronic version on CD. 

A universal set of information about the North. More than 4500 articles contain information about the Northern 

territories and the peoples who inhabit them. 

Bear throat cartilage and fangs were used as amulets  

 

Uspenskiy, S.M. The Polar Bear. Moscow, 1977. 

Pages 58-59 –polar bear tendons were used as thread; fangs were used as talismans, objects of exchange 

and bargaining; bile and heart were used for medical purposes; 

Until recently, the Chukchi and Eskimos used bear fat for heating and lighting homes; they also used it as a raw 

material; dried and powdered polar bear bile (and sometimes the heart) was used in Siberia to treat illness in humans as 

well as domestic animals. 

 

Ushakov, G.A. Island of Blizzards. Magadan. 1982. 

Page 83 – bear fat was used to light homes 

 

Ethnographic Materials of the Northeastern Geographic Expedition, 1785-1795. Edited by I. Vdovin. 

Magadan. 1978. 

The collection includes diaries, notes, journals and reports by expedition members. These sources contain 
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information about the life, material culture, and social relations among the people of Chukotka, Alaska and the Aleutian 

islands at the end of the 18th century. 

Page 171 – bear paw in a Kamchadal wedding ceremony 

 
Yadrintsev, N.M. About the bear cult among the northern non-Russians. Ethnоgraphic Overview. 1890. Book 4. No 

1. Pp.101-115. 

A classic work about the bear cult and bear festival. 

Page 111 – using parts of the bear as amulets 
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SECTION 8 

POLAR BEAR IN FOLKLORE 

 

Analysis of texts of myths, folk tales and legends in which polar bear is the main hero and that 

were published after 1956 (that was the year when hunting polar bear was officially banned) gives 

us a chance to understand correctly the specific features of the ancient hunting culture of native 

people of Chukotka and to observe changes that occurred in their spiritual life. 

 

We reviewed 32 collections of myths and folk tales of Paleoasians and other peoples of the  North 

including 1350 texts translated into Russian language, as well as folk tales published in Chukchi 

and Eskimo languages with accompanying word-for-word Russian translation. 

 

We selected 150 texts mentioning bears; in 90 of them the bear species was either not specified, 

or it was brown bear; polar bear was in 80 of those tales; and in 5 folk tales, both brown and polar 

bears were part of the action. 

 

In the present report, we analyzed the 80 folk tales with polar bear as a hero. All our conclusions 

and calculations below are based on the analysis of those tales. 

 

We based our analysis of folklore texts on the classification of genres by E.M. Meletinskiy (1998) 

and typological theme reference by G.A. Levinton (1985). Strict criterion of myth and folktale 

selection for further analysis – polar bear had to be mentioned in the text – led to developing our 

own typology of themes (see Addendum 1). We included new themes in our typological reference 

system that were not included by G.A. Levinton, but exist in the analyzed folk tales. 

 

Analyzing oral folklore about polar bear as a function of the time when it was recorded, one can 

see that most of the texts – 33% - were recorded in 1940s, 30% were recorded in 1930s, 18% - at 

the end of the XIX century/beginning of XX century, 12% - after 1956, and 7% in the second half 

of the XX century. 

 

The small number of tales about polar bear recorded after 1956 can result from three main reasons: 
 

• The number of folklore and linguistic expeditions on the territory of Chukotka 

decreased compared to 1930-40 which led to a small number of new published 

folklore records. 

• Gatherers of folklore pointed out the tendency for gradual disappearance of oral 

folklore traditions from the everyday culture of the Native people of Chukotka 

• Official prohibition of hunting polar bear led to abandoning and forgetting hunting 

rituals honoring harvested polar bear. In turn, the absence of ritual led to 

disappearing of harvesting myth. The ritual and myth are interconnected in the 

practice of reproduction of the myth and performing the harvesting cult. Besides, 

according to the words of the 1940’s story-teller Eskimo Aivykhak, “Tales used to 

be told at celebrations after a whale or polar bear was killed…” – meaning that 

tales about polar bears could be heard mostly at celebrations honoring polar bear. 

 

It is important to give credit to those who recorded folklore. Texts in the Native languages of 

Chukotka were recorded by V. Bogoraz, V. Yokhel’son, P. Skorik, L. Belikov, V. Leont’ev, E. 

Rubtsova, G. Menovshchikov, and O. Baboshina. There were some Native folklore gatherers: 

Eskimo Kivagme, and Chukchi F. Tynetegyn, V. Yatgyrgin and A. Kymytval. 
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Analyzing the relationships of polar bear as a folk hero with other characters in the folk tales, we 

identified two groups of texts in that regard: 95% of texts describe relations of polar bear and 

humans and only 5% relations between polar bear and other animals. 

 

In the group of texts “Polar bear and humans” three sub-groups can be identified: “Male polar 

bear”, “Female polar bear”, and “Polar bear cub”: 

 

• In the first subgroup, male polar bear enters in the relations with a hunter, with a 

shaman (as a real animal, as spirit-helper, and as embodiment of the shaman’s soul), 

and with a woman (who can be either a mother to that polar bear, or his wife). 

• In second subgroup, female polar bear entering in the relations with people becomes 

either a wife to a man, or a helper to a girl, on fewer occasions she becomes a 

woman’s helper through that woman’s husband (female polar bear and a woman 

being wives of the same husband [human or animal]) 

• Third group includes tales about a polar bear cub. For the most part cases of 

adoption and raising a bear cub by people are described in such tales. 

 

In the folklore pieces that we analyzed, we identified 162 mythological themes, with 115 of them 

relating to a polar bear. Below is a brief analysis of some of them: 

 
1. The origin of the Polar bear 

Woman acts as a hero-creator in most cases: 

• First polar and brown bears are children of a woman (legend of Alaska Eskimos 

“Where did bears come from” (number 25 in the list of references to this section); 

legend of Canadian Eskimos “The origin of bad weather” (number 31 in the list of 

references to this section); 

• Woman’s cut-off finger turns into the first polar bear (Canadian “Legend about 

Sedna” (number 25). 

In some cases such mythological characters as Raven (Alaska Eskimo legend “About 

creation of the world” – number 25) and Spider (Asian Eskimo legend “How spider 

Apaiipaiek created animals” – number 29) also act as creators. 

 

 
 

Pict. 15 Polar and brown bears are brothers. Polar bear 

became the master of the sea and brown bear the master 

of the forest. Artists A. Kovakin and T. Chursinova 

(number 3). 

 

 
 

2. Polar bear 

2.1. Mythological polar bear 

In this category, motives/themes about polar bear monster, man-eater, avenger, and fighter 

for the right cause are described. In such cases polar bear is viewed mostly as a chthonic 

animal that appeared at the dawn of creation for intimidating people. For example, in the 

Alaska Eskimo tale “About creation of the world”, the Raven, afraid that people would 

destroy everything that he created for them, molded carnivores including polar bear to 

intimidate people (number 25). 

 

2.2. Magic polar bear 
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This category is the most numerous; it depicts the theme of humanizing a polar bear. In 

myths, the view of polar bears as separate people can be clearly traced – they live in bear 

country, situated at sea on the open ice. 

 

The degree of humanizing of different species by the northern native people varied; it 

depended on how “reasonable” their behavior in life was. “Reasonable” behavior of a bear 

could not be compared even to that of a reindeer, who did not know how to do anything at 

all. Magic bear can understand human language, he thinks, talks, and acts as a human being. 

This is a creature similar to a human, but with his own physical appearance, with his own 

habits, who creates his own world. 

 

2.3. Polar bear – helper of the man 

The theme of friendly relations between a man and a polar bear can be found in many folk 

tales. The most popular story lines are hospitality, when a bear offers a man shelter and food; 

faithful friendship and mutual help. There are also other themes within this category: a bear 

raises or trains a young boy or a girl; gives magic gifts, for instance, female bear gives a 

tambourine in the Eskimo fairly tale “Miracle tambourine” that transforms its owner into a 

mighty shaman (number 29); and the polar bear can be in a role of an adviser. 

 

2.4. Marriage between a human and a polar bear 

The theme of a man marying a female polar bear is the main theme in this category, while 

as a male polar bear marrying a woman is a more rare version. This contradicts the theory 

by Bogoraz that the “totem union with an animal is always made only through a woman”. 

He wrote “It would be difficult to find ethonographic facts saying that in order to restore 

animal breed a human male impregnates animal females (Bogoraz, 1936). But to a listener 

of the Chukchi folk tale “O’ravetl’an ynk’am umk’et” (“Man and polar bears”, number 40) 

it becomes clear as day that the Old man (polar bear) gives his daughter to a man, only after 

he made sure that the man was strong, dexterous and clever. The motives of the Old polar 

bear are obvious: he wanted to see best qualities of the man-hunter in his grandchildren. 

 

2.5. Birth of children – half-humans and half-bears. 

Children that are born as a result of the marriages between polar bears and humans possess 

human intelligence and animal strength. In some cases children are born with the appearance 

of a bear, in other cases, with the appearance of a human but with animal ears, third variant 

is when twins are born (a human child and a bear cub). The last version belongs to a category 

of so-called “zoomorphic twin myths” about miracle creatures presented in the form of twins. 

Twins become totem brothers and primogenitors of human descendants. 

 
3. Transformations 

3.1. Transformation of a polar bear into a human 

Anthropomorphism in the consciousness of ancient hunters is built upon surprising 

resemblance between polar bear and a human being: bear can stand on hind legs, his front 

paws resemble hands, and he can take and hold an object. Without its hide, the polar bear 

very much resembles a naked human being. Ancient hunters thought it was totally natural; 

under his hide, the bear wears human clothes, and a bear that throws off his hide turns into a 

human being. 

 

3.2. Transformation of a human into a polar bear 

This theme, in our opinion, can be associated with ancient beliefs that in the distant past, 

bear was a man. For example, in the Alaska Eskimo folktale “About creation of the 
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World”, the Raven freed the man out of his hide, and used the hide to create another polar 

bear (number 25). In Koryak mythology, we find another theme: a man got angry with 

people, went away into tundra and turned into a bear in order to take revenge on the 

offenders. In European mythology, the following theme can be found: people did not show 

enough hospitality to a stranger and were therefore transformed into bears. 

 

4. Social relation within hunting community; customs associated with hunting. 

 

4.1. Hunting/harvesting rituals 

In some texts, the polar bear appears in a role of so-called “cultural hero” that teaches a man 

hunting techniques and gives him practical advice. In two other folktales, a bear explains the 

reason for unsuccessful hunting by the man’s disregard for harvesting rituals: he doesn’t give 

harvested bear any treats, “and puts heads wherever.” The importance of the last ritual can 

be realized after becoming familiar with the text of a folktale “Hunter  and a Polar bear” told 

by an Eskimo from Chaplino village in 1940 – numbers 30 and 31). According to harvesting 

mythology, the head of the polar bear sacrificed to the “Master of the sea” turns into an 

animal again. That was the kind of bear that the hero of the folktale had to meet. The hunter 

helped the animal who was not strong enough yet, gave him his own clothes made of bear 

fur that grew tight to the body of the animal 

 

4.2. Distribution of a catch between the members of the hunting community 

When analyzing oral folklore, we most often came across mention of the following hunting 

custom: harvested bear goes to the one who spotted him first. Meat is shared either according 

to the societal rank or according to participation in the hunt. Bear hide was left with the 

hunter who killed the bear or became a reward for a woman who favored the hunter. 

 

4.3. Bear hunter 

Considerable place in oral folklore of Native people of Chukotka is occupied by folk tales 

about the initiation of a young hunter. Most often this theme can be found in the stories about 

an orphan who kills a bear to prove his strength. Initiation - transition from the  status of a 

bastard beggar to the status of a powerful hunter – concludes with the words of the closest 

female relative (adoptive mother, grandmother etc.): “You are the harvester of a polar bear!” 

This category of folk tales is interesting for the detailed description of the duel between the 

man and the beast, of bear habits, dexterity, and massiveness. Young boy has to catch up 

with the animal, attack him from behind, escape bear teeth, and catch the favorable moment 

to strike the animal down. In such folk tales, fire arms are never mentioned; only knife, spear 

or hammer. In some cases, young man kills the bear with his bare hands 

 
Analyzing oral folklore of the native people of Chukotka, we discovered a broad array of mythical 

views of polar bear. Despite the fact that polar bear is often a more successful competitor in hunting 

marine mammals, his folktale double still doesn’t lose his positive characteristics. In folk tales, the 

polar bear does not brag about his success in front of the hunter; he is shown in the role of a teacher 

and helper. 

 

For reindeer herders, meeting arctic carnivore in real life may have a sad ending, but a folk tale 

polar bear is usually a positive character: he comes when called by a reindeer herder and is ready 

to pull a sled himself; more than that, he is shown in the role of the Master of beasts and offers his 

brother Reindeer to people dying from hunger. 
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Polar bear helps shamans as a spirit-helper. Shamans themselves have an ability to take the 

appearance of a bear, putting them in a cast of more powerful wizards. 

 

For a woman, polar bear becomes a husband and a breadwinner, and female polar bear gives her 

hide to a young girl so that she can escape from her persecutors. 

 

In the mythological vision of northern people, polar bear can be a relative and a totem symbol, 

teacher and a coach, advisor and helper, and finally a founder of traditions. 

 

Native people of the Far North attributed spiritual human qualities that were characteristic of 

themselves to polar bears: hospitality, mutual help, friendliness and respect towards the customs 

of others. 

 

Annotated Bibliography (for the preceding section): 

 
 

Alekseenko, E.A. Bear Cult among Ket people// Soviet ethnography. 1960, No 4. Pp. 91-104 

The bear cult among the Ket people according to information collected during trips into the Krasnoyarsk 

territory in 1956 and 1958.  

Page 93-94 – folklore hero – the bear-person Kaigus 
 

Belikov, L.V. Oral folklore // History and Culture of the Chukchi: Historical and Ethnographic essays. Leningrad. 

1987. Pp. 251-259. 

The author’s views on the etymology of the Chukchi word “Lymn’yl,” classifications of folklore genres.  

Page 251 – characteristics of Chukchi mythology; Pages 252 - etymology of the Chukchi word “Lymn’yl”; 

Page 253-254 – origin of Chukchi mythology; Page 255 – myths of the polar bear. 

 

Polar Bear and Brown Bear: Folk tales of the peoples of Russia retold by Mark Vatagin. St. Petersburg. 1992. 

351 p. 

The bear is a character in the following tales:  “The Polar Bear,”  “The Polar Bear and the Brown Bear,” 
“Horsetail Girl,” “How the Poor Man Wintered,” “Lazy and Obstinate Sirim,” “Hunter and Thieves,” “Bold Ememkut 

and Envious Sisilhan.” 
 

The Rich and the Poor: A Folktale // In the Far North. 1976. No 1. Pp 87-88. 

 

Bogoraz, V.G. Materials on the study of the Chukchi language, and folklore, gathered in Kolyma region: Part 1: 

Samples of the folk literature of the Chukchi. St. Petersburg. 1900. 

Samples of folklore collected by Bogoraz in the 1890s. 

The bear is mentioned in the tales: “Bogatyr’s Bear Ear,” “Seal Hunting,” “Season Orphan,” “About 

the Bear Tale.” Each tale includes V.G. Bogoraz’s annotations. 

 

Bogoraz-Tan, V.G. Main Types of Folklore in Northern Eurasia and North America. Moscow- Leningrad. 

1936. Pp. 29-50. 

Of particular interest is a section in the article devoted to the myth of the game animal. A bear is the 

protagonist of the myth. This work includes studies of the folklore of the following groups: Koryak-Kamchadal, 

Yukagir-Chuvan, Chukchi, and folklore groups of Asiatic and American Eskimos. 

Pages 30, 38-43 – myth of the sea mistress - Sedna (Eskimos); page 34-36 - the myth of the dying and 

resurrecting beast, specific folklore examples; Pages 40-41 – the polar bear – caretaker of the underwater home of 

Sedna’s father 

 
Burykin, A.A. Small Forms of Even Folklore. Riddles, proverbs, and sayings, protective taboos, customs, 

instructions and signs(studies and texts). St. Petersburg. Petersburg Oriental Sciences. 2001. P.288. 

This publication contains more than 1100 folklore texts, some of which are the author’s first published field 

records, collected from the Evens in Magadan, Kamchatka, and Chukotka. 
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Many bans, customs, and superstitions related to the bear.  

 

Burykin, A.A. Even folklore on the pages of the “Orrotty Pravda” newspaper. Lore, History and Economy (LHE). 

Magadan. 1991. Issue 17. 

 

Varlamov, G.I. (Keptuke) Epic and Ritual Genres of Evenki Folklore. Novosibirsk: Nauka, 2002. 376 pp. 

This study is dedicated to research of the primary genres of Evenki folklore: myth, stories of heroism, 

traditions and rituals. The bear is referred to as the hero of ancient Evenki folklore.  

Pages 28-29 – cult myth of the bear; Pages 29, 45 – myth of the dying and resurrecting beast; Pages 44-45 - 

dialog with the soul of a dead bear (excerpts from folklore texts). 

 
Vasilevich, G.M. On the Evenk bear cult // Collection of the Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography.1971. 

Vol. 27 Pp.150-169. 

Glafira Makaryevna Vasilyevich is an ethnographer, linguist, folklorist, and educator. This work explains 

ethnographic and folklorist data related to the cult of the bear among Evenks.  
Pages 151-157 – folklore date collected at the turn of the 20th century.  

 

Vdovin, I.S. Sacrificial places of Koryaks and their historical and ethnographic importance// Collection (of 

articles) of the Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography.1971. Vol. 27. Pp. 275- 299. 

Page 294 – the Koryak sacrificial tradition. 

 

Gondatti N.L. The Cult of the Bear Among Non-Russians in Northeastern Siberia // Proceedings of the 

Ethnographic Department of the Imperial Society of Lovers of Natural Science, Anthropology, and 

Ethnography at Moscow University. 1888. Book 8. Pp. 74-87. 

A classical work on the cult of the bear and the bear festival among the peoples of Northeastern Siberia ( 

(Khanty, Mansi, Nenets). 

 
Dioneo In the Far North and Eastern Siberia. St. Petersburg. 1895. 

Page 144 – a tale about how the polar bear created the Chukchi reinder herders. 

 

Got the Sun: Eskimo Folktales. Recorded and translated by G. Menovshchikov. Magadan. 1986. 

This collection includes 38 folktales. 

Only in two tales is a polar bear a main character: "Ukamanan" and the “The Unlucky Hunter and the Polar 

Bear.” 
 

Earth Brother. Mansi folk tales, legends, songs, and riddles. Recorded, translated and analyzed by V.Chernetsov. 

Institute of Restoration of the Ob’-Ugra People. Scientific Folklore Fund of the Mansi People. Tomsk. 

Ekaterinburg. Tomsk University Publishers. 1997. 

Valeriy Nikolaevich Chernetsov was an outstanding Russian archaeologist, ethnographer, Ugric scholar, teacher. 

He collected ethnographic data on phenomena such as the bear festival.  

Pages 104-114 – the legend “The Song of the Bear” 

 

Who is the Strongest on Earth: Chukchi Folktales. Compiled by Takakava. Magadan. 1974. 150 p. 

This collection includes Chukchi tales, traditions, sayings, and riddles (in Chukchi and in Russian), 

reflecting the ancient Chukchi way of life, customs and rites.  The book contains 31 tales.  

You encounter a polar bear in the following tales: “Tynagirgin and Gitglin,” “Gymo,” “The Rave, Fox and 

Polar Bear,” “Temyl’” 

 

Levinton, G.A. Typological Theme Directory. Folktales and Myths of Siberian, Alaska, Canadian and Greenland 

Eskimos. Moscow. 1985. Pp. 560-660. 

 

Legends and Myths of the North. Мoscow. 1985. 

The collection includes myths, legends, and folktales of the peoples of the Russian North, collected by folklore 

scientists and writers. The is often a main character in Tofalar, Ket, and Kivkh tales, but of particular interest is the Even 

tradition “How the Even Bear Festival Came About” 

The polar bear was a character in the Chukchi story “The Polar Bear.” 

 

Leont’ev, V.V. In the Land of Ancient Kereks: Notes of Ethnographer. Magadan. 1976. 

 Vladilen Vyacheslavovich Leontev was an ethnographer, folklorist, linguist, educator, and writer. He published 

samples of Chukchi folklore. He wrote down Kerek folklore. 

Pages 18-21 – “The Legend of the Mountain Dionysia” (see the tale “Tamyl”). 
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Menovshchikov, G.A. Eskimo Folktales. Magadan. 1980. 

All 85 folktales were written by Menovshchikov and his assistants in Chukotka in the language of the 

Asian Eskimos. The first records date back to the early 1930s, the last – the 1960s (from the villages Naukan, 

Imaqliq, Sireniki). Most of the tales were written down by the Chukchi storytellters Aivykhaka and Tigikaka in 

1940-1941. The tales were translated to Russian by G. Menovshchikov. He was the editor and author of the 

preface, which offers an analysis of the folklore of Asiatic Eskimos, including tales about animals. 

The polar is mentioned or is a main character in the following tales: “How the Old Women Deceived the 

Animals,” “The Five Brothers.” “The Man with Two Wives,” “The Boy-Hero,” “Orphan,” “The Moth  и 

Tynagyrgyn,” “The Young Son,” “The Sea Hunter and the Polar Bear,” “Two Strong Men and and Old Man,” 

“Nagruasek” 

 

Menovshchikov G.A. Eskimos. A popular-scientific and ethnographic essay about Asian Eskimos. - Magadan, 

1959. 

Georgy Alekseevich Menovshchikov was a linguist, ethnographer, folklorist, educator, and PhD. From 1950 

through the 1970s, he went on long ethnographic expeditions among the Asiatic Eskimos.  From his work on these 

trips, he published a series of books, among them “Eskimos” (1959), three collections of tales in the original language 

and in Russian translation —  an exceptional contribution to the study of Eskimo folklore. 

Pages 116-117 – tales about animals, including the bear. 

 

Mitlyanskaya, T.B. Artists of Chukotka. Moscow. 1976. 

The author of this study notes the connection between the oral folklore and decorative arts of the Chukchi. 

Discussion of the polar bear as a folk hero or object of art is most often found in the chapter “Ancient Traditions.” 

The polar bear as a folklore character or object of visual art is most often in the chapter “Ancient 

Traditions,” The tales that most mention a polar bear: “Lolgylin the Giant” and “Five Bears” 

 
The New Life of Ancient Legends: Folktales of Chukotka Show and Tell. V. Emkul’, G. Tynantval’, E. Yanku, V. 

Emrykain, M. Gemauge. Magadan. 1987. 

This collection includes tales of the people of Chukotka and graphic drawings about these tales. The tales were 

told and illustrated by artists/bone carvers in Uelen - representatives of the oldest generation.  

A polar bear appears in the tale “Lolgylin the Giant”  

 

Novikova, K.A. Even Folktales, Beliefs, and Legends. Magadan. 1987. 

This collection contains Even folktales, traditions, legends, songs, and riddles.  

Most interesting is the legend "Bear,” which reflects the ancient belief of the Evens, for whom the bear is a cult 

folklore character. 

 

Fireball: Legends, Beliefs, Folktales of Eskimos. Compiled and retold by Ja. Makhovskiy (Poland). Translated 

by S. Tel’nyuk. Magadan. 1981. 319 p. 

The author of the collection, Polish scientist and writer Jacek Makhovski, presents samples of folklore of 

Asian, Alaskan, Canadian and Greenlandic Eskimos, illustrated with drawings. 

In the section “Legends, traditions and folktales of Asian Eskimos,” the polar bear is a character in the 

following tales: “The Youngest Son,” “The Five Brothers,” “The Boy-hero", “The Unlucky Hunter.” 

In the section "Legends, traditions and tales of the Alaskan Eskimos", the Polar bear is found in the texts 

“On the Creation of the World,” “Where Bears Came From,” “The Ten-toed Bear,” “The Extraordinary Boy” 

In “Legends, stories and tales of the Inuit of Canada,” you’ll find six folklore texts that mention polar bears: 

“Constellation Opleggen,” “On the Origin of Life,” “The Legend of Sedna,” “The Tale of the Bear,” “Kvaudyakdyug,” 

“Kivung.” 

In the section “Legends, traditions and tales of the Eskimos of Greenland” – “Anoritok,” “Kagsagsuk,” and 

“Arctic Fox.” 

 
Messenger of the Sun: Chukchi Folktales. Compiled by I.V. Polomoshnov. Anadyr. 1991. 

The polar bear is a character in the tale, “Raven, Fox, and Polar Bear”  

 

Rubtsova, E.S. Materials on the Eskimo Language and Folklore (Chaplino dialect). Part 1. Moscow. Academy 

of Sciences of the USSR publishers. 1954. 555 p. 

This paper presents 45 folktales in the Eskimo language, with a Russian translation in subscript. The tales have 

ethnographic and linguistic annotations. All texts were written in 1940 in the village of Chaplino, as narrated by the blind 

Aivukhak (26 years old). The author makes notes based on person observations and encounters with Eskimos in more than 

10 years of living on Chukotka.  

The polar bear is a character of “Little Orphan” and “Chaplinsky” 

 
“Severayata” (Children of the North): Rhymes, Poems, and Folk Tales. Omsk. 2000. 

This collection contains children’s poems, folktales, and short stories written by Chukchi writers. In the 

section "Tales of Tony’s Grandma," A. Kymytval tells a tale with a polar bear character – “The Bear’s Cunning.” 
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The section “Chukchi and Eskimo Tales includes 70 tales, in which there are many famous texts about polar 

bears, reprinted from the collections “Folktales and “Myths of the Peoples of Chukotka and Kamchatk”(G. 

Menshchikov) and “Eskimo Folktales” (G. Menshchikov): “The Hunter and the Polar Bear,” “How the Old Women 

Deceived the Animals,” “The Person and the Polar Bear.” 

 
Sergeeva, K. The Storyteller Kivagme. Magadan. 1967. 160 p. 

The book tells about the life of the Еskimo storyteller Kivagme. It includes 89 Eskimo and Chukchi fairy tales, 

collected and retold.  

The polar bear is a character in  the tale “Ukamanan,” “A Good Lesson,” “The Tale without an End” and 

“How the Spider Apaiynayek Created Animals.” 

 

Folktales and Myths of the People of Chukotka and Kamchatka. Compiled, commented and introduction 

written by G.A. Menovshchikov. Moscow. “Nauka” publishers. 1974. 646 p. 

The collection includes 206 folktales and myths about animals and the household of Asian Eskimos, 

Chukchi, Kereks, Koryaks and Itel’mens. 

Each tale contains commentary with information about the similarities between stories in the folklore of 

different peoples. Many tales, including those about the polar bear, were published for the first time in this collection. 

 

Folktales and Myths of the Eskimos of Alaska, Canada, and Greenland. Compiled, commented and 

introduction written by G.A. Menovshchikov. Translated from Yupik and English by G. Menovshchikov, 

E.Rubtsova, N.Vakhtina; chief editor S. Arutyunov, M. Chlenov. Moscow. “Nauka” publishers. 1985. 669 p. 

This collection of folktales compiled by the scientist-Eskimologist G.A. Menovshchikov is the most 

complete publication of Eskimo narrative folklore. The collection includes 278 texts. In 26 of then, the hero is a polar 

bear. The texts are accompanied by a preface, commentary, and typological analysis. 

The polar bear is a character in the following Asiatic Eskimo tales: “The Tale about Ememkyt,” “The Hunter 

and the Polar Bear,” “The Moth and Tygnagyrgin,” “Ykamanan,” “Nagruasek,” “How the Old Women Deceived 

the Animals,” “The Young Son,” “The Orphan,” “The Man with Two Wives,” “The Woman Who Doesn’t Want to 

Marry,” and “The Two Strong Men and the Old Man” 

 

Folktales of the Peoples of the Northeast. Edited by N.V.Kozlova. Magadan. 1956. 

This collection contains 110 folktales of the native peoples of the Magadan region: Chukchi, Eskimo, Koryak, 

Even, Yukagir, Itel’men, Yakut  

The bear is a character in three tales: “How Umka Taught a Braggart a Lesson,” “A Brother Avenges His 

Sister,” “Why the Bear has No Tail.” 

 

Folktales of Chukotka. Recorded by O.E.Baboshina. Edited and introductory article written by D. Nagishin. 

Moscow. “Artistic Literature” publishers. 1958. 263 p. 

Baboshina recorded more than 200 tales, legends, and stories. This volume contains a little over 100 

Chukchi, and Koryak tales and legends, with elements of fantasy. These tales were recorded in the 1940s. Tales are 

organized by subject, as follows: “Tales about Animals,” “Fairy Tales,” “Everyday Tales and Legends.” This book 

is the result of 20 years of work in Chukotka, the realization of extensive research on the worldview and range of 

ideas of the peoples of Russia’s Far Northeast. The tales were recorded in the 1940s.  

You’ll encounter a bear in the following stories: “The Polar Bear,” “Two Brothers and a Sister,” The Man 

and the Fist,” “The Boy-hero,” "Mitya and Kuykyneky,” “The Cold and the Wind,” “Mouse,” "Нунакский кит", 

“The Unlucky Hunter,” “The Five Brothers,” “Dogs,” 

 

Skorik, P.Y. Oral Folklore of the Peoples of the Northeast. In the Far North. Magadan. 1957. Book 6. 

Pp.208-220. 

A review of the collection "Folktales of the Peoples of the Northeast,” published by Magadan Publishing 

House in 1956. 

 

Sokolova, Z.P. The Animal Cult in Religions. Moscow. 1972. 

Zoya Petrovna Sokolova was a doctoral candidate in History who participated in many ethnographic 

expeditions. Based on ethnographic and historical materials, the author writes about the mystical worship of animals   

by various peoples and about the influence of animal worship on the development of religious systems in various 

societies. 

Page 65 – Ket myth of the man-bear Kaygus. 

 
Taksami, Ch.M. The Nivkh System of Cults. Cultural Monuments of the Peoples of Siberia and the North (late 19th 

through early 20th century). Leningrad. 1977. Vol.33. – Pp.90-116. (Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography 

collection of articles). 

Pages 110-112 – folkloric test about the man-eating bear; conclusion of the agreement between a hunter and the 

master of animals.  
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Chukchi Folktales, Myths and Legends. Compiled and translated from the Chukchi language by L.V. 

Belikov. Magadan. 1982. 

A reprint of the collection “Lymn’ylte: Chukchi Folktales and Legends” in Russian. The collection 

contains 45 folktales.  

A bear is mentioned in the following tales: “Gone in the Depths of the Sea,” “The Fox and the Bear,” “The 

Tradition of Sparing Vegret,” “The Tale about the Deer Named Dangerous Horns” 

 

Yudin Y.I. An Everyday Russian Folktale about Confusion in Ethnography // Questions of Literature. - Kursk, 

1972. Pp. 172-203. - (Scholarly notes from Kursk State Pedagogical Institute, Vol. 94). 

The article deals with manifestations of the bear cult in the folklore of Eurasian Peoples 

 

Lyg’oravetl’en lymn’ylte = Chukchi Folktales. Compiled by L. Belikov, Artist D.Bryukhanov. Magadan. 1961. 

(Text in Chukchi language) 

 

Lymn’ylte = Chukchi Folktales and Legends. Compiled by L. Belikov, Artist D. Bryukhanov. Magadan. 

1979. 232 p. (Text in Chukchi language) 

Polar bear hunting – the main subject of the tales: "O’ravetlan ynkam umke,”, "Eyvelkej ynkmam imchechuket,” 

“Eyvel ynkam egpepekyl gychgyn.” 
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SECTION 9 

POLAR BEAR IN ARTS AND CRAFTS/APPLIED ARTS 

 

Applied arts are associated with various sides of people’s life and are characterized with co- 

penetration of genres, story lines, and symbols. In Chukchi and Eskimo art, one can still find stories 

and themes from the ancient past. A broad variety of storylines is associated with the image of a 

polar bear. Below we name the main types of images: 

 

• “Paleoglyptica” (the art of stone and mineral carving or processing within the framework 

of technological means available in stone age – chipping off, retouching, engraving etc.); 

• Sculptural poly-iconic (multi-faceted) images (bear-man, bear–whale etc.); 

• Bone amulets in the shape of polar bear; 

• Naturalistic figurines of bears made of bone; 

• Graphic and sculptural images of a polar bear hunt; 

• Graphic and sculptural images of mythological themes; 

• Graphic and sculptural images of polar bear attacking other animals. 

 

The earliest samples of the primitive art using images of polar bears are dated as late New Stone 

Age. An interesting selection of ancient bear carvings is presented by M.A. Kir’yak from the 

materials collected at the monuments of Western Chukotka (lakes Elgygytgyn and Tytyl). 

 
 

Pict. 16. Polar bear figurine made of obsidian. Lake 

Tytyl’. Late New Stone Age  (Kir’yak, 1993b: 33, 

44). 

 
In the first millennium B.C., a unique tradition of artistic carving and engraving walrus tusks was 

formed on the coasts of the Bering Strait. It was started by arctic marine mammal hunters, ancestors 

of contemporary Asian Eskimo and coastal Chukchi people. 

 

Ancient hunters carved various household objects and decorations out of walrus tusks, along 

with making hunting gear. Bone carvings often were covered with engravings – ornaments 

consisting of straight and curving lines, circles, ovals, triangles, and dots. Engravings were 

supplemented with relief decorations: heads of harpoon shafts, harpoon stabilizers (winged 

objects), handles of knives, blades, and other tools artists carved or engraved heads of walrus 

and polar bears with bared teeth (Northern Encyclopedia; electronic version). 

 

 

 
Pict. 17. Ritual sculpture of a polar bear. Walrus 

tusk. First millennium A.D. (Bronstein, 1997). 

 

 

Carving animal teeth on hunting objects must have served not only decorative purposes. Such 

decorations symbolized in the eyes of primitive hunters the transformation of a man: by taking in 

his hands a harpoon covered with sacred symbols, the hunter transformed, acquiring strength of a 

polar bear – severe “master of the ice vastness” (Bronstein, 1997). 
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Pict. 18 

Polyiconic stamp for ceramics. Ekven 

Burial. First millennium A.D. 

(Alekseeva, 1983). 
 

 

This peculiar stamp for ceramics was extracted from the Ekven burial. The entire tool is 

made very thoroughly and decorated with sculptural images and ancient Beringian 

ornaments. On the non-working side of the stamp, the central place is occupied by an 

anthropomorphic figurine and a mask carved separately. The handle of the tool is made in 

the shape of polar bear with his neck stretched similar to the way polar bears stretch their 

neck when they swim (Alekseeva, 1983). 

 

Many pieces of art of ancient Chukotka represented materializations of myths in walrus tusk 

and reindeer antler carvings. Poly-iconic sculpture implemented both images of folk tale 

heroes and visually showed the mythological story and transformation of characters 

(Bronstein, 2003: 68-69). 

 
Rounded sculpture had a wide distribution among the marine mammal hunters of ancient 

Chukotka: miniature zoomorphic figurines of ritualistic character were found during archeological 

excavations in Uelen, Ekven, Yandogae, Kivak, Sireniki, and others. 

 
 

Pict. 19. Rounded sculpture of a polar bear. Cape 

Chaplino. Punuk culture (VII-XII centuries) – 

(Rudenko, 1947) 

 

 
Most of the figurines fit in the category of “amulets” - personal, children’s, family, house, 

clan, shaman, etc. Their size (of both Paleolithic and ethnographic) ranges from 2 to 6-7 cm 

and they are particularly suitable for wearing them around the neck as pendants, in the 

pocket, or sewn to the clothes (Tabarev, 2000: 13-14). 

 

According to beliefs of native people of Chukotka, polar bear figurines could come alive and even 

grow to a real size animal if needed. From around the end of the XIX century comes the following 

example of amulet use from one Chukchi woman: 

 

A woman that had two polar bear figurines told me that she usually keeps those figurines  in 

her working sack, but each time she felt threatened by evil spirits, she took them out and put 

on the ground outside on both sides of the entrance (Bogoraz, 1995: 30). 

 

Polar bears guarding the entrance into human dwelling can be found in various Chukchi and 

Eskimo tales: 

 

• In Eskimo folk tale “Younger son”, a chained polar bear guards the entrance into the hut 

of man-eaters (numbers 20-25 in the list of references to the “Folklore” section) 

• In Chukchi folk tale “The one who walked off into the depth of sea”, unusual competition 

is described: one needs to sneak past two polar bears guarding the entrance into the 

dwelling (number 37 in the list of references to the “Folklore” section). 
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In is interesting that in Russia during the reign of Peter the Great, polar bears “served” as guards 

with the “Preobrazhenskiy” department that oversaw secret political investigation (Gracheva, 

2003: 38). 

 

In North-East Asia, polar bear figurines were carried as amulets attached to a belt, staff, or a special 

ritual object. 

 

We were particularly attracted by a delicate, open-work object with four rings and two holes 

at the ends made out of a walrus tusk. There were distinct relief carvings of polar bear 

muzzles on two sides, and hind whale flippers on the bottom… That was an object for 

hanging amulets on called “ikhtaiak” in Eskimo language. It was used during marine 

mammal hunter celebrations. Walrus figurine was tied to the first hole, polar bear figurine 

to the next, then whale, then bearded seal, sea lion and ringed or spotted seals. All figurines 

were made of walrus tusk and tied to the amulet with a bowhead whale baleen line (Tein, 

1983: 6). 

 

Vital centers were marked on the bodies of animal figurines with special ornaments. Ancient 

hunter must have had to target those particular centers. 

 

 
 

Pict. 20 Amulet in the shape of a polar bear. Animal is shown 

in a “set aback” position. The figurine is covered with ancient 

Beringian curved line ornament. The type of the hole indicates 

that the figurine was carried around as an amulet for a long 

time. Cape Dezhnev (Rudenko, 1947). 

 

 

 
 

The surface of the zoomorphic sculpture is usually covered with delicate geometric ornament 

implemented using engraving technique. Arctic artists used engraving to better accentuate 

eyes, nostrils, and ears of animals. At the same time, engravings made the sculpture more 

decorative; rhythmically alternating lines, circles, and ovals emphasized plasticity of the 

sculpture forms, and made the images of animals look even more mysterious and magic 

(Bronstein, 1997). 

 

In the applied arts of Chukotka of XVII-XIX centuries, schematic and simplified images became 

widespread. 
 

 

 

Pict. 21 This is not an image of a real polar bear, 

but more like of a symbol of it. Animal figurine 

appearance strikes the viewer as archaic, and it 

clearly has magic content. Late XIX century. 

(Bronstein, 2002). 
 

 

At the end of the XIX century, the new stage of bone carving in Chukotka started. Folk bone 

carving craft started forming in Uelen and other coastal villages. Carvings of that period are still 
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very close to the pieces of traditional bone carving art, but the images are more realistic with 

thoroughly executed details and with certain story lines. 

 
 

Pict. 22 Naturalistic polar bear figurine. 

Elongated neck and tense posture signaled danger 

coming from this menacing carnivore. 1920s 

(Bronstein, 2002). 

 

 

Graphic and sculpture images of the hunt and polar bear is a favorite subject/topic of the  Chukchi 

artists of the XXth century. 
 

 

Pict. 23. Hunting polar bear in a dog sled. Sculptural composition on a walrus tusk in the 

collection of the Museum Center “Heritage of Chukotka” (Photo by A. Kochnev). 

 
 

Beginning from 1930s, bone-carver artists started to create pieces on folklore themes. At first, 

these were multi-colored compositions engraved on the walrus tusk, then multi-figure sculpture 

compositions started to appear. 

 

 

 
Pict. 24. Sculptural composition on the 

theme of “Female bear-wife” folk tale. 

Walrus tusk. 1970’s Master A. 

Tymnetagin (Bronstein, 2002). 

 

 

 

Images of polar bear attacking some other animal can be found both among engraved tusks and in 

sculptural miniatures. These artistic compositions are very accurate in depicting anatomy and 

habits of the animals. Creation of those pieces required of the craftsman both power of observation 

and sensitivity of a true artist. 
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Pict. 25. Sculptural composition illustrating 

the hunt of polar bear and bearded seal. Walrus 

tusk. 1960s. Master V. Kunukai (Bronstein, 

2002). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Pict. 26 Fragment of the engraved 

tusk, showing stages of a polar bear 

hunting female walrus with a pup. 

1930s. Master Roshilin (Chukchi 

and Eskimo Art, 1981). 
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Thus, the image of polar bear is broadly represented in the Chukchi-Eskimo applied art. Sometimes 

it relates to mythological visions and sometimes it is close to realistic interpretation. Following 

ancient traditions ensured following definite set of themes over the millennium. A number of 

ancient artistic subjects have been preserved up to the present day. As long as the theme and/or the 

subject have foundation in reality, as long as they are valuable and meaningful to people, they 

continue to exist, becoming filled with new meaning, which becomes a foundation to their 

sustainability. 
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Tein, T.S. The Mystery of the Devil’s Gulch. Magadan. 1983. 

This book describes the excavations of a site of ancient Eskimo hunters on Wrangel Island. 

Pages 5-6 - a ritual item for hanging amulets, a side decorated with the image of a polar bear’s face; Page 
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CONCLUSION 

 

Fifty years passed since the day polar bear hunting was prohibited. The decree “On the measures 

of protection of the wild animals of the Arctic” issued in 1956 led to the loss of one of the most 

ancient traditional harvests for the native people of Chukotka (history of Chukchi and Eskimo 

polar bear hunting counts more than 3000 years). Three generations of native people grew up over 

this period of 50 years since issuance of that decree; these generations forgot not only hunting and 

culinary secrets, and lost skill of curing polar bear hide, but most importantly lost their vision of 

the exceptional nature of this magnificent animal. To a contemporary native person in the Russian 

North-east, polar bear is not a “dear guest who came to a select hunter”, it is only a dangerous 

carnivore, or the subject of poacher’s dreams. 

 

Nature conservation legislation of the 50’s aimed at restoration of the Chukchi-Alaskan polar bear 

population numbers can not be considered the only reason accounting for the losses in traditional 

culture and ecological thinking of the Chukchi and Eskimos. History of Chukotka in the first half 

of the XX century shows continuous and persistent process of the native people forgetting their 

own roots and traditions. Mass use of polar bear for commercial purposes did not require any kind 

of rituals; on the contrary, it forced the animal down to a much lower level compared to man. 

Ethnographers observed similar situations for other native people that shifted from traditional hunt 

to a utilitarian harvest: elements of totemic culture were erased or disappeared, and the traces of 

former worshiping of animals were preserved only in mythology, art and some superstitions. 

 

In the absence of written tradition of Chukotka native people, the most valuable sources of their 

traditional culture and ecological mentality associated with polar bear include oral folklore. 

Folklore and ethnographic research, as well as studies in art, history, and archeology, allow 

reconstruction of lost knowledge and breathing new life into ancient traditions. Faithfully 

following the laws of ancestors sustained particular themes in oral folklore and images in Chukchi-

Eskimo art over millennia. Folklore texts, petroglyphs, and ritual objects that reached the present 

time preserved the archaic features of polar bear views for descendents and historians. 

 

Geographical, ethnographic and faunistic monographs of the late XVII century through middle  of 

the XX century are valuable as sources of information. Their authors – sailors, missionaries, 

naturalists and ethnographers – acted as time-traveling European explorers, becoming witnesses 

to long-lost cultures. However, not all the explorers were up to the task of understanding their 

essence. Sometimes multi-volume reports about expeditions and travels to the Northeast contained 

not more than a few lines describing polar bear cult. One must have an open mind and heart to see 

beauty in “aboriginal dances” and importance of a ritual making peace between man and Nature. 

 

Both at the present time and hundreds of years ago, explorers had to gain trust in order to get any 

information from Chukchi or Eskimo. But even after that, one could hear the following answers to 

the questions of sacred nature: “Our elders certainly knew a lot, but we don’t know about anything 

more, it is all dark to us…” (Maidel, 1894:284). Few individuals became witnesses to harvest 

rituals. Vladimir Bogoraz was the first to have genuine interest, and to gather, analyze and publish 

materials on religious beliefs of the Chukchis. 

 

The analysis of the polar bear cult of the native people of the North-East and of brown bear cult in 

Siberia and the Far East leads to the conclusion that both cults have the same roots throughout the 

range of their existence. Ethnographic materials on brown bear cult are represented by numerous 

sources, the number of which is constantly growing: lately there has been a tendency 
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to revive bear celebrations, for example among Mansi people. Analysis of bear celebration 

materials can help fill the gaps in the studies of the polar bear cult, in which magic activities are 

intertwined with economic use, and religious beliefs with view of the world of the native people 

of the North. 

 

We are grateful to National Park Service of the USA for the opportunity to study traditional 

knowledge of the Chukotka native people about polar bear, his environment, and the importance 

of this animal in traditional material and spiritual culture. Interviewing different generations of 

native people in the villages of Chukotka stirred interest in this issue and allowed us to gather 

unique data. 

 

Detailed studies of world-outlook and the system of harvest rituals and taboos, as well as their 

propaganda among the young hunters, will help revive traditional Eskimo mentality and as a result, 

will serve as a valuable input in preservation of the Chukotka-Alaskan population of the polar bear. 
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Appendix 1 
 

TYPOLOGICAL DIRECTORY OF THEMES 

 
Numbers in parentheses corresponds to the number of the source in the bibliographic list to the “Folklore” part. 

Titles of folk tales with brown bear as a hero are italicized. 

 

Alphabetic theme directory Names of folk tales, legends and traditions 

Bear den; woman gives birth. How Rera lost her bear-groom (№ 31);Adopted kid of a 

black bear (№ 32); Koygus’ (№ 36) 

Bear den is a shelter for a family of 

poor people who turned into bears 

to sleep through the winter 

How a poor man over-wintered (№ 3) 

Bear den is a shelter for a 

girl/woman who lost her way 

Ukamanan (№ 3, 14, 21, 32); Chaplino people (№ 28); 

Pleiades (№ 32); How Evens came to have a bear 

celebration (№ 18); Bear (№ 25); Magic tambourine (№ 

32); Five daughters (№ 32); Lazy and obstinate Sirim (№ 

3) 

Bear den is a shelter for a man 

(hunter/reindeer herder) who lost 

his way. 

Tyneskyn in a bear den (№ 31); Kainyvilyu (№ 31); A 

herdsman and a bear (№ 31); Yintalat (№ 31); 

Tymn’evyl’yi yoo’ky (№ 41); Brave Ememkut and 

envious Sisil’khan (№ 3); Tymn’evyl’yi yoo’ky (№ 41) 

Bear den is a place of incarceration. How Rera lost her bear-groom (№ 31); Adopted kid of a 

black bear (№ 32); Where clouds came from. (№ 32); 

Adventures of Ungoroseoka (№ 26);A boy and a bear (№ 

21; 38); A man who has a child and a wife (№ 28) 

Marriage: female bear marries a 

man. 

Unlucky hunter (№ 34); Polar bear and a man (№ 31); 

Female polar bear (№ 18; 34; 31); Five bears (№ 23); 

O’ravetl’an ynk’am umket (№ 41); Bear ear of a hero 

(№ 5); Kainyvilyu (№ 31); Marriage between Sinanevt 

and Anarakl’navt (№ 31);An orphan and his two wives 
(№ 32) 

Marriage: female bear marries a 

walrus 

A woman who refused to get married (№ 31) 

Marriage between a bear and a 

woman 

A woman who did not want to get married (№ 32); Bears 

(№ 34); How Rera lost her bear-groom (№ 31); Koygus’ 

(№ 36); Lazy and obstinate Sirim (№ 3) 

Brothers born to a woman: a bear 

and a man. 

Female polar bear (№ 18; 34; 31); Five bears (№ 23); 

How Evens came to have a bear celebration (№ 18); A 

bear(№ 25) 

Brothers born to a woman: polar 

and brown bears 

The origin of a bad weather (№ 32); Where bears came 

from (№ 26) 

Giant female bear with human 

appearance 

Ukamanan (№ 3, 14, 21, 32); Chaplino (№ 28); 
Pleiades(№ 32); An orphan and his two wives (№ 32) 

Internal organs of a bear Miti and Kuykyneku (№ 34); A mouse (№ 34); Eyvel 

ynk’am e’gpepek’yl gychgyn (№ 41); A sly fox (№ 32) 

The return of a female bear wife to 

bears from a human dwelling 

Female polar bear (№ 18; 31; 34); Five bears (№ 23). 
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Resurrected bear A hunter and a Polar bear (№ 29; 31); Magic bear(№ 

32); Rich and poor (№ 4); Sinanevt and a bear cub (№ 

31); Koygus’ (№ 36) 

Raising a bear cub by humans Nagruasek (№ 32); Magic bear (№ 32); Anogitok (№ 

32); Pleiades(№ 32); A tale about a bear cub (№ 26); 

How Evens came to have a bear celebration (№ 18); A 

bear (№ 25) 

Bringing up a child by a female 

bear who killed his mother 

An adopted kid (№ 34); Adopted kid of a black bear (№ 

32) 

Bringing up a child by a female 

bear who stole it from his mother. 

A boy stolen by a female bear (№ 32); A boy and a bear 

(№ 21; 38); A man who has a child and a wife (№ 28) 

Hospitality of bears. Ukamanan (№ 14); Bears (№ 34); Marine hunter and a 

Polar bear (№ 21); Unlucky hunter (№ 26; 34); Polar 

bear and a man (№ 31); Female polar bear (№ 18; 34; 

31); Five bears (№ 23); A man visiting bears (№ 32); 

Pleiades (№ 32); Where bears came from (№ 26); 

O’ravetl’an ynk’am umk’et (№ 41); A woman who 

refused to get married (№ 31); How Evens came to have 

a bear celebration (№ 18); Kaynyvilyu (№ 31); A 

herdsman and a bear (№ 31); Tyneskyn in a bear den (№ 

31); Yintalat (№ 31); Magic tambourine (№ 32); Five 

daughters (№ 32);Tymn’evyl’yi yoo’ky (№ 41); Lazy and 

obstinate Sirim (№ 3); Brave Ememkut and evious 

Sisil’khan (№ 3) 

Friendship between a man and a 

bear 

Nirakha (№ 31); Marine hunter and a polar bear (№ 21); 

Unlucky hunter (№ 26; 34); A hunter and a polar bear (№ 

29; 31); A man visiting bears (№ 32); Where bears came 

from (№ 26); O’ravetl’an ynk’am umk’et (№ 41); A 

woman who refused to get married (№ 31); Bear news 

(№ 30) 

Helper-spirit in the appearance of a 

bear 

A moth and a Tynygyrgyn (№ 32); Tynygyrgyn and 

Gitgilin (№ 16); Angakok and Okokhkok (№ 32); 

Kiv’yung (№ 26); A rich and a poor (№ 4) 

A soul moves into a bear Wondering soul (№ 32); Amek (№ 32); Bear 

pledge/incantation (№ 32) 

Wife-bear gets offended by her 

husband and runs away 

An orphan and his two wives (№ 32) 

Wife-bear runs away from a human 

dwelling to bears 

A female polar bear (№ 18; 34; 31); Five bears (№ 23) 

A sacrifice to a bear An orphan (№ 28); Koygus’ (№ 36) 

A sacrifice to an adoptive mother of 

a bear who turned into a stone and 

became the mistress of animals 

Anogitok (№ 32) 

A man who lost his way stays as a 

guest with a bear 

Bears (№ 34); Unlucky hunter (№ 34); Female polar bear 

(№ 31); Pleiades (№ 32); Where bears came from (№ 

26); Tymn’evyl’yi yooky (№ 41); How Evens came to 

have a bear celebration (№ 18); A bear (№ 25); 

Tyneskyn in a bear den (№ 31); Kaynyvilyu (№ 31); A 
herdsman and a bear (№ 31); Yintalat (№ 31); Magic 
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 tambourine (№ 32); Tymn’evyl’yi yooky (№ 41) 

Called for another animal, and a 

polar bear came instead 

Greedy peasant and a wealthy peasant (kulak) (№ 34); A 

tale about Ememkut (№ 32) 

A bear cub is given a name of the 

son who died 

Anogitok (№ 32) 

A bear acquires human appearance 

and retains animal qualities 

Female polar bear (№ 18; 31;34); Five bears (№ 23); An 

orphan and his two wives (№ 32) 

A man born to a female bear 

acquires human qualities 

Female polar bear (№ 34); Kainyvilyu (№ 31); A bear 

ear of a hero (№ 5) 

Bear blood helps the rebirth of a 

bear 

A magic bear (№ 32) 

Bear’s mother is a woman and his 

father is a man 

How Evens came to have a bear celebration (№ 18); A 

bear (№ 25); Koygus’ (№ 36); Bear ear of a hero (№ 5) 

Bear’s mother is a woman and his 

father is a dog. 

The origin of a bad weather (№ 32) 

Bear’s mother is Miti and his father 

is Kutkh (Raven) 

Sinanevt and a bear cub (№ 31) 

Man’s mother is a woman, and his 

father is a bear 

How Evens came to have a bear celebration (№ 18); A 

bear (№ 25) 

Man’s mother is a woman and his 

father reincarnated as a bear after 

his death 

Bear pledge/incantation (№ 32)(spell??) 

Man’s mother is a female bear and 

his father is a man 

A female polar bear (№ 18; 31; 34); Five bears (№ 23); 

Кaynyvilyu (№ 31) 

Bear cubs watched for by a man on 

the request of a female bear 

Pleiades (№ 32) 

Bear camp/country A man visiting bears (№ 32); Marine hunter and a polar 

bear (№ 21); Unlucky hunter (№ 26, 34); A polar bear 

and a man (№ 29, 31); A female polar bear (№ 18, 31, 

34); Five bears (№ 23); O’ravetl’an ynk’am umket (№ 

41) 

Bear camp under the ground Tynagirgin Gitgilin (№ 16) 

A female bear is a friend on a 

husband’s side 

A woman who refused to get married (№ 31); 

O’ravetl’an ynk’am umket (№ 41); A polar bear and a 

man (№ 31) 

A bear is a comrade on a wife’s 

side 

A female polar bear (№ 18, 31, 34) 

Polar bear and brown bear are 

brothers 

The origin of a bad weather (№ 32); Where bears came 

from (№ 26); A polar bear and a brown bear (№ 3) 

Polar bear and a person are 

brothers/sisters 

A female polar bear (№ 18; 31; 34); Five bears (№ 23); 

Where bears came from (№ 26); An unusual boy (№ 26) 

Brown bear and a person are 

brothers/sisters 

How Evens came to have a bear celebration (№ 18); A 

bear (№ 25); Where bears came from (№ 26);Sinanevt 
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 and a bear cub (№ 31) 

A bear without a hide Bear hunter takes off the skin in order to kill a bear 

without clothes (№ 32); A hunter and a polar bear (№ 32, 

31) 

A bear is a tutor, teacher, coach Two mighty men and an old man (№ 31); A woman who 

refused to get married (№ 31); Nirakha (№ 31); Magic 

tambourine (№ 32); Five daughters (№ 32);Adopted kid 

of a black bear (№ 32); A boy and a bear (№ 21; 38); A 

man who has a child and a wife (№ 28) 

A bear feeds a hungry man with his 

own meat/flesh 

A herdsman and a bear (№ 31);Yintalat (№ 31) 

A bear as an obstacle in one’s way A mouse (№ 34) 

A bear shakes his head (explanation 

of this characteristic) 

Why a reindeer avoids bear tracks (№ 30) 

Bear-kochatko A ten-toed bear (№ 26); Tynagirgin and Gitgilin (№ 16); 

O’ravetl’an ynk’am umket (№ 41); Three brothers (№ 

32) 

A bear steals hunter’s wife O’ravetl’an ynk’am umket (№ 41) 

A curious bear Giant Lolgylin (№ 23,24); Bear news (№ 30); How a 

brown bear wanted to become a reindeer herder (№ 31) 

A bear-killer/ man-eater A rich and a poor (№ 4); A woman who did not want to 

get married (№ 32); A man visiting bears (№ 32); 

Chaplino (№ 28); About a red bear (№ 26); Advetures of 

Ugungoroseok (№ 26); A boy and a bear (№ 21; 38); A 

man who had a child and a wife (№ 28);A legend about 

stingy Vegretem (№ 38); Step-mothers, a bear and Kutkh 

(№ 31); Where clouds came from (№ 32) 

Bear-avenger O’ravetl’an ynk’am umket (№ 41); On the origin of life 

(№ 26); On the origin of a bad weather (№ 32); Pleiades 

(№ 32); A man who left his wives (№ 32); Red female 

bear Takuka (№ 26); Brave Ememkut and envious 

Sisil’khan (№ 3); About a red bear (№ 26) 

A bear sets a trial/test for a man O’ravetl’an ynk’am umket (№ 41); Lazy and obstinate 

Sirim (№ 3); How Rera lost her bear-groom (№ 31) 

A bear punishes a liar How Umla taught a braggart a lesson (№ 33) 

A bear-glutton Frost and wind (№ 34); A legend about stingy Vegretem 

(№ 38); Got the sun (№ 32) 

A bear stares/looks intently into the 

water while hunting (this 

characteristic is explained) 

A tale without the end (№ 30) 

A bear changes his appearance A woman who did not want to get married (№ 32); 

Pleiades (№ 32); A man visiting bears (№ 32); 

Ukamanan (№ 3, 14, 21, 32); Chaplino (№ 28); A polar 

bear and a man (№ 29, 31); A female polar bear (№ 18, 

34); Five bears (№ 23); Yintalat (№ 31);Sinanevt and a 

bear cub (№ 31); The wedding of Sinanevt and 

Anarakl’navt (№ 31); Magic tambourine (№ 32); An 
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 orphan and his two wives (№ 32); Adventures of 

Ugungoroseok (№ 26);Lazy and obstinate Sirim (№ 3); 

Bears (№ 34); How Rera lost her bear-groom (№ 31); 

Kutkh’s children and a wolf family (№ 31) 

Bear-prophet/soothsayer A woman-reindeer (№ 32) 

A bear asks a child for food Tynagirgin and Gitgilin (№ 16); Bear pledge (№ 32) 

A bear with a mark that his adoptive 

parents made on him 

Anogitok (№ 32); Nagruasek (№ 32) 

Funny bear How spider Apayipayek created animals (№ 31) 

A bear as a means of transportation A tale about Ememkut (№ 32); The origin of bad weather 

(№ 32); Brave Ememkut and envious Sisil’khan (№ 3) 

Bear-guard Younger son (№ 26); An unusual boy (№ 26); A man 

with two wives (№ 21); Unazik people (№ 28); The one 

who walked off into the depth of the sea (№ 38) 

Bear-coward Why a bear does not have a tail (№ 33); Well, thank you, 

had some bear meat to eat! (№ 31), A fox and a bear (№ 

38) 

A bear carries away a trap that he 

got caught into (this characteristic is 

explained) 

A bear news (№ 30); 

Bear-braggart Who is the strongest in the world (№ 16) 

Bear-shaman Where day came from (№ 32) 

A bear cub in search of the life’s 

meaning 

What/who should I be? (№ 30) 

A bear cub born to a woman goes 

away to the forest/sea/ to the bears 

Female polar bear (№ 18, 31, 34); Five bears (№ 23); 

Where bears came from (№ 26); How Evens came to 

have a bear celebration (№ 18); A bear (№ 25) 

A bear cub born to a woman goes 

away to people in search of bride 

Koygus’ (№ 36) 

Bear favor – one tries to help but 

hurts/cripples instead by accident 

A mouse (№ 21, 32, 28) 

Vengeance for killing adopted son- 

bear 

Nagruasek (№ 32) 

A bear with multiple feet Ten-toed bear (№ 26); Three brothers (№ 32 – many 

animals) 

Bear milk Two mighty men and a n old man (№ 31); 

Music – female bear teaches how to 

play a tambourine 

Magic tambourine (№ 32) 

New born bear cub is taken out of 

the dead body of a female bear 

Anogitok (№ 32) 

A female bear takes out a new-born 

baby out of the body of a woman 

whom she killed 

Adopted kid (№ 34); An adopted kid of a black bear (№ 

32) 

A wolf takes an appearance of a 

bear волк 

Kutkh’s children and a wolf family (№ 31) 
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Spirit-helper takes an appearance of 

a bear 

A moth and Tynagyrgyn (№ 32); Tynagyrgyn and 

Gitgilin (№ 16); Angakok Okokhkok (№ 32) 

A man-eater takes an appearance of 

a bear 

Adventures of Ugungoroseok (№ 26) 

A shaman takes an appearance of a 

bear 

Competition of shamans (№ 32); A man who left his 

wives (№ 32) 

Wondering soul takes an 

appearance of a bear 

Wondering soul (№ 32); Amek (№ 32) 

A man and a bear exchange/trade 

bear hides 

A marine hunter and a polar bear (№ 21); A hunter and a 

polar bear (№ 29, 31); Unlucky hunter (№ 34); Polar bear 

and a man (№ 31); A female polar bear (№ 18; 31, 34); 

Ukamanan (№ 14, 32) 

“ bear celebration” ritual as told 

(commented) by a bear 

A polar bear and a man (№ 31); Female polar bear. (№ 

3); How Evens came to have a bear celebration (№ 18); 

A bear (№ 25);Sinanevt and a bear cub (№ 31); Koygus’ 

(№ 36); Song about a bear (№ 15) 

Human clothes under bear hide Where bears came from (№ 26) 

A man gives clothes made of bear 

fur to a bear 

Marine hunter and polar bear (№ 21); A hunter and a 

polar bear (№ 29, 31); Unlucky hunter (№ 34); Polar bear 

and a man (№ 31) 

Killed person? revitalized by a bear Polar bear and a man (№ 29, 31) 

Refusal to eat bear meat A woman who did not want to get married (№ 32); 

Koygus’ (№ 36) 

Refusal to help a person Five girls and Mayirakhpak (№ 26); Hunter and robbers 

(№ 3) 

Refusal to kill one’s relatives-bears Magic bear (№ 32) 

Hunting: a bear explains to a man 

why his hunt is not successful 

Unlucky hunter (№ 26, 34); Polar bear and a man (№ 29, 

31); Unlucky hunter and a polar bear (№ 14); Marine 

hunter and a polar bear (№ 21) 

A man hunting a bear Polar bear and a man(№ 29; 31); Ten-toed bear (№ 26); 

Five brothers (№ 34); The Nunak whale (№ 34); Boy- 

hero/warrior (№ 34); Two brothers and a sister (№ 34); 

Nagruasek (№ 32), A woman who did not want to get 

married (№ 32); Magic bear (№ 32); Anogitok (№ 32); 

Kagsaksyuk punishes his torturer (№ 32); Kagsaksyuk 

finds strength (№ 32); A blind boy and his sister (№ 32); 

Three brothers (№ 32); Bear hunter takes of bear skin in 

order to kill a bear with his clothes off (№ 32); Pleiades 

(№ 32); A bear tore out Angakok’s guts but was killed by 

him (№ 32); O’ravetl’an ynk’am umk’et (№ 41); 

Eyvelk’ey ynk’am imch’echuket (№ 41); A boy- 

hero/warrior (№ 26); Udlegd’yun constellation (№ 26); 

Kvaud’yakd’yug (№ 26); Kagsagsug and a polar fox (№ 

26); An orphan (№ 21); Eyvel ynk’am e’gpepek’yl 

gychgyn (№ 41); An orphan (№ 28); Good lesson (№ 

30); A rich and a poor (№ 4); Sinanevt and a bear cub 

(№ 31); How Evens came to have a bear celebration (№ 

18); Khulere (№ 8); About Undya and his brother (№ 8); 
Five girls and Mayirakhpak (№ 26); Blade of grass 
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 unhappy with its fate (№ 26); How a poor man over- 

wintered (№ 3); Brave Ememkut and envious Sisil’khan 

(№ 3); A guy who didn’t know bears (№ 31) 

A hunter was crippled by a polar 

bear 

A good lesson(№ 30) 

A bear kills a hunter Polar bear and a man (№ 29, 31); A bear tore out man’s 

guts but was killed by him (№ 32) 

A song: female bear teaches how to 

sing a magic song 

Magic tambourine (№ 32) 

Bear duel (contest) Hunter and a polar bear (№ 29, 31); Polar bear and a 

brown bear (№ 3); O’ravetl’an ynk’am umk’et (№ 41) 

A duel between a bear and another 

animal 

Competition of shamans (№ 32); Where day came from 

(№ 32) 

Bear-helper Frost and wind (№ 34); A tale about Ememkut (№ 32); 

Nagruasek (№ 32); Magic bear (№ 32); A tale about a 

reindeer “Dangerous antlers” (№ 38); A mouse (№ 21, 

32, 28); Brave Ememkut and envious Sisil’khan (№ 3) 

Spoiling/damage sent in the form of 

a polar bear 

A rich and a poorБ (№ 4); Frost and wind (№ 34); 

Angakok Okohkok (№ 32); A moth and Tynygyrgin (№ 

21, 32); About a red bear (№ 26) 

Transformation of a bear with the 

help of a bear hide 

Marine hunter and a polar bear (№ 21); A hunter and a 

polar bear (№ 29, 31); Unlucky hunter (№ 34); Polar bear 

and a man (№ 31); Female polar bear (№ 18; 31, 34); 

Ukamanan (№ 3, 14, 21, 32), Chaplino people (№ 28); 

On the creation of the worlkd (№ 26); Red female bear 

Takuka (№ 26); An orphan and his two wives (№ 32) 

Transformation into a bear in order 

to survive a lean winter 

How a poor man overwintered (№ 3) 

Transformation of a man with the 

help of a bear hide 

Dogs (№ 34); How a poor man overwintered (№ 3) 

A bear turning into a star Pleiades (№ 32); Udlegd’yun constellation (№ 26) 

Transformation of a bear that took 

off the bear hide into a man 

Unlucky hunter (№ 34); Polar bear and a man (№ 3); 

Female polar bear (№ 18; 31, 34); Five bears (№ 23); 

Ukamanan (№ 3, 14, 21, 32), Chaplino people (№ 28), 

Pleiades (№ 32); Lazy and obstinate Sirim (№ 3); Magic 

tambourine (№ 32); An orphan and his two wives (№ 

32); Bears (№ 34); Wedding of Sinanevt and 

Anarakl’navt (№ 31); How Rera lost her bear-groom (№ 

31) 

Transformation of bear blood into a 

bear 

Magic bear (№ 32) 

Transformation of a flock of bear 

hair into a bear 

A rich and a poor (№ 4) 

Transformation of a man-eater into 

a bear 

Adventures of Ugungorosek (№ 26) 
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Transformation of a man into a bear Polar bear and a man (№ 29, 31); Ukamanan (№ 3, 147, 

21, 32); Chaplino people (№ 28), On the creation of the 

world (№ 26); The wedding of Sinanevt and 

Anarakl’navt (№ 31) 

Transformation of shaman into a 

bear 

Competition of shamans (№ 32); A man who walked 

away from his wives (№ 32) 

Bear death request How Evens came to have a bear celebration (№ 18); A 

bear (№ 25); Sinanevt and a bear cub (№ 31); Koygus’ 

(№ 36); A bear news (№ 30) 

Female bear as adoptive mother of a 

man 

A boy stolen by a female bear (№ 32);Adopted kid of a 

black bear (№ 32); Adopted kid (№ 34);A boy and a bear 

(№ 21; 38);A man who has a child and a wife (№ 28) 

A woman or a man as adoptive 

parents of a bear 

Nagruasek (№ 32); Anogitok (№ 32); Magic bear (№ 

32); A tale about a bear cub (№ 26); How Evens came to 

have a bear celebration (№ 18), A bear (№ 25) 

On bear origin: mould by a Raven On the creation of the world (№ 26) 

On bear origin: cut out of wood and 

enlivened by an old woman 

About a red bear (№ 26) 

On bear origin: created by a Spider How spider Apayipayek created animals (№ 31) 

A bear originating form a marriage 

of a woman and a dog 

The origin of a bad weather (№ 32) 

A bear originating form a person 

(birth, transformation) 

On the creation of the world (№ 26); Where bears came 

from (№ 26) 

A bear originating from a woman’s 

finger 

On the origin of Life (№ 26) 

Female bear’s request for death Adopted child (№ 34) 

Bear fat as lamp oil Blade of grass unhappy with its fate (№ 26) 

Folk tale is told by a female bear Woman-reindeer (№ 32) 

Folk tale being told to a bear A tale without an end. (№ 30) 

Death of a bear leads to the 

appearance of clouds. 

Where clouds came from (№ 32) 

Hunter dying from a bear sneeze A polar bear and a man (№ 29, 31) 

Adoptive bear mother dying from 

separation 

Anogitok (№ 32) 

The death of a man- the son aof a 

bear – who violated his father’s 

order 

Bear incantation/pledge (№ 32) 

Shaman dying from wounds that he 

received while being in the 

appearance of a bear 

Shaman competition (№ 32) 

Bear-advisor Nirakha (№ 31); Marine hunter and a polar bear (№ 21); 

Unlucky hunter (№ 26, 34); A hunter and a polar bear (№ 

29, 31); Seaside orphan (№ 5); Sinanevt and a bear cub 

(№ 31); Magic Tambourine (№ 32) 

A man competing with a bear Female polar bear (№ 18; 31, 34); O’ravetl’an ynk’am 

umk’et (№ 41); Five daughters (№ 32) 
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Shamans competing in the shape of 

animals with one of them being a 

bear 

Shaman competition (№ 32) 

A bear kills the offenders The origin of bad weather (№ 32); Pleiades (№ 32); A 

man who walked away from his wives (№ 32); About a 

red bear (№ 32) 

A bear killing his relative (a bear) Magic bear (№ 32); A tale about a bear cub (№ 26) 

A female bear killing her own 

children, so that hunters don’t get 

them 

Pleiades (№ 32) 

Killing a female bear – hunter’s 

wife – by her rival 

An orphan and his two wives (№ 32) 

A female bear killed by her own son 

(a man) 

Kainyvilyu (№ 31) 

Killing of an adopted bear cub by 

hunters 

Nagruasek (№ 32); Anogitok (№ 32) 

Killing of a bear by his brother- 

hunter 

How Evens came to have a bear celebration (№ 18); A 

bear (№ 25) 

Killing of a bear by a boy who took 

an appearance of an ermine 

Eivelk’ey Ynk’am imch’echuket (№ 41) 

Killing of an adoptive mother-bear 

by her stepson 

A boy stolen by a female bear (№ 32); Adopted kid of a 

black bear (№ 32); A boy and a bear (№ 21; 38); A man 

who has a child and a wife (№ 28) 

Killing of an adoptive mother-bear 

by her request 

Adopted child (№ 34) 

Maiming caused by a bear A good lesson (№ 30) 

Bear team/relay A tale about Ememkut (№ 32); The origin of bad weather 

(№ 32) 

Adoption of a bear cub by a woman 

who lost her son. 

Anogitok (№ 32) 

The mistress of the under-water 

world 

The origin of bad weather (№ 32) 

The mistress of the under-ground 

world 

The legend about Sedna (№ 26) 

The master/mistress of animals Anogitok (№ 32); Kagsagsyuk punishes his 

torturer/tormentor (№ 32); Toy people (№ 31) 

Bear - the master of the place/ 

forest/sea 

Oemtivelan and Neuvgan (№ 13); Polar bear and a brown 

bear. (№ 3) 

A man who put on a bear hide loses 

his human qualities 

Ukamanan (№ 3, 14, 21, 32); Chaplino people (№ 28); 

Red female bear Takuka (№ 26) 

A man born to a female bear leaves 

in search of his self. 

Kainyvilyu (№ 31) 

A man goes away to bears, 

following his bear-wife 

Female polar bear (№ 18; 31, 34) 

Human appearance does not prevent 

a bear from keeping habits and food 

predilections of an animal 

Female polar bear (№ 18; 31, 34); Five bears (№ 23); An 

orphan and his two wives (№ 32) 
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A bear assumes as human 

appearance in order to enter a 

marriage with a human 

A woman who did not want to get married (№ 32) 

Hide processing How an old woman cheated animals (№ 21) An orphan 

(№ 28) 

A hide as a disguise for a hunter Harvesting seals (№ 5) 

A bear hide as a blanket Kagsagsyuk acquires strength (№ 32); Kagsaksuk and a 

polar fox (№ 26); An orphan (№ 28) 

A bear hide protecting an entrance 

to a den 

Pleiades (№ 32) 

Bear hide as a present for kindness Kagsagsyug punishes his torturer/tormentor (№ 32); 

Kagsaksug and a polar fox (№ 26) 

Bear hide covers the sled of Moon 

(moon man). 

A man from the moon and a thief of entrails/internal 

organs (№ 32) 

Bear hide as a cover for yaranga 

(tent) 

Tent cover greedy for berries (№ 29); Blade of grass 

unhappy with its fate (№ 26) 

Bear hide as a warning: do not go 

farther 

Girl-horsetail (№ 3) 

A hide is used for transformation Marine hunter and a polar bear (№ 21); Hunter and a 

polar bear (№ 29, 31); Unlucky hunter (№ 34); Polar bear 

and a man (№ 31); Female polar bear (№ 18; 31, 34); 

Dogs (№ 34); Ukamanan (№ 3, 14, 21, 32); Chaplino 

people (№ 28), Pleiades (№ 32); On the creation of the 

world (№ 26); How a poor man over-wintered (№ 3); An 

orphan and his two wives (№ 32) 
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